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Prologue.

The human mind has an inner world and an outer world, its conscious and 
its unconscious, forming a whole, inextricably interwoven. The balance of 
the two is the foundation of life. This is only one person’s, the writer’s, 
view of life, his own life, in the light of what others have experienced and 
written.



Life needs balance also on the ground.

1. The Human Nature

‘To Have’ is a basic instinct in man. It begins the day he is born and ends 
the day he dies.  It is his entelechy, his vital force and program, from the 
day he opens his eyes and asks for his mother’s milk till the day he closes 
his eyes and faces eternity. It is the instinct he needs to exist, to develop 
and to consummate his life. It has eternal roots and evolves as life is 
carried forward.

A  plan is discerned for all creation. Like any grass or animal, man is 
impelled to go through life’s complexities but his purpose differs from 
those of animals and plants. He is not as totally determined as a plant that 
of necessity follows its destiny or even an animal that lives by chance. 
Man has both chance and choice. Simply, he is half and half, half 
determined and half free. Plants are rooted to the spot, animals have their 
animal freedoms and man has his human freedoms. He is at once 
determined and free on account of his freedoms that lengthen and expand 
his scope of life. He is free to think and to will but his ØOfreedoms 
require choice.1 They grant the patterns that differ from from man to man 
and are there for the purpose of serving him through life. They enrich him 
but can ruin him.

‘Entelechy’ (entelecheia)2 is a term, minted by Aristotle (384-322 BC), 
that implies the  infusion of the infinite purpose, meaning and order that 
runs the world - “a force directing growth and life.”  “The universe 
manifests law and telos … intelligent reasoning seems to be acting out 
some purpose or plan … The sum total of everything is having a goal”.3 
“The sizes of stars and planets, and even people, are neither random, nor 
the result of any Darwinian selection process from a myriad of 
possibilities, … but are the consequence of divine necessity.”4 Each 
existent, down to the very last atom, has its “touch” of entelechy, its code 

1. “Freedom involves two components: chance (existence of a genuine set of alternatives) and 
choice,” says Margenau in Einstein’s Space and Van Gogh’s Sky, 1982, p. 240. and continues, 
“Quantum mechanics provides the chance, and we shall argue that only the mind can make the 
choice by selecting (not energetically enforcing) among the possible future courses.” Man is an 
‘amalgam of chance and choice’ (Wheeler, Davies).
2. “How a law of nature has been created in each species no man can explain,” says Darwin.
3. Brian Magee, The Story of Philosophy, p. 57.  The Eternal is the name given in this work for the 
Ineffable, the unnameable Origin of Reality, named God,  Tao and in other ways.  See below. note 
8 and Margenau 1984, p. 106.
4. William D. Gairdner, The Book of Absolutes, p. 102.



and destiny!5 Man participates as an emergence of the transcending order, 
beginning with the Big Bang.

Entelechy, thus, constitutes the divine  plan; it is the truth and the way, the 
innerness experienced all life, in human feelings, in music and poetry and 
in the “passionate living” that Kierkegaard asked for in religious life. It is 
the life force that encompasses all existents. It takes the form of genes in 
the human cells, managing the instincts in man’s life and deciding his 
freedoms. In sum, it prescribes the growth and development of everything 
in the world. It has been dominant in western thought since greek thought 
and is only questioned in modern materialistic thinking. 

Entelechy is, then, the program for every existent - animal, plant, rock or 
man. It decides the nature of each thing, bestowing its specific destiny. A 
genetic setup is what it grants every existent, thus, also man. His life is a 
being and becoming in line with what the teleological design affords him.6 
It dictates his life, as much in the internal as in the external world. Also 
the aborigines in Australia and the bushmen in Africa live close to what 
the nature allows them. They have the power of living and acting within 
the borders of what entelechy grants them. 

This concerns not least man’s moral life.7 Correlation of inner and outer 
life brings a happy and inspired existence. The attempts to use merely 
rational terms are signs of the arrogance of the present day. Man has the 
Eternal around him, inwards and outwards, beyond and above, in Paul A. 
Tipler’s words, “the superessential world, transcending all conditions, 
inaccessible to thought-- 'the measureless solitude of the Godhead, where 
God possesses Himself in joy'. It ought to be lived and understood 
through his whole life. The human being does not differ from the rest of 
Creation. He is just different from other existents by his extensive 
freedoms, granted to survive in a harsh world.”
 
Desires are part of the entelechy.8  They are inborn needs and cravings 
provided for all the stages of life and they must be fulfilled. There is the 
longing for food and drink to still hunger and thirst, there is the yearning 
for copulation for the continuation of mankind, the craving for good 

5. H. A. E. Driesch (1867-1941) developed a whole “Neo-vitalist Philosophpy of Entelechy”. See 
his The Science and Philosophy of the Organism, London, 1908.
6. Gene: “A gene is a molecular unit of heredity of a living organism”. It is posited 
that Aristotle’s entelechy and the modern genetic program are close.
7. “The paradox of a human will which is free yet seems bound to obey some 
statistical law.” Krutch 1953, p. 157.
8. As Goethe says in Athroismos (1819), ”Zweck sein selbst ist jegliches Tier” (‘Every animal is 
an end in itself’).



habitation, the longing for well-being and and the wish to wither in the 
twilight years and die - all in a set order.9 Desires differ, however, from 
individual to individual. Unlike animals and plants, man can push urge to 
lechery, acquire goods beyond necessity, and live in ways that brings early 
death.10

Man is both free and unfree in accordance with what entelechy dictates.  
He is free within his freedoms.  As they widen, his life also widens. He 
lives a widening freedom! He is basically the same as he was in cave 
times but material progress and social change have made him the present 
excessive man. Freedom leads to license and self-indulgence that, today,  
plays increasingly an important role in his life.  He forgets that 
responsibility increases concurrently with escalating freedom. He is 
bestowed the power of reasoning and the faculties of language and 
learning and they shape him. “His f is wired to adapt, learn and grow, and 
new wiring goes on all the time.”11 This can be for the better with new 
material advances but also for the worse, as is witnessed, for example, in 
warfare. Disregarding the common-sense knowledge, which admonishes 
moderation, he can exceed what entelechy prescribes.

Aristotle says, “Nature is entelechy”. This Greek genius voiced the belief 
that direction and purpose come entirely from within. The egg of the hen 
is internally designed and destined to become not a duck but a chick. The 
acorn becomes not a willow but an oak. Stars move in regular and 
predictable courses.  The design and function belong to the specific thing. 
To live the good life, one has to follow the right plan, he says. W. D. 
Durant comments that entelecheia is “one of these magnificent 
Aristotelian terms which gather up into themselves an entire 
philosophy.“12

Entelechy is the godlike élan vital, ‘vital force’, that Bergson (1859-1941) 
mentions as the inspiration of all reality.13 The “the sacred depths of the 
unconscious” extends not only to the  immense diversity but also to the 
9.  Listen also to Chuang Tzu, ch. 6: “Dying, being born, staying alive, perishing, failing, 
succeeding, poverty, riches, … blame, praise, hunger, thirst, cold, heat - all these vicissitudes are 
the work of destiny (ming).“Chuang Tzu, ch. 5. Ware’s translation.
10. He endangers his life by overdoing things. Building too much, travelling too much, taking too 
much medicine and so on. He can extend life, live longer and surpass his measure. It is his present 
duty to harness the extended “gaps” of freedom that modern life offers so that they be blessings 
and not iniquities.

11. O. Sacks 2010, The Mind’s Eye and This Year, Change your Mind in International Herald 
Tribune, 4 January 2011.
12. W. Durant, The Study of Philosophy, p. 57. Aristotle considered questions concerning the 
human soul and the contemplation of divinity more valuable than the investigation of the material 
world. Capra 1976, p. 8.
13. The organic theory of of nature was introduced by Bergson. Bergson 1925, p. 124ff.



minute details of life. Bergson equated élan, love and God in his late 
writings. He quoted Christ who says, “The Kingdom of Heaven is in the 
midst of you."

If there is a program for the great structure, why should there not also be 
programs for the small structures? The heavenly supercomputer is big 
enough to comprise every thing, unto an atomic particle. The application 
of cyberspace and the computer teach people to be humble in front of the 
vastness of the All. It is stupendous in its largeness! What human mind 
can embrace the Whole? No language is adequate to cover it! No 
mathematics is able to  describe it! It is adrift in infinite distances and 
durations which geology and astronomy cannot fathom - in spite of the 
strenuous efforts and the limitless human imagination.14 “What people can 
do is to understand some of the general principles of how living things 
work and why they exist at all. … What they study are still basically 
simple objects.”15 Realizing the enormity of the Cosmic Field, they just 
gasp and repeat what Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) said, "The silence of 
these infinite spaces frightens me!" ("L‘éternel silence de ces espaces 
infinis m'effraye!").16 More than Pascal modern man is lost, looking 
blindly into the boundless universe. But   “One sees well only with the 
heart, the essential is not seen with the eyes,”says The Little Prince.17

 

“Le petit prince.” Illustration.

14. This is dizzying as regards both space and time. It comprises a Milky Way, one galaxy 
among a billion others, where man exists on a little planet. Its extension in time is presently 13.7 
billion years. Concentration on ever new dazzling particulars on and around their planet, amazing 
in itself, might have  obscured the sight of the Whole which enormity cannot be grasped.
15. Dawkins 1986, pp. 2-3.
16. B. Pascal,  Pensées (Thoughts), chap. xxv, sec. 18.
17. Antoine de Saint-Exupéry 1946, “Le petit prince.” Ch. XXI. (On ne voit bien qu’avec le cœur, 
L’essentiel est invisible pour les yeux)



Aristotle says, “Everything in the cosmos is nature directed towards a 
particular ‘end’ with a specific purpose, a ‘final cause (telos)’.”18 “All 
forms of being develop according to their natures and move toward their 
own flourishing, or natural good,” says Gairdner.19 His ‘nature’ and 
Aristotle’s ‘entelechy’ run parallel. “Nothing springs into being by 
accident,” says Margenau.20 The entelecial endowment is the ”élan in 
every atom of its composition.”21 Man is as entelechial as other objects. 
Even his freedom is ultimately programmed. He walks the straight and 
narrow of what is determined and what he chooses. His freedom 
complicates his life. He is a creature of chance and must exercise 
meaningful choice.

Everything bespeaks a constituent order of such complexity that any 
notion of a blind or haphazard creation without an intelligent impulse is 
unimaginable.22 Even such a simple and uncomplicated device as a mouse 
trap could not exist without an ‘intelligent maker’. It consists of only four 
parts but they do not come together to become a trap without a maker. 
Remarkable! And it is designed for a purpose!23 Modern man is willing to 
recognize a maker of anything made by man, but not willing to recognize 
the miracle “of the most complicated thing in the known universe”,24 the 
living man. He accepts ‘random factors’ and that much happens by chance 
rather than by choice and confesses that he feels ‘almost’ religious when 
confronting a beautiful view but denies faith and conviction. Religion has 
lost its power; “science, not faith, is the road to truth.”25 Alienated by the 
secular society, he feels homeless since religion is gone. He seeks new 
paths and syntheses, estranged and rootless as never before in history. 
From the days of the hunter-gatherer man found comfort in common faith 
and communal worship.26 To be without a creed was not  experienced. 
Internal  knowledge was as important as external learning. Today, he loses 
18.  Aristotle, interpreted by Karen Armstrong 2009, The Case for God, London, 2009, p. 75. 
Aristotle was generally analytical, particular and inductive, opposed to Plato (ca BC 427-347)who 
was more synthetic, general and deductive. Teleology belonged to Aristotelian thought.
19. W. D. Gairdner 2009, The Book of Absolutes, p. 192.
20. Margenau 1984, p. 229.
21. T. Jefferson to John Adams in 1823, quoted in Lidin,   and Chance, p. 131.
22. F. Hoyle says that intelligence cannot just be Darwinian ‘pure chance’. His example: A 
Boeing-747 could not have come about by a whirlwind blowing through a junkyard containing all 
its pieces. See his The Intelgent Universe 1983, p. 19.
23. The mouse trap example of design in Michael Behe (b.1952), Darwin’s Black Box (1996. Behe 
cannot imagine that ‘numerous, successive, slight modifications’ are the reason for the ’irreducible 
complexity’ of the universe. Dawkins 2006, pp. 141-151. As for things having purpose, see 
William Paley (1743-1805) and his watch “crossing a heath.”
Davies 1992, p. 201.
24. Dawkins 1986, p. 1.
25. E. Alexander 2012, p. 49.
26. The early hunter-gatherers expressed their religion communally without priests. 
They still do  among the Bushmen!



himself among ever new gadgets and machines. Knowledge is 
dehumanized; one is just aware of the cerebral processes.
 
Julian Huxley (1894-1963) says, “In one act ... a man can hold together 
elements of the present and past, projections into the future, particular 
experiences and general concepts, emotions and intellectual ideas, facts 
and fancies, fears and hopes.“27 “He is a thing which doubts, wonders, 
conceives, affirms, denies, wills, refuses, which also imagines, feels and 
believes.”28

 
The joyful effort is an instinct itself, like the light of day. Without joy no 
effort, and without effort no food, clothing and shelter. Joy increases 
motivation. The goal may be scientific discoveries but the joy on the way 
there constitutes the pepper and salt that spices the effort. “When joy 
pervades things and one enjoys with all things a springtime - then one’s 
potential is intact,” says Chuang Tzu.29

As W. Heisenberg (1901-1976) said in the face of the order of the Whole: 
“Values must be related to a higher moral order” and "if this central order 
should ever become extinguished, terrible things may happen to mankind, 
far more terrible even than concentration camps and atomic bombs.”30 The 
lawfulness of the universe stuns physicists. The forces “have to be within 
very narrow limits for anything like our world to have emerged.”31 This 
concerns a world where “even the smallest speck of matter visible to the 
naked eye contains trillions of atoms, each composed of subatomic 
particles, and continually interacting with the outside world.”32 All these 
facts attest to such an intelligent maker that also Charles Darwin 
(1809-1882) doffed his hat.

The creation is discerned in a plant, an animal, a man and any other 
existent. That everything is subject to space and time and adapts 
according to circumstance and environment is evident. In earlier ages 
when man was more stationary, living in a world where change was slow, 
this was not recognized. Both in the East and in the West, reality was 
considered in permanent terms. Life was stable and static and philosophy 
was insight into a permanent truth. In the present globalization and 
27. Huxley 1957, p. 224.
28.  Armstrong 2009, p. 191. “Humanity will never be happy, the world will never be at peace, life 
will never be truly worth living, until we have become artists of emotional adjustment and until we 
have learned to manage ourselves as well as our bodies, nature and matter.“ Liebman 1966, p, 216.
29. Chuang Tzu, ch. 5. Ware’s translation. Adapted.
30.  W. Heisenberg quoted in J. C. Eccles 1980, p. 245 and in Lidin 2009. p.131.
31. Bartholomew 2008, p. 83.  
32. D. Deutsch 1997, p. 20.



concentration, the situation is new every day and man needs to learn 
continually.

He can go to excesses that affects both himself and his fellow human 
beings - and even enjoys it! He is given the dual capability to love, help 
and save, and to hate, hurt and kill. The positive virtues of love and 
compassion are matched by the negative vices of hatred and ill-will. This 
can be as disastrous for the single person as for groups of people. It can 
lead to enmity on the personal level and to war on the national and 
international level.33 Desires and interests are blown bigger and bigger, as 
man is given ever wider latitudes of material freedom. Selfishness and 
egoism is allowed to expand limitlessly and compassion and empathy 
vanish in the face of acquisition. For riches any gruesome act is pardoned, 
even war and man-slaughter. No animal or plant causes affliction beyond 
needs and with ill intent. 

Calvin and man-slaughter (21 February, 2011, Int. Herald Tribune)

Desires snare man. Capitalists and priests use them to imprison him. The 
former induce him to have more and more, while the latter make him feel 
like a “sinner”. D. de Rougement says, “Human desires, urges, and lusts 
require handling with care. They demand outlets in their right proportions, 
be levelled and sublimated in the individual; if not, it can ultimately affect 
the person in his entirety.”34 As for sexuality, Y. Mishima says, “That great 
dark overabundance, the great underground canal of hidden passion... that 
storms day and night like a gale through the metropolis is the psychic 
energy that runs deeply through the veins of body and mind and more 
often than not wreaks havoc on its host”.35 It is "the most precious spark 

33. Recent history bears witness to the disasters to which this leads.

34 D. de Rougement, Love in the Western World, p. 15, quoted in D. Loy, Lack and 
Transcendence, pp. 139-140.

35   Y. Mishima, The Temple of Dawn, New York, 1973.



of Nature's fire", says T. Jefferson (1743-1826) and continues, “Man must 
coexist with it and bring it in line with other instincts.” It has played as 
significant a role in history, as has the longing for wealth and power, and 
roused man to love, lust and murder.36 “The sex-drive is only one among 
many integrative forces in both animal and human societies,” writes 
Koestler.37

Things have meaning and direction. “A purposiveness runs through all 
nature, sleeping in the stone, dreaming in the flower and partially  and 
conscious in man.” says a Greek classic. Man is not a stone, neither a 
flower nor an animal. He has a spirit that can soar heavenward and sink 
into despair. He has the capacity to love and to hate and to be fate’s 
plaything. He must face up to life’s surprises, exaltations and miseries.38 
He is yearning to know where he comes from and where he is going. So 
did the ancient Egyptians and Babylonians and so do all peoples around 
the world. “They have not been content to see things unconnected and 
inexplicable.”39 Without meaning, no reason to exist, they seem to say. 
Modern people, however, are lost in the scientific cosmogony; they see 
light years but not the purpose. The Nobel Price winner, S. Weinberg 
sighs, “The effort to understand the universe is one of the very few things 
that lifts human life a little above the level of farce, and gives it some of 
the grace of tragedy.”40 

Modern man is thus a bundle of conscious and unconscious  motivations. 
He has his urges of sex, and power, his ups and downs, his emotions and 
impulses. The feelings are many, happy and lucky, bad and sad, and the 
stronger they are, the more he is at their mercy. He has to live with them, 
discipline and sublimate them, but not repress them. As C. G. Jung 
(1875-1961) alludes, they stir in the depths of man’s soul and are a major 
part of his life. He lives “like the birds of the air and the lilies of the 
field.“41 He is, however, more uprooted than plants and even animals. 

36.  Lidin 2009, ch. 49, p. 61.
37. Koestler 1972, p. 114.
38. W. R. Inge 1925, Conclusion p. 367, quoted in Lidin 2009, 106. Darwin at the end of The 
Origin of Species ends by admitting that “whether by chance or by supernatural intervention it is a 
miracle in accordance with the grand, eternal physical laws.” Simpson 1949, pp. 13-14. Likewise,  
Taleb admits the “opacity and invisibility of the generator” of the world and his Black Swan.  
History does not reveal its mind to us - we need to guess what’s inside of it.” Taleb 2007, p. 268. 
“History is opaque”, p. 8
39. Hawking 1988, p. 7.
40. Weinberg 1976, p. 149.
41. Matthew, ch. 7: 26 and 28.



Every existent, thus, possesses its “interior law and purpose.”42 ”A plant 
must have roots below as sunlight above and roots must be grubby”,43 
says C. S. Lewis. If the roots of a tree or a plant are cut, they wither and 
dye and if an animal loses its instincts, it is an easy prey for the hunter. 
Likewise, if man loses his inborn guidance, he weakens and suffers.  He 
grows, withers and dies like any plant or animal. He is, however, unlike 
plants and animals. His entelechy grants him special parameters. He is 
given wide latitudes and adapts according to circumstances and is free to 
do things which he finds good and desirable.  Matt Richtel says, “The 
bottom line is, the brain is wired to adapt. There’s no question that 
rewiring goes on all the time.”44 

Depending on time and place man can stretch his freedom. In this respect 
he is at once free and unfree. As long as the actions are not excessive, it is 
“solely by and for the good of each life. ” The unhappy situation is, 
however, that he can go to excess.  Animals and plants live their entelechy 
but they are not cursed like man who can ‘overdo’ to the extent that he 
can ‘undo’ himself. The urges and drifts of an animal are automatic.  Man 
can expand and contract, increase and decrease his freedom that  changes 
from time to time and from place to place. 

Freedom has saved man on earth in spite of sinister odds. It is therefore 
sad to note that many of his actions are mentioned in religion and holy 
scriptures among the “dark forces” that lead to “sins.”  They should, 
however, only be counted as “sins” when they end in exaggeration. They 
can be blessings but also curses, leading to unhappiness and harm, 
ultimately to his annihilation. Both the good and the bad hide in man’s 
capacity of freedom.45 The history of freedom can be regarded as its  
broadening from age to age. As his freedom extends, his field of action 
widens. It relates not only to the “to have” instinct but also to morality, 
spiritual truth and righteousness. It shows in a person’s social behaviour, 
in love and empathy, in laughs and humour, in help and assistance. It is 
seen in “a smile, the shortest way between two beings.”

Birth and death are definite borders in man’s life. Between these ultimate 
borders he is allowed to act and assist what is determined in life’s ongoing 
process, growth and transformation. Man’s free will can be considered the 

42. W. Durant, The Story of Philosophy, New York, 1953, p. 69.
43. C. S. Lewis 1960, in The Four Loves, London, 1960,  p. 14.
44. Matthew Richtel, quoting Steven Yantis, professor of brain science at John Hopkins University, 
in an article, Addiction to high-tech gadgets is taking a toll on the brain, International Herald 
Tribune, 8 June, 2010, p. 16.
45. Ref. to Magee 1973, p. 83.



gift, however circumscribed by what  nature bids and allows, that helps 
life in the world. 

 

2. Existentialism 

Existentialism is a recent post-Christian philosophy. Man has always 
expressed existential thought but always as part of divine thought. 
Modern existentialism is a philosophy without religion. Modern man has 
lost his existential balance in a materialistic civilization with a spirit of 
God-defiance. He has willingly left company with his inner for a world of 
plenty. He is free but in an empty world bereft of meaning! From all heart 
and no head he has gone to all head and no heart. “His eyes are blind, he 
searches not with his heart.”46 The old sense of being a  God’s creation is 
gone. He even represses the thought of death, God’s last card, until his 
final moment. It remains an unmentionable last moment of life.  “In our 
scientific and technological age, somehow,  death should not be,” says L. 
Martines.47

Modern existential philosophers speak much about the absurdity and 
nihilism of life, reflecting the Zeitgeist of the present age.  Renouncing a 
transcendent dimension and a higher purpose, they are caught in the here 
and now they find meaningless. They do not “see” the divine in things 
around them. Living in one-dimensional material world with no 
anchorage in eternal truth, they become spiritually numb and just ‘cogs in 
a cosmic machine’. This is a modern phenomenon. For medieval man the 
world was meaningful and Newton, a couple of centuries later,  regarded 
his discoveries as just pebbles, found on the shore of God’s ocean. Man 
was scientific and spiritual in equal measure. 

46. Saint-Exupéry 1946, Ch XXV. (Mais les yeux sont aveugles. Il faut chercher avec le cœur)
47. In L. Martines,Ways of Death.



Today, novels, plays, painting, even modern opera, demonstrate the 
aimlessness of the routinized, finite life. It is popular to have “the dark 
reality of depression” as the topic.  Various genres indicate the futile 
world where meaninglessness and sadness prevail.48 They lack the soul 
and Heaven above.  “Man is a timetable, not only in his job, but in his role 
as a member of a union, in his habits of eating and sleeping.“49 He is 
unsettled, ”full of sound and fury signifying nothing.“50 He is driven out 
of the comfortable home where religion was the bedrock and feels 
displaced in the “brave new world.51 The secularization of modern 
civilization represents an assault on human feelings and inner life. Human 
life, as lived through ages, is under attack. Divine values are denied. 
Substitute activities absorb him. Even social life is made scientific and 
square, resulting in loss of dignity and esteem.  “It is all a nothing, and 
man is a nothing, too,” says Hemingway. Success, power and position, in 
an age of agnosticism and atheism give little satisfaction. “Face to face 
with nothingness, consumed with and overcome by anxiety and dread, he 
feels the sword of death hanging over his head.”52 Frustrated, he yearns 
for the security of  the ordered society and for ”a faith to believe in, a star 
to follow, an order in things, and purpose and meaning.”53

The moral attributes of the Eternal - the good, the love, the true, the 
beautiful, the right, the righteous - are nullified. This situation continues 
in the twenty-first century at an escalated pace. Even death is secularized, 
however, with attempts to make it esthetically dignified. It is difficult to 
measure where the moral nihilism is heading. Man might feel forlorn and 
a helpless “chemical compound” but still not far removed from the 
religious feeling. Who is not moved when listening to Cinderella singing 
about rispetto, amore e bontà (‘respect, love and kindness’)?54

The afflictions of mind and spirit are treated by therapists who, as a rule, 
call on their own therapists. Faith has been exchanged for psychology, 
religion for behavioural science and the pastor and priest for the shrink 
and his couch. One talks as naturally - and proudly - of one’s therapist as 
of one’s pastor in an earlier century.55 The old optimism of Heaven has 

48.  Modern novels, for example,  Under the Volcano (1947), by Matcolm Lowry (1909-1957), 
presents the damaging consequences of modern material life.
49. Gabriel Marcel, in David E. Roberts 1957, p. 283.
50. Macbeth, Act 5, Scene 5,
51. Primack and Abrams 2006, p. 27.
52. Liebman 1966. p. 42.
53. Free rendering of Hjalmar Söderberg (1869-1941), Martin Bircks ungdom (1901). Swedish 
original: “En tro att leva på, en stjärna att styra efter, ett sammanhang i tingen, en mening och ett 
mål” Quoted in Wikström 2010, p 87.
54. In Rossini’s La Cenerentola.
55. This was the situation in upper class circles in Freud’s time but now spread to all classes.



been replaced by the pessimism of the world. While the confession gives 
the believer a new happy start, the analysis usually offers a sinister life 
ahead.

The intelligentsia, the vanguard of modernity, has erred into ever new 
'isms' that are complex and above the horizons of the majority of people. 
Philosophy has become a learned art that runs close to the times. It is 
occupied by academics and ponderous professors of philosophy, and their 
pretentious language is directed exclusively to the initiated within their 
academic milieu - and often hardly acknowledged even among them. The 
philosopher no longer strives after the love of wisdom as in Plato’s time. 
His task is limited to the analysis of words and sentences and to sterilized 
constructs. They form, as the French philosophes at their time, an 
institutionalized elite with thought inflated with new vocabulary, requiring 
explanation. Only the community of colleagues in the specific field are 
expected to read them. Life disappears in scholarly terms. The result is 
that outsiders, interested in their thought, turn to secondary sources where 
the message is presented in the simple language that it could have had 
originally.

Wittgenstein accuses western philosophers of being “bewitched by words 
and language.” Philosophy in reduced format deals with linguistics, 
syntactic structures, semantics, deconstruction of language and its use. 
This contrasts with the olden times when the human condition 
encompassed  Heaven and Earth, and philosophical thought surveyed the 
universe as one indivisible whole. This is still the situation in most of the 
world. The post-Cartesian western civilization restricts philosophy. It is 
questionable whether this deserves to be called philosophy.56 

But to say that traditional philosophy is finished is wrong. New ideas are 
beginning to reinterpret reality and evaluate what is happening in both old 
and new terms. A global development of human thought will find novel 
avenues. Chapters will be added that explain our postmodern age from the 
perspective of eastern as well as western wisdom. The logicians and 
semanticists will preserve their niches but not represent philosophy as a 
whole. Philosophy will again begin with the Delphic demand: “Know 
thyself”!57 and John Locke’s injunction: “Think for yourself”! where true 
philosophy starts.

In the present world of the computer, man mostly professes a cold one-
dimensional material thinking. He is born, lives and dies in a rationality 
56. “Philosophy is dead.” says Steven Hawking 2010, p. 5.
57. In ancient Greek. “Gnothi seavton”!



that asks for instant satisfaction and not the values that make life worth 
living.58 He has forgotten that his psychic sanity is as important as his 
physical health. He has alienated himself from the Roman ideal of mens 
sana in corpore sano, “a healthy mind in a healthy body.” As a body he is, 
as Pascal says, “but a reed, the most feeble thing in nature.“59 With mind 
and body in harmony he is able to tackle the problems of the world and of 
himself. His body needs to be fit, but, equally, his mind  need to be in 
trim. Life’s proportions are lost with the focus only on the artifacts that 
clutter living. As long as his efforts were merely directed at having what 
was necessary for life, this was not serious. Now that he has commodities 
in abundance, far more plentiful than in times of yore and allows them to 
govern his life, the situation is alarming. 

He may be satisfied with this secularized life as long as he is young and 
vital and as long as it fulfills his needs and wants but he is rootless in old 
age, crisis, distress and death. He might show a happy bravado, and even 
take pleasure in alienated and  sophisticated depravity!  “Deep within me 
hides a rotten soul,“ sings the movie hero happily and hugs the heroine 
who agrees; then they grin and sing “you and me for ever,“ and find 
comfort in sex. With a dead inner, they turn into “abstract, lifeless, 
inorganic objects.”60 They do not recognize that they are penned up in a 
spaceship61 on their way through infinite space. From where they come 
and where they go, they do not care.

Poets, novelists and artists rebel against this modern cultural landscape, 
but hail its vacuity and declare it to be the earth-centred religion of 
modern man, and even revel in it. They turn to ersatz activities, such as 
drugs, sex and entertainment,  to absorb life. Intellectual life in this 
atmosphere can lead to the atheist thinking of R. Dawkins or to the deistic 
conviction of C. G. Jung. Or like F. Sagan writing a best-selling novel 
with the title Bonjour tristesse, welcoming a cold, soulless life.
 
The new temper permeates both books and films and its downward trend 
can be followed from decade to decade. Writers keep finding novel 
aspects of loneliness and despair in an absurd universe. The ever-growing 
literature on social angst and uninhibited love is an indication of a 
homeless spirit. The redeeming factor is that there are authors who add 
the dimensions of love, goodness and sincerity, at least toward the end of 
the work. They alienate themselves from the Roman ideal of mens sana in 
58. As it is said, ‘they live with only sex on the brain’. 
59. B. Pascal quoted in Roberts 1957, p. 41.
60. V. C. Ferkiss. Technological Man, p. 60.
61. The space ship in Harry Martinsson’s poetic novel and opera Aniara. Symbol for modern man’s 
predicament lost  in a space ship heading into the universe.



corpore sano, “a healthy mind in a healthy body.” They have forgotten 
that the psychic sanity is as important as the physical health. When one-
dimensional, however well-written or well-performed, they become may-
flies which last mostly for a day.

A great novel, play or opera must take place in an inner-outer world, 
richly sensed and felt in various dimensions. It must have a soul. Any 
agreeable art is more than “recombining images in the brain by sense 
impressons of lonely individualism.”62 An able writer is not a mere 
literary equilibrist. A William Shakespeare (1564-1616) or a Jane Austen 
(1775-1817) exhibited the rich qualities of the handiwork of their times.63 
Any true work of art manifests the balance of the external and the 
internal. When anything is imbued with this virtue, it has soul, it has life. 
What made a drama, an opera, a film, a book, a painting reach the heart of 
the reader? The reason was the truth, the beauty, the purity of the theme 
and contents, its transcendent quality. 

A good book needs some great truth to make it worth reading. It must 
awake man to new truths and arouse him.  The same concerns a movie. It 
must display the warmth of a soul. How many books are read and 
remembered fifty years after their publication, and how many films are re-
shown only a decade after they were first made? Ingrid Bergman, in an 
interview, discarded all her films except one or two!64 Ingmar Bergman 
was as harsh when recalling the films he had made!

True virtue moves and touches. Sensitivity is difficult to describe. When a 
woman says that beauty makes her cry, it is something in the book or art 
that hits her soul. It is personal and emotional. Soul relates to soul. What 
is true, beautiful, good and right move people generally. The drama, play, 
music, art must harmonize with love and beauty to be accepted, cherished 
and remembered, display both harmony and soul. It eliminates the tension 
and stress of the day-to-day life.

Man is moved by what is absolute. He loves the true love of a novel, 
opera and film and tends even to shed tears when seeing a heart-rending 
drama. The play that begins and ends with what is evil or ugly is not 
accepted. To have success with the public, it must begin with aim and 
purpose in view and finish with something enjoyable: friendliness, love, 
happy end, humour, laughter. Likewise, sorrow inspires sympathy, tears 
62. Krutch 1953, p. 238, with reference to Hobbes.
63. “If they recognize only the truths of the physical, psychological and social sciences they have 
ceased to be literature at all.” Krutch 1953, p. 241.
64. Now, it is a sign of the master that he is critical of his work. Even Michelangelo was not 
satisfied with his work. 



and concern,65 and one is grieved and touched by bereavement, burial and 
death. The true tale inspires positive emotions and furthers equanimity. It 
displays the Eternal in life.

The reason why so much modern art seems flat and one-dimensional 
today might be the lack of the soul that religion gave it earlier. E. O. 
Wilson (b. 1929) says, ”For millennia, organized religions have been the 
source of much of the best in the creative arts.”66

Love and lust are vulgarized in media, film, theater, newspapers, art, 
literature, and often reduced to lewd and lurid bed scenes. Speech and 
vocabulary have reached a low level. If common curses turned to hell 
formerly, they now largely dwell on the sex level. Sexuality is only part of 
life. It has been observed that normally it constitutes only five percent of 
love life. It is sad that it has come to occupy so much space in novels, 
magazines, newspapers, film, theater and in people’s lives generally.67 The 
bar has been set lower  on sex. ‘Safe sex’ is idolized while believers are 
described as traumatized paranoids. 

It is not only the child who desires support and assistance. Everyone 
needs friends, companions and family around him to feel comfortable. It 
goes for the ruler as much as for the subject. Life is further poor without 
prayer, intuition and inspiration. “They are bridges thrown out towards an 
unseen shore.“68 As the world has its soul, man has his. Similarly, each 
day needs its soul. One needs to feel the day ahead. Without its soul a day 
is dead!69

Life leads from the transcendental to the phenomenal. Existence depends 
on this line being intact, fostered and nourished. Any breach of the line 
means mental disruption. A peaceful and felicitous life demands the 
secular to be experienced spiritually. “Spiritual decay is terrible,” says 
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry (1900-1944).

3. Existentialism and Art

65. “The highest forms of wondering we can achieve are laughter and human compassion.” says R. 
Feynman. 
66. Wilson 2012, quoted by N. D. Kristof in IHT, April 2012. Modern opera is one example. One 
understands why Stalin could not  enjoy Lady Macbeth of Mzensk; it had neither a socialist nor a 
Christian soul.
67. The genetalia generally, the sex organs involved in sexual reproduction.
68. Jung 1966, p. 77.
69. The physical part of a car can be ever so beautiful, while  its motor - its soul - is valueless and 
dead.



Worldly prophets of pessimism are galore: Ernest Hemingway 
(1899-1961), Jean-Paul Sartre (1906-1980), Albert Camus (1913-1960), 
Françoise Sagan (1935-2004) and so on and so forth.  Hemingway 
proposed international adventure, Sartre, the incarnate atheist,  
recommended political activity, Sagan hailed the desultory life of the era70 
and Camus, the most searching among them, was a blend of passimism 
and optimism: he stood for resignation and moral courage in worldly 
pursuits and for coming to terms with life in spite of ethical nihilism and 
disillusion. Having moved from the light of the cathedral to a dark café, 
one had to be brave in the face of the absurdity of life, feeling accidental 
and mortal, depending on and believing in nothing! Pragmatic atheists, 
such as Sartre and Camus, generally regarded life as a farce but attempted 
to make ‘sense’ of the ‘senseless’. It equalled the ‘macho’ life lived by 
Hemingway, that certainly led to renown and fame but also to depression, 
paranoia and a bullet in the brain.

Calvin & Hobbes and modern Life (19 October, 1010, Int. Herald Tribune)

They illustrate the pessimism of the one-dimensional modern nan and 
recognize no other solution than surrogate gratification. In an absurd 
world, from which only death offers release, the struggle itself toward the 
heights is enough to fill a man’s heart. “One must be stoic and imagine 
Sisyphus happy as he rolled the stone up again and again, ” writes Camus, 
tongue-in-cheek.71 To all these noteworthy people who state that life is 
ludicrous, one would like to repeat what Einstein said: they are not 
“merely unhappy but hardly fit for life.” They have set themselves free 
from the intuitive wisdom of inner inspiration and ended up in a cul de 
sac with a godless reality bereft of meaning. They are the “victims of the 
modern disease which they have done so much to diagnose.”72

In art Edvard Munch (1863-1944) personifies the ‘modern disease’ with 
his picture “The Scream” (‘Skriket’), whose “anguished skeletal figure 
70. In the novel Bonjour Tristesse (1954).
71. Albert Camus 1942, The Myth of Sisyphus (p. 119), quoted in K. Armstrong 2008, p. 276.
72. D. E. Roberts 1957, p. 340. Wilson 1966, p. 9.



figure with a mouth frozen in a rictus of psychic pain embodies the 
existentialist cri de coeur and angst-ridden despair.” “It depicts the deep 
anguish of his own soul but next the existential estrangement of the 
age.”73 He feels alone in a “tight little cage of our universe… without any 
meaning”,74 a nonsensical world, and personifies the predicament of 
modern man. Munch’s street scene from about the same time depicts the 
modern situation as vividly. The lonely individual is described by 
Dostoevski (1821-1881) whose inner world of passion and insanity well 
matches his world of desolation and barren blue moods.

Edvard Munch, “The Scream”, 1893.

In recent literature, the Japanese writer Kôbô Abe (1924-1993) describes 
the existential dilemma in the Suna no onna, (‘the Woman in the Dunes’, 
1962).  His hero is trapped in a hole in the desert with sand all around. At 
first he struggles for a way out but, in the end, resigns to his fate, finding 
substitute contentment with a woman and the discovery of water in the 

73. Sarah Lyell in International Herald Tribune, 11-12 February, 2006. Lidin 2009, p. 124.
74. D. H. Lawrence 1931,  p, 44.



sand. He finds the purpose of man’s existence in worldly pursuits.75 Less 
optimistisk is Samual Bennet in his drama “Waiting for Godot” (1953), 
where a woman is depicted as bearing over a grave.

To be active is the usual way to avoid the ennui of contemporary 
existence. To be so engrossed that one wakes up dead one morning, 
without knowing it, seems to be the ideal. To be busy makes one forget 
the futility of the Aniara existence. .The existential despair is ”splashed 
with many colours, dark and bright, at one and the same time”! People are 
empty and drawn, like the “gaunt skeletons,” by Giacometti.76 

75. Abe Kôbô, Suna no onna,  (The Woman in the Dunes), Tokyo, 1962. Abe never realized that 
life can be richer than so.

76. W. Barrett 1958, p. 28.



The existential relativism is the consequence of the ongoing  
secularization of the last century. The name existentialism is proper since 
it has its  concentration on the existence in this world. The seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries were the creative centuries of modern natural 
science. It indicated a break with the classical tradition of thought. It 
meant existence in this world only; before the world and after the world, 
there was nothing. Even human identity was questioned. Since, finally, all 
existence was declared absurd, man could only find values in more and 
more worldly activities and courageously face a life of spiritual ‘nothing’. 
Man was stripped staring into a star-studded night.

Anselm Fischer (f. 1945), “Sternenfall”, illustration of  modern man.

As  Joseph Conrad (1857-1924) says (in An Outpost of Progress): 
"Few men realize that their life, the very essence of their character, 
their capabilities and their audacities, are only the expression of their 
belief in the safety and security of their surroundings. The courage, the 
composure, the confidence; the emotions and principles; every great 
and significant thought belongs not to the single person but to the 
crowd: to the crowd that believes blindly in the irresistible efficacy of 
its institutions and of its morals, in the power of its police and of its 
opinion.” …. "To the sentiment of being alone of one's kind, to the 
clear perception of the loneliness of one's thoughts, of one's sensations 
– to the negation of the habitual, which is safe, there is added the 



affirmation of the unusual, which is dangerous; a suggestion of things 
vague, uncontrollable, and repulsive, whose discomposing intrusion 
excites the imagination and tries the civilized nerves of the foolish and 
the wise alike."

Conrad's starting place is an abode in the jungle, but what is the 
difference between the true jungle and the urban jungle? Is it not a fact 
that one can be as isolated and 'alone' in the hustle-and-bustle of a city 
as in the calm of the countryside? In the urban and social jungle 
everyone is as much a prey as in the true jungle.

Either place can be detrimental to the health and welfare of man. 
Arthur Rimbaud (1854-1891) in the West and Li Po (701-762) in the 
East make clear that extreme individuality and independence are 
destructive. They are fascinating, the Rimbauds and Li Pos, just as 
apparently war is more fascinating than peace. However, who wants to 
see his own son or daughter to move into a life of debauchery or go 
into war? Man needs social institutions and relatedness for orderly 
living; detached from a stable pattern of relationships he may end up 
crying out like one of Conrad’s characters : "The horror!  The horror" 
as he finds himself alone in the jungle of Congo. “Survival in the 
hostile jungle demands conformity, shared values and dedication to the 
common cause,” writes Graham Greene (1904-1991).77 Good friends 
are as important for a happy life as the sense of serenity. 

On the other hand, as Einstein said, “I am a horse for a single harness, 
not cut out for tandem or teamwork.”78 Creativity invites the loner and 
intuitive dreamer who in quietude and solitude makes his discoveries. 
He makes “alienation from society both bearable and productive.”79 
There are both  introverts and extraverts and they differ. A healthy mix 
is usually the best.  

4. René Descartes (1596-1650)

77. In G. Greene, Journey Without Maps, 1936.
78. Einstein quoted in Cain 2012, p. 71.
79. Hardin 1959, p. 342. Adapted. 



Modern thought begins with René Descartes. Only after  he separated 
matter (res extensa) from mind (res cogitans) and placed God beyond,80 
the existential questions were raised, such as, “Who are we”, “Where do 
we come from?”, “Where do we go?”, Why do we exist?“, “What is it all 
about?“, ”What is man?”, “What is life?”81  The religions and 
philosophies offer answers but the new thought does not.82 The  man who 
had lived on “a green platform fixed between paradise and hell”83 became 
conscious of himself as a mere fleck in a boundless reality. His interest 
turned to matter and his mind became “an autonomous realm of being, 
following its own laws.“84 Mind and matter  were distinct.

Before, God and revelation presided over and inside reason and science. 
“Now, reality “fell asunder into a world of mind and a world of matter 
mutually exclusive and utterly antithetic.“85 The creator was placed 
outside the universe. From the time of the publication of his Discourse 
(1641) the two substances of mind and matter were established. Faith was 
divorced from reason. Descartes himself was a ‘single and complete 
being’ (res cogitans) while ‘extended objects’ (res extensa) were divided 
and studied without reference to the mind.86 His spiritual mind was 
separated from his physical universe.  “He kept his philosophy and 
religion in different compartments.“87 He became the sceptic, doubting 

80. . Margenau 1984, p. 127.
81. The questions, were less pregnant earlier, since religion answered them.
82. “God was only accepted, as being the foundation of all things.“ Whitehead 1925, p. 145.
83. Priestley 1960, p. 15.
84. L. L. Whyte 1979, p. 60.
85. A. O. Lovejoy 1930.  The Revolt Against Dualism, p. 3.
86. Tradition has it that the revelation came in a  on the wintry night of 19 November, 1619. “It is 
not too much to say that a new man was born in Descartes, a new type of man in Europe, and a 
new tradition in philosophy. ...This  … shaped the temperament of rationalists from Descartes to 
Freud.” Whyte 1979, p. 88.
87. Wilson 1966, p. 13. 



everything, except his own doubting, and the precursor of a new tradition 
of philosophy in Europe, the father of modern thought, in time leading to 
both ‘the secular city’, empiricism, academic scepticism and modern 
science.88 Reason took precedence over faith. A healthy scepticism led 
even to scepticism about scepticism!

The old view that there was a bridge between life on earth and the beyond 
was broken.  Man was split and no longer constituted a threefold, mind, 
soul and spirit. The long tradition through the Middle Ages, when body 
and mind were organically linked to both soul and spirit, was gone. Heart 
and mind were united as man’s consciousness. Descartes simplified the 
view of human nature when he  departmentalized the physical body and 
the psychical mind,89 and body, mind and spirit were reduced to matter 
and mind.

                              

Descartesʼ Meditations (Meditationes de prima phiosophia)

“European thinking split into two camps representing contrasted 
tendencies in human nature: the one taking charge of the cogitating mind 
and the other seeking order in the materialistic nature, the first seeking 

88. H. Cox 1965, The Secular City, pp.1-3. “Descartes was the first thinker to assert a sharp 
division of mind from matter as the basis of a systematic philosophy claiming scientific clarity and 
certainty.” Whyte 1979, p. 26.
89. Traditions world-wide operate with a threesome, even a five-some mind.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/97/Meditationes_de_prima_philosophia_1941.jpeg


comfort in feeling a unifying order, the second in the search for order in 
particular facts, the former deductionist and the latter inductionist.”90 Over 
the bulk of four hundred years moved from religious monism to modern 
dualism, ending with the modern scientific monism.

The separation of mind from matter was the first stage of this 
development. “Prior to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries of our 
modern era, it is impossible to draw a line between empirical and mystical 
thought.“91After fifteen hundred years of religious dominance the 
Cartesian centuries followed when matter came first. “Reason took the 
place of revelation and religion dwindled into a department of life.“92 
Nature was regarded as an automaton and modern man as the “product of 
two great revolutions in thought, one the Newtonian revolution, the other 
the Darwinian. … One in physics, the other in biology.“93  The world 
became devoid of the counterweight of an  eternal realm.94  Man was no 
more a mixture of being and nonbeing, resulting in the “dilemma of the 
self-conscious man.”95As science invaded domain after domain of human 
endeavor, the world became a Newtonian ‘billiard ball’ universe96 and 
love “nothing but the biological urge to reproduction.”97 The human man 
himself became ”a fortuitous cosmic afterthought”, no longer meaningful 
and singular. It became a cold, empirical universe where man was more 
“an accidental collocation of atoms” than a divine creation.98 Amental 
disease was treated like a heart illness.

90. L. L. Whyte 1979, p. 13. Adapted.
91. Cssirer 1946, p. 294. 
92. Tawney 1926. p. 13.
93. Hardin 1959, pp. 300-301. Adapted,
94. Until Descartes there was an inner-outer wholeness, in  which divine reality was interrelated 
with the human world and had a leading role. The self-conscious man broke away from religion. 
95. Whyte 1979, p. 37.
96. The Enlightenment scientists “conceived of the whole universe as a game of billiards.”
97. Krutch 1953, p. 182 and 206.   Also said longer, “Love is nothing but a biological process 
designed to make sure that our genes get  passed on.“
98. Primack and Abrams 2006, p. 273.



From Cross to Screw.  Cover on R. H. Tawney’s book

This situation has continued into the twenty-first century. Presently, 
anything that smacks of divinity and religion is under attack.  Christianity 
is taught less and less in school, and religious symbols, for example, the 
cross and the crucifix, are even  forbidden. Death has become a taboo 
subject in both thought and speech, reduced to a worldly affair. The 
design of the coffin and the grave are often paid more attention to than the 
religious affinity. No Heaven is recognized above the blue sky! In the 
place of inner life and faith, leading to higher truth, today’s man has 
science and “unconscious cerebrations.”

All this development wears Descartes’ stamp. Doubt has a long history, 
beginning in the biblical times and the Doubting Thomas.99 It can 
thereupon be followed through the Christian tradition as the shadow of 
faith. After Descartes it gradually gained the upper hand, just like the 
shadow in H. C. Andersen’s Shadow (‘Skyggen’).100 It was a beginning of 
thought and the fountain of science.

Descartes expressed, cogito, ergo sum, “I think, therefore I am.” At all 
times, in all world,  it had been, sentio ergo sum, “I feel, therefore I am.” 
Feeling always came first, existentially and unconsciously, and was the 
basis of life. “The emotional tail wags the rational dog,“ says Jonathan 

99. That is, in Christian times. Taleb traces it back to early Alexandrian times and Sextus 
Empiricus and Pyrrhonian scepticism. Taleb 2007, p. 46. 
100. H. C. Andersen 1847, Skyggen, last page. Descartes did not lose his Christian faith but paved 
the way for the separation of mind and matter.



Haidt.101 From Descartes onwards it has been increasingly ratio and the 
thinking person, not sentio and the feeling person, that has dominated 
man’s life. 

Drawing by Elvira von Wieding Lidin 

The Cartesian subject-object split never meant the cleavage of man. 
Through the ages feeling and reason had been in tandem, feeling sitting in 
the front seat. Now, the inner psychic life was gradually reduced to 
subconscious patterns and the outer physical life stressed. “Unfortunately 
our thinking brain is not in harmony with our feeling brain,” says 
Desmond Morris.102

101. Haidt quoted in Kahneman 2011, p. 140.
102. Morris 1967, p. 36.



Pascal

Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) is considered an early  forerunner of modern 
existential thought. He put worldly existence to a “penetrating analysis of 
human incapacity, contingency, fragility, and wretchedness in his 
despairing efforts to retrieve belief in human dignity, to re-establish 
spiritual contact with the hidden God … and to explain the contradictions 
of human existence, the polarities of light and darkness, knowledge and 
ignorance, greatness and wretchedness, doubt and fear.”103 He realized 
man’s littleness in the Copernican cosmos and bursts out “What is man in 
the midst of infinity?“ In his Pensées he says further, ”I see nothing but 
infinities on all sides, enclosing me like an atom, or a shadow which lasts 
only for a moment and does not return.”104 He had doubts about this 
world,  and wondered about the infinitude of cosmic reality. He visualized 
a  of life between the hither l’esprit de géometrie, the life of mathematics, 
and on the thither l’esprit de finesse, the life of wonder and devotion.

103. H. and A.  Levi 1995, p. xxviii.
104. Ibid., p. 161.



Pascal was deeply religious and his thought was anchored in  faith. He 
nursed no doubt as regards Heaven and God;  he merely saw his creed in a 
new and wider cosmic reality. His reasoning had no likeness with later 
atheistic thought, in which the Eternal was random chance.  For Pascal, all 
life was, in the end, a mirácolo.105

 
A similar later Christian thinker was Søren Kierkegaard (1813-1855). He 
had much to say about being human, but both began and ended a 
Christian. “He passed beyond despair by deep introspection, penetrating 
through the layers of the unconscious to reach,“ with Jacob Boehme 
(1575-1624),106 “a redeeming vision of the Christian message of spiritual 
harmony.“107 Another later Christian existentialist, Gabriel Marcel 
(1889-1973), was a Catholic believer. Both Kierkegaard and Marcel 
raised questions about life in the world but did not develop the non-
believer’s Angst. They were religious existentialists in contrast to the 
majority of modern thinkers, writers and poets who tend to be non-
believers.108 

105. So it was also for St Augustine who said, “There is no such thing as a miracle which violates 
natural law. There are only occurrences which violate our knowledge of natural law.” St Augustine 
quoted in LeShan and Margenau 1983, p. 4.  The common-sense blind chance has many synonyms 
- contingency, probability, randomness and accident among others -, while entelechial Chance has 
none. For a discussion about ‘chance’, see Bartholomew 2008, pp. 1-27 and Taleb 2007, pp. 
208-209, passim. “Chance is the general-purpose word we use when we see no causal explanation 
for what we observe.” Bartholomew 2008, p. 67. “Randomness, in the end, is just unknowledge.” 
says Taleb 2007, p. 198. He believes in either unpredicted events which he calls “blck swans” or 
somewhat deducted events which he calls “gray swans.” The “coincidental events” of this treatise 
differ. His random “white swan” event belongs to the seen world only while the coincidental event 
stands also with one leg in the unseen world.
106. A German Christian theologian.
107. L.-L White 1979, p. 146.

108.  W. H. Auden (1907-1973) with his poem, “Age of Anxiety”, represents the latter group. 
Auden’s booklength poem (1947) “deals with man's quest to find substance and identity in a 
shifting and increasingly industrialized world.”



  
 Kierkegaard                                            Marcel

What holds all the disparate existentialist thinkers together is their 
common reaction to the cosmology that has evolved as a shadow of 
Descartes over the last three  centuries. The religious cosmology has been 
replaced by scientific thought spread by scientists, the heroes of the new 
world, thinkers and artists. It has spread over the West and is the logical 
outcome of the current modern developments.109 “The image of man as an 
earth- and time-bound creature permeates the varied writings. Man is 
placed within his biological and social context and rarely leaves this 
context for the deeps of the human person in any inward experience.“110 
Here are the reasons for the existence of anxiety. Modern literature 
abounds with descriptions of his alienated life and libraries are full of 
works on existential living, lacking an eternal dimension. He wanders in 
an intellectual London fog, says J. Liebman.111 Religion is resisted and, if 
mentioned, at a distance from church and temple. They all differ, a Dane 
Kierkegaard from a German Hegel, and a Russian Dostoevski from a 
Spaniard de Unamuno (1864-1936), but in their angst they are alike. 

109. Liebman 1966, p. 140:  : “Human beings are strange creatures in a strange universe,”
110. W. Barrett 1958, p. 20.
111. Liebman 1966, p. 66.



5.  Materialism

Existentialism is not just a passing fashion but a long-range human 
reaction to the modern world that is “turning and turning in the widening 



gyre”112 of scientific materialism and atheism in the middle of plenty. This 
has now become so normal that the falconer is ignored. However, the 
existential mood is inconstant and wavering and  changes constantly in 
the onslaught of materialism. “The field is now open for the introduction 
of some new doctrine … which may take the place  with which, since the 
seventeenth century, science has saddled philosophy,” says Whitehead.113

Materalism has grown and modern man is caught in its superficiality. He 
might have all the things that the world can offer but not what gives true 
satisfaction. Extension of life through religion and metaphysics is  
declared unnecessary and religious education is rejected. In their stead, a 
soulless existentialism is offered. That man’s soul needs sublime 
sustenance is ignored.

 

Modern life in America à la Hopper.

The existential awareness is different in the non-western world. Can any 
philosopher in India or China, or, for that matter,  in Europe up to the 
Middle Ages, be imagined who expressed the one-dimensional thought of 
today’s existential philosopher? In their two-dimensional reality, Heaven 
and the Eternal, called God or some other name, came axiomatically first, 
and worldly thought and philosophy came as an appendix. Today the 
appendix tend to be the only reality. Moral life was once a reflexion of the 
heavenly blessedness of things on earth. Can Dante (1265-1321), for 

112. Poem by William Butler Yeats (1865-1939) whose first lines read:
“Turning and turning in the widening gyre,
Ths falcon cannot hear the falconer;
Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world … (emphasis added)
113. Whitehead 1925, p. 41.



example,  be imagined questioning the existence of Heaven in The Divine 
Comedy? In the Muslim countries the moral learning is still as important 
as science and social studies in the personal training and education. 

For Plato (ca BC 427-347), Aristotle and Christians through the Middle 
Ages until Isaac Newton (1643-1727) the whole of truth was the basis of 
thought. Aristotle’s teleology was never questioned. Also Immanuel Kant 
(1727-1804) recognized the Godly Will, a moral a priori knowledge of 
what is good, right and true and the ultimate reality (Ding-an-sich, ‘thing-
in-itself’).
 

                                       
                            Plato and Aristoteles, picture by Rafael (1510-11)

If the Middle Ages had combined God and Aristoteles, John Milton 
(1608-1674) and  Alexander Pope (1688-1744) echoed Newton when they 
spoke about the ways of God in nature, about ‘a mighty maze but not 
without a plan’ and an ‘order’d garden’. They both reflected the religious 
view of nature. Also  William Wordsworth  (1770-1850) stressed the 
divine order of nature. Soon, however, Alfred Tennyson (1809-1872), 
reflecting a new thinking said: “Each molecule blindly runs. The human 
body is a collection of molecules. Therefore, the human body blindly 
runs. …”114  John Stuart Mill (1808-1874) retorted that the molecules do 
not “run wildly” either in a grass or a man but advocated the godly 
teleology in all existents. The age put faith in ‘reasoned’ and not 
‘revealed’ religion. It is obvious that questions were more and more 
answered “purely within the realm of science and without invoking  
divine beings.”115 

There are, however, modern philosophers who see things as widely as 
earlier thinkers. Aldous Huxley (1887-1975), for example, reflects an 

114.  Tennison quoted in Whitehead 1925, p. 78.
115. Hawking & Mlodinow 2010, p. 172.



increasing disillusion with the power of reason and refers to the 
Philosophia Perennis, from earliest religion and philosophy. He is “struck 
by the miraculous agreement between humans of different race, different 
religion, knowing nothing about each other’s existence, separated by 
centuries and millennia, and by the greatest distances that there are on our 
globe;”116 “Their common ”metaphysics recognizes a divine reality 
substantial to the world of things; their psychology finds the soul 
something similar to, or even identical with, divine Realty; their ethic 
places man’s final end in the knowledge of the immanent and transcendent 
ground of all being -  immemorial and universal.”117

A. Huxley sees phenomena as manifestations of the celestial mystery 
which is intuited by human beings. Man is in possession of a divine spark, 
that identifies with the Eternal Presence. Man’s duty is to realize this 
presence of the divine in personal, intuitive experience. He must turn 
inwards and converse with the depths of his inner. Each person’s 
experience is private to himself. Through such internal dialogue he gains 
genuine self-knowledge.  K. Armstrong says: “We should, like Augustine, 
turn within and become aware of the way quite ordinary responses segue 
into otherness.”118

Today’s education and learning aim at “forming our mental habits and our 
outlook on the world.”119 Intellectual work that formerly belonged above 
all to inner erudition has turned secular. There are still lands - Japan, for 
example, - where travel is connected with pilgrimages, training with 
meditation, and schooling with ethics, all bricks in the wall of education. 
Moreover, literary education still ranks high  everywhere. Nevertheless, 
the ongoing acculturation enhances the secularized society. Whitehead 
notes that the world has become material and rational, and that, as a 
result, “Nature is conceived as being merely the fortunes of matter 
through space and time. … a dull affair, soundless, scentless, colourless; 
merely the hurrying of material, endlessly, meaninglessly.”120

Nature has its constitutive order, and science divulges its patterns. 
“Natural science,“ says Heisenberg, “is part of the interplay between 
nature and ourselves.... What we observe is not nature itself, but nature 
exposed to our method of questioning.”121 “God in the creation may be 

116. A. Huxley quoted in Schrödinger 1958, p. 54. The term Phiosophia Perennis is ascribed to 
Leibniz.
117. A. Huxley quoted in Koestler 1972, p.  134. Adjusted.
118. K. Armstrong 2009, p. 313.
119. Russell 1918, p. 42
120. Whitehead 1925, p. 54, quoted in Hawton 1956, p. 139. Whitehead 1925, p. 49. 
121. Heisenberg quoted in Capra 1976, p. 126. Cf. Kant’s Ding-an-sich, see below p. 53.



much more subtle than religion and science are prepared to allow. The 
communion with nature is natural and simple.”122 Nature evinces the will 
of an architect and its patterns are “more imaginative than we are.” 
Darwin inferred: “There is grandeur in this view of life, with its several 
powers, having been originally breathed by the Creator into a few forms 
or into one.”

Today, the human being is offered happiness in all kinds of activities, 
travel, hobbies, arts, music, books, stamps, socializing, reading and so 
forth. If he is athletic, he can enjoy sport, and if not, he can be a spectator. 
If he is scholarly, he can become a scientist, if intellectual, he can read or 
write a book. The world, thus, offers a number of pursuits which bring 
pleasure and contentment.
Travel is rampant. Distances are no more and the whole globe is at a 
person’s disposal. A full-fledged industry has grown up around jet 
tourism. It is a golden calf around which modern man dances. Travel has 
become one of the pursuits to disguise the immense emptiness of the 
modern life. It ends up, afterwards, being often not more than pictures in 
an album and memories to brag about.

In times of yore, the inner learning was paramount. Reality was a living 
organism, animate in every existent, materia, plant, animal or man, never 
‘a blind run’. Both in Chinese and in Indian philosophy, it originated from 
the soul of the totality of things, regarded as an Indra’s net.123 Also in the 
European Middle Ages religion and science were parts of a holistic view 
of things. “They were ‘family’“; a four-dimensional totality in constant 
change,  experienced spatially and temporally.124 ”Everything was 
everywhere at all times” and “the many was identified with one”.125  G. W. 
Leibniz’s (1646-1716) monads, too, one alike the other, formed a 
continuum and a holistic harmony in which each monad reflected all 
others in the order of the universe.126 In recent times, Jung’s archetypal 
thought aims at a similar holism. The Chinese Taoist agrees: ”How broad 
Tao is! There is nothing that Tao does not contain.”127

122. Bartholomew 2008, p. 14. The architecture and architect rather than creation and creator?
123. The thought of the Indra’s net emanates from the Hua-yen (“Flower Garland”) Buddhism. 
The heaven of Indra is an infinite net of jewels in which each jewel in itself mirrors all other 
jewels. Leibniz’s monads, too, mirror all other monads. Jung’s archetypes act in the same manner 
in the ‘collective unconscious’ thought presenting  “archetypal processes having both spiritual and 
instinctual dimensions.“. Cambray 2009, p. 41-44.
124. “Four-dimensional space can probably not be visualized by creatures like ourselves. whose 
sensory equipment limits intuition to three dimensions.”  Margenau 1982, p. 117.
125. Ibid., p. 111
126. Leibniz was probably influenced by eastern thought. He lived in an age that took an interest in 
both Hindu and Confucian thought.
127. Chuang Tzu, p. 13. Ware’s translation, p. 93.



“In the Renaissance religion and science parted company and religion was 
ignored until recently.“128 Descartes started thinking that reached its 
consummation with the Enlightenment and the Age of Reason of the 
eighteenth century. He would be surprised if he knew what he was the 
beginning of. From his time, scientists study things in space and time, 
philosophers elucidate them and poets and artists glorify them. Whatever 
paradigms and parameters they use, neither scientists, nor poets, nor 
philosophers ever reach des Pudels Kern and the mystery of the immense 
universe. Man can only, like Newton, pick up a pebble on the shore of the 
vast ocean and marvel at the ocean and wonder what lies beyond the 
horizon. He can feel the Whole but cannot comprehend the Whole. All 
parts form a cosmic symmetry whose ”subtlety and consistency” can be 
felt by the emotive mind but not understood by the cognitive mind that is 
always left with “blanks on the crossword puzzle.”129 

Newton

128. Morowitz 2002, p. 191. Adapted.  Science has become more and more abstruse and 
difficult. It is said that to understand contemporary physics  “you’ve got to be some 
kind of freak.”

129. Davies 1992, p. 213.



 
Newton’s (1687) Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica (1687), “probably the most 
important single work ever published in the physical sciences.” (S. Hawking)

At the rim of the ocean, man can gaze toward the horizon and FEEL what 
cannot be comprehended. He can let his mind turn inwards and imagine 
the heavenly perfection of the Whole and let a cosmic feeling 
 fill the heart and sense a happy equanimity. He needs to ‘see’ inwards as 
well as outwards. He needs both wings to live. He needs his inner half as 
much as his outer half, both internal feeling and external cognition, and 
the union of the two for the harmonious life. To recognize only one of 
them leads to disaster. F. Goya (1746-1828) depicts the situation when 
man uses only the rational side of his mind. He witnessed the atrocities of 
the Napoleonic era in the name of the Enlightenment, and pictured the 
naked reason without virtues.



‘En sueño de la razon produce monstruos’, “The reason in sleep produces monsters.”
Goya (1799)

The question, “What is man?”, has today received an answer that reflects 
the new material age. It began in the nineteenth century with Charles 
Darwin whose thought was advanced in On the Origin of Species in 1859.  
This novel thought caused a shock wave in the intellectual world not 
unlike what happened when Newton presented his gravitation theory in 
the seventeenth century. The scientific approach, already in Greece, was 
not always well received. What Darwin added was the fixed laws of the 
evolving universe. He discovered how naturally, smoothly and 
spontaneously creation operates with “the action of natural selection”. 
Things were observed within the domains of physics and biology. No 
questions were asked about how the universe had generated. Matter and   
taken for granted “as the course in which the wind blows.”130 In tune with 
the Zeitgeist of the nineteenth century Darwin turned a blind eye to the 
questions about from where and why. The instantaneous creation ex nihilo 
in religion was exchanged for “slow, gradual, cumulative natural 
selection.”131 Darwin questioned the evolution of the human eye,132 but his 
followers, named Darwinists, have seldom expressed doubt about 
evolution and are, generally, accused of being atheists.133 This is the way 
creation is seen in a modern studies, as evolution through natural 
selection. In the Judaic early tradition it takes place in six days and now in 
the Western science it is an ongoing process with no generator mentioned.

130. The Autobiography by Charled Darwin 1809-1882, p. 87.
131. Dawkins 1986, p. 318
132. Darwin finished his The Origin of Species, better than poetry: “There is grandeur in this view 
of life, with its several powers, having been originally breathed by the  into a few forms or into 
one; and that, whilst this planet has gone cycling on according to the fixed law of gravity, from so 
simple a beginning, endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are being 
evolved.”
133. A  'nihilistic outlook has dominates science' says F. Hoyle in The Intelgent Universe, 1983. 



Front page of G. G. Simpson’s book ‘The Meaning of Evolution” 

If Darwin regarded evolution as taking place by ‘slow gradual degrees’, 
later scientists have regarded it as also proceeding by leaps and jumps.134 
One way or another, the whole universe is a rational order guided by 
natural change. In an earlier age St. Augustine (354-430) saw Chance and 
Providence in Creation. Chance, and behind Chance God’s Will, are 
“irrefutable parts of reality in time,” says W. G. Pollard.“135 All is within 
Providence. As Marginau says, ” in its largest sense it includes all 
happenings, and is ruled by purpose. But purpose presupposes a mind. 
This could only be the Universal Mind, a cosmic consciousness.”136 It is 
all natural Chance, in the molecule as much as in the individual life, 
“playing its part in ordering the course of events.“137 Much thinking is 
thus silent,  hidden from the conscious self.138  

No theory is final. New inquiries will be made and Darwinism will be 
modified, perhaps even replaced. Thinking will find new ways and nature 
will be interpreted anew. This will 

be done within physics as well as within biology, and aligned with 
philosophy and religion. The result might be less western and more 
prompted by the rest of the world. Profane life will be re-evaluated. 

134. Darwin agrees with Aristotle: Natura non facit saltum, “Nature makes no jump.” Cf., 
Dawkins 1886, p. 230ff.
135. W. G. Pollard, quoted in Margenau 1984, p. 100.
136. Margenau 1984, p. 120.
137. Jeans, James (1877-1946) in Some Problems og Philosophy (Physics and Philosophy).
138. Cf, Kahneman 2011, p. 52. He says, “you know far less about yourself than you feel you do-”



Natural secrets about the subatomic particles might be registered. 
Numinous manifestation of the divine might inspire Traherne’s words, “I 
within doth flow with seas of life, like wine.”139

6. The Eternal.

The Eternal speaks to man in many ways. Applying a sensitive ear, he can 
feels the Eternal blowing in any gust of wind. It is the same in everything 
and so normal that it is taken for granted. Life eo ipso is the breath of the 
Eternal. Being so ‘natural’, it is not noticed that it speaks. But it does!

Why not! 

Listen to Chuang Tzu: “The winds are the great voice of the Grand 
Greatness. When they sound the mountains sound. The cliffs and trees 
and the holes in the big trees resemble noses, mouths,  ears … Some 
splash up, some blow, some laugh, some squeak, some chirp or make 
bubbling sounds … When the wind is gentle, there is a lower harmony, 
when gusty a higher harmony. … Are you the only one who has not heard 
Earth play its harmonies? … Nature’s harmonies are automatic, its 

139. Thomas Traherne (1637?-1674) in a poem, "Wonder".



harmonies come of themselves.”140 And to Confucius: “ Does Heaven not 
speak? The four seasons pursue their courses and things are continually 
being produced. Does Heaven not speak?“141 Nature proceeds at a 
constant speed, and change cannot move faster, according to Darwin. In 
science one sees paradigm shifts takes place, one building on the former. 
They are, however, only revolutions in human thought and do not affect 
nature.142

Christ said approximately the same to Nicodemus: “The wind bloweth 
where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell 
whence it cometh, and whither it goeth: so is every one that is born of the 
Spirit.”143

The sublime scriptures by prophets and wise men, be it the Gospels in the 
West, the Tao Te Ching,  ‘The Classic of the Way and Virtue’ or the 
Upanishad in the East, present thus the eternal truth. Unexpected 
happenings and incidences in human life come in many ways and the 
open mind discerns them as the Eternal talking. They are experienced 
personally sensibly and are fascinating for the individual person. 

The Eternal thus speaks to man. Scientists, and modern people generally, 
doubt, even deny, man’s ability and potentiality to achieve intuitive 
apprehension. They reject the idea of providence functioning naturally 
over the ages, not only for prophets, saints and sages but also for ordinary 
people. Seeing, hearing, tasting, touching, smelling and otherwise sensing 
things is accepted by everyone without question,144 but intuitive 
communication with the Eternal is rejected.145 Today, however, the 
quantum science is on its way to manifest that “the physical sciences no 
longer contain absolute truth alone”146. This might be strange for the 
modern materialist who is born and bred in an increasingly anti-religious 
environment, and for whom what is sensed beyond physics is considered 
‘occult fancy’. Contemporary times differ from earlier ages when states of 
the mind were considered magical, and the mystique had a natural place 
140. Chuang Tzu, ch. 2.

141 Lun Yü, XVII:19. 
142. Kuhn 1970, p. 92ff.

143.  St. John 3: 8
144. To which can be added all other kinds of awareness, light,  colour, pain etc. See Margenau 
1984, p. 73. Familiarity dulls the senses.
145. Then, there is the enigmatic sixth sense.
146. Margenau and others use the term onta (or just on) for existents or ‘latent observables’ on the 
eternal yonder side of reality, at the same time as they see the ‘field’ and ‘wholeness’ and a World 
Formula  encompassing the ‘zero’ reality. Margenau 1984, pp. 107-110, 118, and Margenau 1967, 
p. 213.



in man’s life. How poor the world would be also today without ‘signs’, 
‘omens’ and ‘magic’! Life would be triste without them.

The cosmic views of Palestine and Greece, the two cradles of western 
civilization, were much alike. Both the Palestinians and the Greeks looked 
with wonder upon the miracle of the world.  While the Palestinians 
remained ‘inner’, the Greeks added ‘outer’ phenomena to their outlook. 
Logos and mythos did not contradict147 but balance each other: logos 
reflected the Eternal in the world, mythos demonstrated it in religious 
worship. Together they expressed the inner-outer design of reality.148  First 
came the Eternal, then the world. The 

European man came to stand with inner leg in Palestine and the East and 
the other in Greece and the West. Today, the physical sciences implicitly 
recognize the miracles of the Grand Design and explicitly seek the 
complete Theory of Everything. probably with no room for the soul, 
Heaven and God. This rational search has been going on since early 
Greece in the West and Shang-Yin in China and evinced much reverence 
through the ages in the face of miracles. Man has humbled himself in 
front of them and found happiness in concert with them. For the modern 
materialist the situation is different. Nothing is holy! The Otis family in 
Oscar Wilde’s The Canterville Ghost is an allegory of the present 
situation: for them, the ghost, too, belongs to this world, is treated 
rationally and shown neither esteem nor fear. It is driven to despair by the 
family’s disrespect but is comforted by their loving little daughter.

The Eternal hides behind and in the myths of the religions. When the 
religion fades, the myth remains.  This can be witnessed, for example, in 
Greece, where the early religion is dead while its myth is very much alive; 
it can be studied and read, and witnessed in museums. When the West is 
much de-Christianized, its myth is not forgotten. The present scientism 
has many truths believed in by intellectuals. Another age with new truths 
will view these truths as myths of the scientist era. It is today’s truth, 
tomorrow’s myth. We understand the universe we live in. Through the 

147. For the Stoics logos (λόγος) was the divine. For Philo (Jew and Stoic, ca. 20-50) in 
Alexandria logos was God's "blueprint for the world". A guess is that St. John had been in 
touch with Philo in Alexandria before writing the ingress of his Gospel.  G. Adler speaks 
about the ‘logos’ of the unconscious in The Logos of the Unconscious, in Festschrift 
zum 80. Gebeburtstag von C. G. Jung, p 233ff.  
148. J. Horgan, The End of Science, p. 153.  While nature is eternal and unchangeable, culture is 
temporary and changeable.



ages the Eternal had  many names. Today, science has taken its place. with 
numbers, formulas and numbers.149

Science has extended the borders of the known universe but life and its 
ultimate purport remain ”perforce forever unknown to humans.” This has 
been professed through the ages. St. Augustine (354-430) and Thomas 
Aquinas (1225-1274) did, and so did Newton and Einstein. For the 
religious, the reason of being comes naturally. It is “God’s transcendence, 
reified in human activities.”150 The vision of the divine essence makes 
them experience an “infinite feeling”. Just as the view of the ocean gives a 
person an “oceanic feeling”, the awareness of the Eternal invades a person 
as peace and well-being. It is not a life “a little above the level of farce” 
but the life of grace.  It creates the warmth, felt not only by the person 
himself but by all around him. It is neither illusion nor  epilepsy; it is 
bliss.  It is Jay DeFeo’s The Rose:

149. As for myths, see B. Sproul, Primal Myths: Creation Myths Around the world, New York, 
1991. 706. See also D. Leming, Dictionary of Creation Myths, Oxford 1994. There are myths 
about the beginning of things in all traditions. The Hindu Veda, says that ”In the beginning was 
neither existence nor non-existence. It was all ‘chaos’. ‘void’ and ‘darkness’. Then, ‘Breath’ 
breathed, without breathing, and Creation began.¨ Similarly, in the Bible it begins with a chaotic 
darkness and in the Japanese Kojiki, with a chaotic brine. And so on. 

150. Morowitz 2002, p. 198. Adapted.



Jay DeFeo’s The Rose. Jay DeFeo (1929-1969) worked on this painting between 1958-1966. 3.7 m 
high. Now seen at Whitney Museum for Modern Art in New York.
 A picture of the Eternal   ---- and



 and the Eternal in the world.  Picture by Tal R.

There are two roads to this happiness. There is the old way of simple 
belief of all religions. The way of worship and prayer. This is the easy 
road that asks for only the turning to the “God, Cosmos, Absolute”151 that 
is accepted as the creator of the world and of oneself. It is the way of 
contemplation and meditation. Thereupon, there is the arduous way for 
the person who wants more than just blind belief, the sceptic, the 
empiricist and the Penseur. 
 
Life presents various ways to convince him about the holiness of 
Creation. It shows in coincidences, random events, inspirational flashes, 
intuitions, dreams day and night and other ways that there is meaning in 
life and that a human being can go forward with a smile on his lips. This 
leads to knowledge that becomes the foundation for a happy life. Thus, 
life can lead from knowledge to belief and from belief to knowledge, back 
and forth, and the awareness of the meaningfulness of creation.

151. Rudy Rucker, quoted in Davies 1992, p. 228.



The Eternal corresponds to Plato’s world of Ideas,  the Buddhist Heaven, 
The Tao in Taoism, the Confucian Heaven, the li  in Neo-Confucian 
thought. the World Soul, the Universal Mind, the Will of Creation. In 
recent western thought, it has been  reduced to cold “structures of 
evolving processes.”152  Fred Hoyle (1915-2001), the Big Bang 
“inventor”, speaks about ‘a higher hardware  intelligence’ that has 
designed the ‘software of the marvellous complexity of the human soul’. 

One can go from culture to culture and meet the same supra-physical 
reality of Eternity expressed. In the  former West, reality was always 
equated with an anthropomorphic God, today exchanged for a scientific 
outlook, in no need of a creator. Interpretations abound, however,  about 
how everything began among scientists. The  plethora of ideas makes K. 
Armstrong end her book: “How best can we move  …  into a perception 
of ‘God’ that truly speaks to all the complex realities and needs of our 
time?”153 Worldwide, the Eternal is thus referred to in a multitude of ways 
mostly with the connotations of a god. Through all history man has had 
cosmologies, connected with religion. It is only the last, the scientific 
present that is not connected with religion. It is however as hypothetical 
as  religious cosmologies and constantly modified.

However, whether the universe is regarded as “a natural process that has 
been going on for billions of years,”154 or as a Creation by God in six 
days, it is a miracle. How it began no one knows. “In the beginning there 
was an explosion,“ says S. Weinberg.155 This is as close as present science 
comes. The ongoing  creation can be followed, physically and materially, 
in biology, geology, archeology and culturally, and socially in history .156 
Man possesses the faculty to delve into his past and the world that 
surrounds him. He can also feel enveloped in a panentheism157 that makes 
no distinction between the visible and the invisible. Looking around, he 
finds - just like Plato, Newton and Spinoza - that any pebble evinces the 
divine.

Why ignore feelings?  Why not allow emotion and eastern thought to be 
the teacher of how to recognize the Creation? A. Schopenhauer 

152. Cf., for example, Taylor 1922, p. 34ff.
153. Armstrong 2009, p. 303.
154. G. G. Simpson, in One Hundred Years without Darwin are Enough.
155. Weinberg 1977, p. 14.
156. See R. Dawkins, The Selfish Gene 1976.
157. Panentheism, ‘God-in-All’, is preferred to pantheism that perhaps says the same but without 
the clear connotation of the Eternal (God)-in-All.  As Spinoza says “All is one and the whole is 
divine.” Spinoza was the panentheist who identified God with the physical universe  (Deus sive 
natura).



(1788-1860), fascinated by the East, discovered the universal mind of the 
Indian Veda religion where Heaven is a metaphor for 

the godly - theist, deist, pantheist - otherness in the “blind will” of 
being.158 E. Schrödinger (1918-1989) agrees with Schopenhauer. He asks 
for a “blood-transfusion from eastern feeling” without losing “the logic 
and precision that our scientific thought has reached, that is unparalleled 
anywhere at any epoch.”159 He continues, “Multiplicity is only apparent, 
in truth, there is only one mind.”160 H. Margenau, likewise, asserts that 
Creation has an affinity with the ‘Universal Mind’ “that is  a personal 
manifestation of the World Formula.”161 Heidegger’s ‘Sein’ presents a 
similar rational attempt. The cold rational atmosphere of Heidegger’s Sein 
surrounds Darwin’s mutations.

The monotheism of the Abrahamic Jewish-Christian-Muslim religions 
have been at once a blessing and a curse. Christianity made the West leap 
forward from success to success,162 Judaism guided the Israeli people 
through millennia of aspersion, and Islam inspired the Arabs to subdue a 
large part of the world. All three of them emphasize that to learn, to work 
and to conquer the world are equally acts of worship and ways to fulfill 
the divine love commandment and to consummate one’s private 
happiness.163 Everything is achieved in the name of one God. As a curse, it 
leads both to the greed and hatred, allows war and man-slaughter, and, 
further, modern materialism, even the ‘death of religion’.164

158. Magee 1998, p. 142.
159. Schrödinger in Margenau 1984, p. 115.
160.  He finds the westerner ‘science-based’, not ‘religion-based’ like the easterner. 
161. Margenau 1984, p. 121. According to Margenau religions reveal three common features: 
“polytheism, animism, and at slightly later stages a strangely enduring doctrine, the belief in some 
form of Universal Mind accessible to the individual in suitable circumstances. A great variety of 
names have described this Universal Mind, among them Tao, Logos, Brahman, Atman, the 
Absolute, Mana, Holy Ghost, Weltgeist or simply God.” Ibid., p. 106.
162. R. Stark has given Christianity credit for Europe’s advancement to  material and economic as 
well as to scientific cosmology. See his The Victory of Reason and other works. 
163. The Greeks said that “the laws of physics are the decrees of fate.” “For them science was an 
offshoot of philosophy.” Whitehead 1825, p. 11 and 15. It is said that all true learning has a divine 
goal: to penetrate into the marvels  of Creation.
164. Whitehead 1925, p. 192 and others.



The Lord up high sighing: “They all fight in my name!

 Science165

Scientific work must be related to inspiration. Directly or 
indirectly all insights are immediate and intuitive. Intuition  
comes first and knowledge follows. It is essential that we 
do not disregard this fact in the hubris of progress as we 
penetrate the galaxies and the subatomic particles, using 
the telescope, the microscope and other instruments.

In earlier times, East and West, learning was for the sake 
of WISDOM. Today, on the other hand, the scientist 
proudly states that it is knowledge for the sake of 
knowledge! Strindberg wrote with disdain about the 
scientist's "knappologi"166 and Goethe's Faust expressed 
his disillusionment with the futility of amassed learning. It 
dawns on him that "The tree of knowledge is not that of 
life."

Truly, we lose the Balance of the Whole when we 
165. Ch. 56 in Lidin 2008.
166.  Strindberg wrote with disdain about scientists’ interest in buttons (‘knapp’: botton)



concentrate overly on its patterns.    

There are panoramas inwards, stretching far beyond the 
regions of sensation and cyberspace. There is an inner 
science which is equally important as outer science. Freud, 
Adler, Jung and others have endeavoured to map this 
mental work. In the wake of their research things have 
come to light not conceived  of a few generations ago. 
Their conclusion is that life transcends physics, chemistry 
and mathematics.

We shall not let modern presumptions make us think that 
the affinity with the great totality is no longer needed. 
'The soul's eye' and intuition are as necessary today as in 
yonder days. Scientific discoveries and religion should walk  
peacefully together, hand in hand. These vistas cannot be 
described consciously, but this does not mean that they 
are not known in myths, legends and allegories. History 
reveals the interplay of unconscious and conscious 
processes. It discloses how little man's rational mind was 
in control of things. Since the seventeenth century, 
however, “science calls the tune, and religion dances to its 
music”.

Calvin and science

7. Religion in the World.

The Romans understood the importance of the Christian creed when they 
raised it to official religion about AD 300. Emperor and Pope came to 
reside side by side just as king and priest. Earthly management took over 



and it became a worldly affair. If Apollon had been called on for victory 
before, now it was Christ. The Cross became the symbol for triumph in 
ages to come. The importance of the Christian creed was witnessed in the 
second World War when Stalin enlisted it and God as allies for victory. 
The strength of religion was necessary! The name of the people was not 
enough! History proves that man never becomes more courageous, and 
ruthless, than when he has the divine on his side.

Statements can be made about the world but transcendent values, ethics, 
esthetics and religion, do not belong to the world that can be spoken 
about. They are not communicable through words. Ludwig Wittgenstein 
says, “Eternal values cannot be discussed. ... About what one cannot 
speak one must keep silent.”167 The Taoist says similarly, “The knower 
does not speak and the speaker does not know.”168 

Wittgenstein proposed a “religion of silence”. In this proposal he is not 
alone. In the European tradition there have been others, and in the East 
there are the Hindu and Buddhist ways of meditation and contemplation. 
One among them,  Ch’an 禅, (J. Zen) cherishes non-verbal practices and 
inward knowing. Enlightenment is attained through deep meditation and 
happens when one least expects it. The written word is left aside and 
nothing but quiet-sitting (zazen 坐禅), silence and sudden clarity (satori 
悟) are asked for. In a moment of calm fulfilled being “the everyday 
world evaporates, leaving a person with a profound appreciation of the 
unity of all minds.“169

The Hinduists and Buddhists stress the nurture of meditation,  spiritual 
contemplation and inner concentration in the same manner that one makes 
an effort to learn a language. There is no need for creed or dogma. One’s 
inner merely needs the intuitive voice to be awakened. This necessitates 
practise like all talents. Worship and a mantra of gratitude and 
supplication are necessary, all taking place in a person’s private church! A 
dream is that school curricula would include classes in meditation. A 
dream! It is a tendency in our day to overestimate the role of talent and 
skill and underestimate the part that intuition and ‘luck’ play. In the 
illusion of conscious control man  ignores the role of inner unconscious 

167. G. Fredriksson 1994, pp. 328-329.
168. Tao Te Ching, ch. 56 and 81; Chuang Tzu, ch. 13 (知物不言, 言物不知).  Tao s for the 
ineffable according to Lao Tzu. “About what one cannot speak one must keep silent …  and allow 
the ineffable to remain ineffable,”  says Wittgenstein.” G. Fredriksson 1994.  “The ineffable can be 
grasped by the mind  only when invested with perceptible form.” J. Huizinga 1955, p. 209.
169. Cathcart & Klein 2007, p. 109. This can be compared with the philosophy of “emptiness” in 
the Tao thought. K’ung chi shih sê (J. Kû soku ze shiki 空即是色, ‘ Emptiness  = things’.



life. In fact, however, unconscious life is as important as talent and skill - 
and should come first. To be both talented and lucky is the dream!  

The Eternal is more feeling and sentiment than knowing. It is not 
rationally apprehended. It is experienced as “all things in everything”, an 
inner life of satisfaction, peace and well-being. Einstein talked about a 
fervour that does not know of philosophy or theology.170 The Chinese 
spoke about that which is “of itself”, tzu jan 自然 (J. shizen). The Chinese 
considered it blasphemous to name the Eternal, that is beyond words!171 
The Book of Poetry says: 

“The One remains, the many change and pass;
Heaven’s light forever shines, earth’s shadows fly;
Life, like a dome of many-coloured glass,
Stains the whole radiance of  Eternity.“172

The recognition of the Eternal173 is the beginning of faith and religion. 
Man has the inner power to reach for the heavens and consort with the 
Eternal. Prayer and supplication have been a life line to truth in all times. 
So was meditation and sacred music. It uplifts from fear of life to joy of 
life!174 The world must not be forgotten. The Confucian ideal was, 
“Sageliness within and kingliness without.“ The Romans said: “Pray and 
work” (Ora et labora)! and Russian proverb advises: “Pray but row 
ashore”!

Whether called God, Heaven or something else, the Eternal is inaccessible 
to rational thought but experienced and reflected in the Creation, “the 
highly improbable consequential event.”175 It has been “the mystery of 
life”  through the ages and presented in polytheistic, monotheistic, 
pantheistic, and agnostic scriptures and, also, for example, in Plato‘s 
world of Ideas, Schopenhauer‘s Will, Nietzsche‘s vital energy, Spencer‘s 
Unknowable Force and Jung‘s archetypes.176 Darwin speaks of „a First 
Cause having an intelligent mind in some degree analogous to that of 

170.  or a God that ‘created man in the image of himself’. Genesis I:22.
171. Haught 2000, p. 4.
172. Shelley (1792-1822) in Adonais. Light can be regarded as a synonym for 
Heaven, God and the Eternal.  Cf., “In the beginning was light.”
173.  This would be the ‘religion emergence’ tendered by H. J. Morowitz and other modern 
thinkers. H. J. Morowitz, The Emergence of Everything 2002, p. 200ff.
174. “All life could and should be an epiphany!” 
175. Taleg 2007, p. 18.
176. Jung has described „God as archetypal.“ Herbert Spencer (1820-1903), English philosopher.



man,“177 and Dawkins of „a single common ancestor.“178 It is ”the single 
common root that gives meaning to all,” says  J. C. Powys.179 

There is thus no end to the ways that the „trancendental thing“ is 
expounded in the here and now. The Eternal is, consequently, experienced 
in all life, above, below and around. It is there before one is born and it is 
there after one dies. It is there for everyone to feel and sense. In religions 
it has been given forms which conform more with the times and people‘s 
interests and ambitions than with the revelation. For example, the 
Christian message of love was transformed from a simple faith for the 
poor,  into a state creed with cathedrals. The sins committed by the the 
state - including war and murder - came to be blessed by religion.

John Ruysbroeck (1294-1381) represents the western view of the Eternal 
in medieval Europe. It is the God of Christianity and the unmoved mover 
of Greek thought, who, omnipotent and omniscent, is “perpetually 
breathing forth His energetic Life in new floods of grace.” “This grace is a 
thrust, that works from within outwards.”180 “It is the unconditioned 
Origin, Strength and Power, of all things,...the super-essence of all created 
things, ...the Absolute we can taste but never know.”181 As Ruysbroeck 
says, what is transcendent can be ‚tasted‘ but not  ‚known‘. Just as today 
an atom cannot be ‚seen‘ but be known through science and a soul cannot 
be ‚beheld‘, but be experienced spiritually. The psyche stands on the 
ground of revelation and intuition. Heisenberg says, „Ideas ... may also, 
perhaps, be picked up by other areas of the human psyche than merely 
that of ratio.“182 Inspirational flashes seem to be behind many great 
discoveries. As Oscar Wilde writes, „God is at no time hidden. He 
showeth Himself at all times and in everything. God is in what is evil, 
even as He is in what is good.“183 And St Anselm says, „He exists also in 
reality, for otherwise the being which is greater than all would not be 
greater than all.“184 

Morality is recognized as goodness in religions worldwide. It is “the 
Eternal Law, that governs the whole universe,” says Thomas Aquinas. “It 
is absolute, pure, unmixed, unique, eternal - like Nirvana or God.“185 Each 
177. In his Autobiography, about 1859.  They all echo man‘s divine concern.
178. Dawkins 2006, p. 270.
179. Powis 1929, p. 11.
180. Tipler 1994. J. Ruysbroeck quoted.
181. J. Ruysbroeck, quoted by Evelyn Underhill in Wikipedia.
182. Heisenberg 1974, p. 139.
183. In Salomé, Paris, 1891.
184. St. Anselm, in Reply to Gaunilo, ch. 5. Cf. Anselm, Proslogion, ch. 4. See Davies 1992, p. 
145ff.
185. K. Armstrong, The Case for God, London, 2009, p. 69.



part of creation exists according to the moral law. It forms ‘an organic and 
coherent whole’ and ‘a dynamic equilibrium’.186

The Eternal is usually an anthropological godhead in religions, for 
example, Yahve among the Jews and Allah among the Muslims, and then 
referred to with a wide variety of specified names. There are fifty-two 
appellations in the Bible according to Denys the Aeropagite in the sixth 
century.187 It refers in most religions to a divinity with human features and 
qualities.188 With one name or another, it refers to an anthropomorphic 
being, revered, respected and worshipped. “God is the name people give 
to the reason we are here,” say Hawking and Mlodinow.189 Mahatma  
(1869-1948) says, “We must forget that we are Hindus or Sikhs or 
Muslims or Parsis … It is of no consequence by what name we call 
God.”190 When the Spanish say Señor, the Italians Signore, the Swedes 
Herre and the English Lord the difference is in the words only. When 
referred to as Heaven (t’ien) and the Way (tao) in China, the connotations 
differ but the meaning is alike. The prophets and sages followed the 
visions within their traditions. Their prophetic messages have been 
regarded as reflections of the eternal essence. Authentic vestiges are found 
in architecture, pyramids and cathedrals and in the holy writings, hymns 
and coins. In their different ways, they represent the revelation in earthly 
garb.

One prophet does not differ much from another. The revelatory inspiration 
is the same. They all scoop from the same source. The difference depends 
on the world that takes a different shape in every human context. It is 
natural that the environment of a Sinai desert inspired the Hebrew 
prophets in one way and the subtropic Indian environment inspired the 
Hindu prophets in another. Time colours thought as much as place, and 
ever-changing social manners and customs affect the eternal truth. 
Thomas Aquinas led the Christian truth in one direction and Martin 
Luther (1483-1546) led it in another. A German Lutheran presents the 
gospel at variance with a Scandinavian Lutheran and both of them are at 
variance with the American Lutheran.

The Eternal meets the world of man in many ways. It is in him and around 
him, ‘something‘ and ‘everything‘, sacred and profane, all-encompassing 

186. “The integrative powers of living matter seem like magic,” says Koestler. See Koestler 1972, 
pp. 115-117.
187. K. Armstrong 2009, p. 123. 
188. “A most Simple Being, absolutely Eternal and Infinite, Original and Independent.” Samuel 
Clarke. quoted in Lovejoy 1936, p. 150.
189. Hawking & Mlodinow 2010.
190. Mahatma  (1869-1948) is quoted in Int. Herald Tribune, 19-20 March, 2011.



and all-transcending. As was said in classical  times, “All good is his 
(God’s, Eternal’s) diffusion“ (Omnes bonum est diffusium sui).191 It is 
presented in the light of the divine goodness, where it resides in the midst 
of its siblings, beauty, truth, love and justice. The list of virtues can be 
made long, but the good embraces them all. Thinkers, prophets and 
philosophers of all ages and of all lands have realized the “cognitive 
unconscious.”192 So did the Indians, the Chinese, the Hebrews, and so did 
the Greeks. In Platonic language, beauty, truth and love express the same 
fact.

All human beings around the globe have been aware of the Eternal, 
consciously and unconsciously. The Eternal is generally referred to as 
Heaven (t’ien 天) by the Confucian Chinese and the name Tao　道, 
‘Way’ by the Taoist Chinese. Often the two terms are　combined as the 
Heavenly Way (t’ien-tao 天道), a valid term for the Eternal. It connotes a 
heavenly road and gives meaning and consistency. It suggests a way and 
purpose for every existent. They have felt a close bond with the Whole 
and its Will. The Hebrew’s Eternal was an omnipotent, omniscient God, 
and so holy that he was not allowed to be named. When he introduced 
himself to Moses on Mount Sinai, he said that “I am what [I] am 
[Yahve].”193 He was transcendent and immanent in his creation, thus also 
in every human being.  Earth and nature, also Heaven, were reflections of 
Yahwe. “Every finite value shrivelled to nothingness before the absolute 
Yahwe.”194 

In Darwin’s reality the Eternal becomes a biochemical and  evolutionary 
history. In this rational approach all existents, man, animals and plants, 
evolve from one primordial form, “a single progenitor”, through ‘natural 
selection’. “All organisms are descended from a single common 
ancestor.”195 On  the ladder from amoeba to man the genetic machinery is 
the same. This is the conclusion of scientific work that is still going on. 
There is no mention of a divine designer but, yet, of design and “a blind 
(watch)maker,”196 and “molecular tinkering.”197 It makes man “sçavoir 

191. Cf. Bible, 1 John 1: 5: “God is light, and in him is no darkness.”
192. Term from G. Lakoff and Mark Johnson, The Embodied Mind and Its Challenge to Western 
Thought.
193. Exodus 3:14, also translated, “I am who I am.” ‘Ehjê asher ehjê.’[Tat quam asi]
194. H. Frankfort et al., Before Philosophy 1949,  pp. 237-263. 
195. Dawkins 2006, p. 270.
196. R. Dawkins, “Th Blind Watchmaker” 1986, Title of book. “Natural selection, the blind, 
unconscious, automatic process, … apparently purposeful form of life, has no purpose in mind. It 
has no mind and no mind’s eye. It has no vision, no foresight, no sight at all. … It is the blind 
watchmaker.” p. 5.
197.  Miller 1999, p. 151.



être à soy”.198

Accordingly, the Eternal is experienced and expressed in many ways. We 
do without knowing that we do. All the small ‘miracles‘ of 
‘communication’ in the day-to-day events possess it.199 A simple television 
music program can exemplify it. The Eternal comprises the Whole and is 
“something, a greater than which cannot be conceived.“(Aquid quo nihil 
maius cogitari possit)200 “The Eternal (= Love) cuts deep, deeper than 
even the greatest poets have been able to describe.”201

 

This is St. Anselm’s ontological proof of the existence of God, as he 
pinned his faith on reason. Philosophers have striven with St. Anselm’s 
dictum until this day. A present day thinker, “who in a flash got it,” was 
Bertrand Russel who, threw up a tin of tobacco and exclaimed, “Great 
Scott, the ontological argument is sound!“202 
198. Montaigne, quoted in Cassirer 1944, p. 1.
199. A miracle need not be as improbable as a materialist would have it because all existence is 
improbable. 
200. St. Anselm’s (1033-1109) ontological argument in his Prosogion (ca. 1070).
201. “It  cuts down to the minutest thing.”
202. Bertrand Russel’s epiphany is found in Dawkins 2006, p. 105. Dawkins has himself 
apparently not
got it yet. This is proven by his continued - somewhat forced - discussion about “bridge from 



Anselm of Canterbury (1033-1109) said, “I believe in order to understand 
(“Credo ut intelligam”). In our day Jung (1875-1961) stated  “I cannot 
define what God is. I can only tell you that my work has established that 
this pattern has at its disposal the greatest transformative energies of life.” 
Once the eternal reality is comprehended in this light, everyone can 
agrees with him, when he says further, "Ich glaube nicht, ich weiss“ ("I do 
not believe, I know").203

Then, there is no need for ‘teleological’, ‘cosmological’ or ‘ontological’ 
arguments about the ‘unknowable God’.204 When a person experiences 
this infinite bliss, there is no need for discussion of any kind. He knows 
that his soul has attained the timeless and spaceless sphere and that is 
enough.205 

Modern scholars who are influenced by Darwinist thought have their 
various ways to give expression to the Eternal side of Creation and to 
avoid at the same time to be accused  of a religious bent. When Telab uses 
the terms Mother Nature and history he can refer to a God and creator or 
just a beginning in rational thought not yet discovered. Speaking about the 
opacity of things, he refers to “the invisibility of the generator of the 
world” and admits that “history does not reveal its mind to us - we need to 
guess what is inside of it.“206 When Darwin uses the term ‘a common 
progenitor’ he refers to a yet not discovered creative beginning or a 
creator God. When Dawkins mentions God one can imagine the 
beginning that he thinks science will soon reveal. 

8. Love and Nature  

Love is the Constant of nature and a metaphor for a panentheistic God. 
Bestowed by the Eternal Will, it expresses the spirit of moral sentiment in 

thought to
things.”
203.  This was in a BBC television interview when he was asked, “Do you believe in 
God.“  M. Nagy 1991, p. 2. In contrast, Sigmund Freud (1856-1939), with his 
emphasis on sickness and neurosis, described God as “nothing but an insubstantial 
shadow.” Freud’s “personal unconscious” did not reach the depth of Jung’s 
“collective unconscious”. He lacked the “experience of  an oceanic feeling.” Cf. 
Nagy 1991, p. 141 and Lind 2000, p. 142.
204. Cf., for exemple, B. Magee, The Story of Philosophy, p. 57. “Each constituent has its soul. 
The Whole has its soul. Love and goodness are its moral inner aspects.”
205. Simply, he is (in) his Eternal.
206. Taleb 2007, p. 268.



man and in all nature. In the centre of the infinite and the finite it spells 
the universal balance of transcendence and immanence, essence and 
substance. In a person’s life it moves in the spontaneity of no deliberate 
design. It belongs to the feeling heart beyond the reach of science.207 To 
limit moral sentiments and human values to rational knowledge and 
restrict them to the genetic code displays the poverty and arrogance of 
today’s thinking. The conscious and the unconscious are inextricably 
connected in the human mind, and happy is the man in whom they match 
like warp and woof: the conscious tuned to the unconscious, there being 
constant traffic between them.

Man’s moral order and inborn instincts concern first a single person, then 
those close to him, his family, and finally out-groups. The farther away, 
the less love. It has taken religion and philosophy long to bring man to 
love outsiders like insiders - to find the bonds of the brotherhood of 
mankind. From time immemorial out-groups meant enmity. Also today 
one witnesses more ill-will than love across a border line. Man is as self-
serving as animals. The animal is rare that shows any love outside his 
flock. Watching aboriginal peoples, one finds that they care only for the 
family and the tribe, and are ready to kill any intruder mercilessly - and 
often not only kill, but eat him, too!208

The altruistic behaviour has evolved in history, been inherited, and 
handed down to ever wider groups until forming world-wide collectives 
towards the unification of mankind. A lid has been put on aggression, 
hatred and war under democratic influence but, as yet,  much has not 
changed, as is witnessed daily. Also today, man can be cruel and egoistic 
under the thin veneer of civilized behaviour.

The Indians and Chinese were presumably the first to announce universal 
love, even love of one’s enemy. That was in the fifth and fourth centuries 
before Christ. The Hebrews held the ethics of an eye-for-an-eye and 
retalition, but Christ demanded that one shall love the enemies, too.209

The Chinese, both in the original Confucian message and in its Mencian 
tapping, only accepted graded love. Always no-nonsense and practical, 
the Chinese demanded gradations of love in their ancestor worship and 

207. Cf. Deutsch 1997, pp. 362-363.

208. Just like the ants and bees, he is a master of both social cooperation and savage . He can love 
and hate and make war with the same cheerful mentality. Some wars and wicked actions he 
considers even ‘just’ and ‘necessary’, just as some good actions ‘superfluous’ and ‘unnecessary’.

209. Matthew 19: 19. “Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.”



familism. Thus, the cult of filial piety asked for graded love. It first 
honoured the father, thereupon the son and last, the wife and daughter.  
Then followed outsiders. All relations were expressed in rites.210

There was, nonetheless, Chinese philosophers who professed universal 
love (yen’ai 驗愛), Mo Ti in classical times, Hsün Tzu in Confucian times 
and Chang Tsai in Sung times. In practice, however, the Chinese only 
recognized graded love. 

Also the Platonic law of essences and universals that asked for love and 
sympathy toward the whole human race, was, in reality, graded love. 
Likewise, the Christian love, absolute in the Gospels, turned graded in 
history.  The commandment of ‘love one another’211  was ‘rationalized’ 
when it entered the Roman world.

The love gospel was propounded in all the advanced cultures East and 
West, says Karen Armstrong. This was the Axial Age in China, India, 
Palestine and Greece from the ninth century to the third century BC. In 
this age Taoism and Confucianism evolved in China, Hinduism in India, 
Judaism in Palestine and Greek philosophy in Greece. An amazing 
resemblance makes one believe in a synchronous cultural evolution. 
Peoples reached the stage simultaneously when they looked for 
enlightenment and transcendence. Their core message expounds the same 
love, compassion and respect for everyone. Man has, however,  yet to live 
up to what is asked for in these demands. In Palestine and Judaism the 
tenor is monotheistic, in other parts of the world polytheistic, but in moral 
philosophy they all advocate goodness and love.212

Plato in Greece and Confucius and Chuang Tzu in China made a 
distinction between what is ‘essential’ and what is ‘accidental’ in man’s 
reality. What is ‘essential’ is eternal and absolute; what is ‘accidental’ is 
transient and relative. Plato’s ideal forms are eternal absolutes, while 
worldly forms are accidental shadows. Chuang Tzu says likewise that the 
Eternal (tao) affords man his absolute form and heaven (t’ien) his 
accidental shape. Each blade of grass has its own distinctive pattern and, 
likewise, every human being his individual form.  

210. If “love one another” is the first Commandment, next comes “Honour thy father and thy 
mother” (Exodus 20:12).
211. St. John 13:34.

212. In reality, however, graded love  continued to be dominant. K. Armstrong, The Great 
Transformation, in toto. Morowitz 2002, p 195ff. Cf., Bouquet 1954, p. 103ff.



The universal love is best conveyed as the Golden Rule. It was first 
advanced in China where Confucius says in the Analects: “Do not do to 
others what you would not want done to yourself.” This was in the fifth 
century before Christ. Christ puts the same in positive words: “Do unto 
others as you would have others do unto you.” It says in other words, 
“Treat people as you like to be treated yourself.” The same has been 
expressed by other religious thinkers and philosophers with individual 
variations. In Islamic thought it is said, “No one is a believer until he 
desires for another that which he desires for himself.” This was in the 
seventh century. Kant’s categorical imperative enjoins the same, with a 
colder ring: “Act only according to that maxim whereby you can at the 
same time will that it should become a universal law.” George Bernard 
Shaw wryly twists the rule: “Do not do unto others as you would have 
others do unto you: they may have different taste.” Moral philosophy is 
part of sacred culture and is recognized as  goodness and love. The 
Golden Rule embodies the  divine command: Love One Another!213

As culture constantly evolves, the universal  law of love and goodness 
takes on new shape in every age and society.214 Altruistic behaviour has 
developed in history, been  inherited, and handed down to ever wider 
groups until encompassing also enemies. Widening freedoms require  
ethics to comply. From the Ten Commandments in ancient Judaic history 
to secular modern law one meets with shifts  and revisions but the core 
demand of love and goodness have remained the same. It concerned, first, 
family and relatives, and then, wider and wider in-groups, finally states 
and nations. Today, under the Flag and Charter of the United Nations, 
some 200 nations and states constitute the global in-group.215

213. T. Cathcart & D. Klein 2007, Plato and a Playtypus walk into a Bar, pp. 83-86.
214. In Indian, Chinese, Greek, Jewish-Christian, Muslim and other thoughts.
215. The UN Charter, Article 1 is  close to all major thoughts in its demand for the global love and 
good. It has become the new ‘Decalogue’, as the UN has become the international forum for 
international law.



God presents the Ten Commandments (the Decalogue) to Moses on Mount Sinai. 

Richard Dawkins has shown that man is selfish and that the genes care 
only for the person in which they are generated. Originally,  goodness 
related only to a single individual, who, like any animal, cared only for 
his own well-being. His freedom was from the beginning merely meant 
for his own good. History is a long account of sub-groups, from the first 
who was a single individual.216

Both Darwin’s evolutionary theory and Dawkins’s ‘selfish genes’ apply to 
the here and now, that is, the imminent hither extreme of reality. The 
thither extreme does not concern them and, as a result, the world is 
“Chance, unmitigated Chance.”217 They represent the inductive way to the 
Truth as much as religions the deductive way. The combination of the two 
relate to all reality.218 The inductive way sees the replicator  and the 
“random movement of molecules”219 as the “prime mover of all life” 
while the deductive way feels an infinite force that induces cosmic reality. 
This is one-dimensional thought. A third way of thinking is an amalgam 
of the two in an inner-outer Whole. 

That the world changes geologically and biologically is not denied. Also 
man changes constantly. He is emerging like all material processes. Time 
runs inexorably and change takes place inescapably. “Evolution  occurs 

216. Until they today fathoming all mankind. St. Luke 7:35.
217. Margenau 1984, p. 19.
218. The “immortal replicator” in Dawkins’s The Selfish Gene and the “Hindu Turtle” in 
Gairdner’s The Book of Absolutes see the over-all reality inductively and deductibly, respectively.  
219. Mlodinow 2008, p. 167ff and Dawkins 1989, p. 15ff. Mlodinow (p.167) says, “The random 
motion of molecules in a fluid can be viewed as a metaphor for our own paths through life.”



and it’s occurring now. But why does it occur? There scholars differ and 
part company.“220 Or just ignore! Darwinian scholars uphold that genes 
are the reason but admit that, unbeknownst to man, there might be some 
code hidden in the depths of nature. Why not “some principle that 
transcends both matter and life itself”?221 Why not the tao that Lao Tzu 
presents as the yonder truth? Why not Aristotle’s telos of the celestial 
purpose of things? Why not matter and energy converting into each other 
as Einstein showed or the li and chi in symbiotic creation as Chu Hsi 
presented? Cannot one conclusion be that creation and evolution is the 
Eternal’s way of acting?222 Is not the creation “in full [evolving] 
swing”?223 Trial and error without end?  “Spiritual sensitivity unites genes 
and religion,” says E. O. Wilson. 

One wonders, like John Barrow, whether man was meant to “unlock the 
secrets of nature.” He asks: “Why should our cognitive processes have 
tuned themselves to such  an extravagant quest …?” and answers: “How 
fortuitous that our minds (or at least the minds of some) should be poised 
to fathom the depths of Nature’s secrets!”224 The universe existed before 
man and will also exist after man. He might be a short parenthesis in the 
existence of the All. Is it not amazing, then, that, among all existents, he is 
equipped to learn about the eternal laws of creation? Is it not possible that 
there is some kind of ‘super-intelligence’ behind his appearance on the 
natural scene? And that further there is some ‘telos’ for his existence that 
is planned and not unplanned as Darwinists wish to regard it? It is so 
natural from the world seen, but the great reality is ruled by some formula 
that is beyond causal law and science. That there is something wider is 
proven by every believer who has experienced the divine in personal life. 

Calvin and evolution

220. J. Horgan 1996, Ths End of Science, p. 129. 
221. Simpson 1949, p. 26. Cf. Chu Hsi’s philosophy below.
222. Haught 2000, p. 1. Hardin 1959, p. 105
223. Schrödinger 1958, p. 11. ‘Evolving’ added
224. Davies 1992, p. 149.



9. Creation and Evolution
 
Religion is “deeply unsatisfying, because it leaves the existence of God 
unexplained,” says Dawkins.225 The same accusation could be made 
against the natural selection, because it does not explain how evolution 
began. Is natural selection God under a new name? Does not Darwinism 
make natural selection God, Darwin Jesus, the Origin of Species the 
Gospel and Dawkins St. Paul? To see creation and evolution as the eternal 
tao is legitimate since both are naturally sensed. To see the All as “the 
work by God, is today the sole conceivable hypothesis, the only one 
compatible with observed and tested facts,” says Bartholomew.226 Viewing 
the All in its countless variety of shapes and forms makes an acute person 
breathless. Adding that all reality originated only once on earth makes 
him gasp.  Ascribing it to natural evolution without a tao, telos or 
principle chokes him. 

The implications of Darwinist thought have filled many a  thinking person 
with dismay. It seems reliably true and correct, until one realizes the 
weakness of its one-dimensional tenor. George Bernard Shaw says that, 
“When its whole significance dawns on you, your heart sinks into a heap 
of sand within you. “There is a hideous empty fatalism about it, a ghastly 
and damnable reduction of beauty and intelligence, of strength and 
purpose, of honour and aspiration.”227 The “moral and metaphysical 
part”228 is missing, and a feeling of “emotional loathing” fills the viewer. 
The evolutionary theory reflects the intellectualism of the nineteenth 
century. It lacks the inner dimension of light and hallowed thought.
The inner life is often forgotten and the equilibrium is lost. Formerly, all 
existence had a physical as well as a divine dimension. Inner divine life 
came first and also daily life possessed a religious colour.  The sacred 
mind and the secular body were intimately linked and formed one 
seamless whole. Now, man has become a physical machine, in which 
neither a moral soul nor a divine spirit are present and active. Pierre 
Teilhard de Chardin (1881-1955)229 sees the world as “Le milieu divin” 
and Gabriel Marcel wonders  “What will be the future of man, if the 
feeling of its sacredness disappears?”.230

 

225. Dawkins 2006, p. 136ff-
226. Bartholomew 2008, p. 3, Quoted: J. Monod, Chance and Necessity.
227. George Bernard Shaw (Back to Methuselah) quoted in Dawkins 1986 p. 291..
228. Ref. to Adam Sedgwick (1785-1873) who wrote in a letter to Darwin, “There is a moral and 
metaphysical part of nature as well as a physical.” Letter quoted in Hardin 1959, p. 108.
229. Teilhard de Chardin 1960, book title- 
230. Gabriel Marcel, in lecture at Berkeley 30 March, 1961.



It is a monument of human modern research but not of inner-outer 
equilibrium. Newton reflected but never forgot the inner world. Nor did 
other early philosophers. Darwin belonged to the nineteenth century: a 
rational age that continued into the twentieth century. It is rational in a 
physical landscape and lacks the warmth of an inner landscape.

One is otherwise impressed by what biology and the theory of natural 
selection have achieved. Uncountable numbers of species, 100 million in 
one estimation, have been catalogued and the in-depth going research of 
evolution sees no end.231 The theory of natural selection is not absolute, 
however, and invites questions.232  “Species are mutable productions, 233  
… that offer no explanation of the genesis of life”, says Darwin.234 He 
concedes, honestly, the possibility of other forces and suggests that a 
possible deity created a few original forms or great classes capable of 
self-development by mutation and natural selection.  He never stops 
questioning, always ready for new facts. He doubts “that the eye … could 
have been formed by natural selection,” and confesses that “this is absurd 
in the highest degree.” Yet, he continues, “reason tells me that a perfect 
and complex eye could be formed by natural selection, though insuperable 
by our imagination.”235

What has followed after Darwin has been the advance of biological 
knowledge that aims at the origin of life.236 In spite of what biology has 
achieved, one tends to agree with Paley when he says that “the eye is a 
sure cure for the atheist.”237 And with Dawkins when  he says, “You may 
throw cells together at random over and over again for a billion years, and 
not once will you get a conglomeration that flies or swims or burrows or 
runs, or does anything …”238

231. W. Durant, The Story of Philosophy, New York, 1953, p. 69. Darwin himself, a Christian most 
of his life, was also affected by this conumdrum, as understood in his Autobiography. When there 
is an infinitude of life in just a drop of water, one recognizes what lies ahead of biology. In a word, 
in other words, the task is beyond impossible! 
232. Darwin said himself: “I am convinced that natural selection has been the main but not the 
exclusive means of modification.” (Emphasis added). The World’s Great Thinkers, p. 262.
233. Autobiography 1958, p. 130.
234. Magee 1973, p. 52. No wonder that intellectuals who are affected by this message, are in need 
of therapists.
235. The Origin of Species, ch. 6. Adjusted. One is struck by the honesty and humility expressed 
by Darwin again and again. He hints at a supernatural designer and wonders about the origin of the 
universe.

236. See, for example, A. G. Cairns-Smith, Seven Clues to the Origin of fe (1985),  and Evolving 
the Mind (1996).
237. Paley, Natural Theology (1802),  quoted in Hardin 1959, p. 57. “The eye gives me the 
shudder, ” also Darwin said at first. “It is hard to look at a computer or a car and consider them the 
result of aimless process…. , says Taleb (2007, p. 170).
238. Dawkins 1986, p. 9.



It is propounded that the Eternal operates the whole cosmic show of 
reality naturally in synchrony with evolution. The Chinese say that it is 
“the tao in perpetual creative advance.” “Evolution by natural selection 
produces an excellent simulacrum of design, mounting prodigious heights 
of complexity and elegance,“ says Dawkins.239 The scientists reveal piece 
by piece the stunning structure of the universe. Several generations of 
Darwinists have made astonishing work deciphering parts of it. They are, 
today,  waiting for the great breakthrough in chemistry or biology about 
the origin of life. Parallel with them, physicists are opening the Pandora’s 
box of quantum mechanics. What can be expected from them together are 
discovery upon discovery that displays the yonder reality, connecting with 
the earthly world. But is it not too early, then, to declare Natural Selection 
to be “the only workable solution”?240 Dawkins says, “The theory of 
natural selection is genuinely simple. So is the origin from which it starts. 
That which it explains on the other hand, is complex beyond telling: more 
complex than anything we can imagine, save a God capable of designing 
it.” A God slips in - by mistake?241

 Peanuts

  
Well, then what?

One wonders about the reason for the fuss about the existence or non-
existence of God.  This discussion has followed the Christian religion as a 
shadow since its beginning in Palestine. Why is not the same discussion 
as rampant in other religions? Dawkins uses hundreds of pages on this 
subject. He is a ‘monist’ and any thought of an inner-outer dualism is 
anathema. One wonders what he feels when confronted with the quantum 
laws which prevail in the yonder reality?242

How does natural selection explain human sentiments like goodness, 
altruism and empathy? And “the mystical communion with the infinite 
which the saints describe as an encounter with God?”243 And psychic life 

239. Dawkins 2006, p. 103.
240. Denkins 2006, p. 147.
241. Dawkins 2006,  p. 180.
242. Dawkins 2006, p. 196.
243. Margenau 1984, p. 103.



generally? Is it also resulting from natural selection or just “aberrations” 
and  “temporal lobe epilepsy”? And what about feeling of gratitude 
toward parents? Does not natural balance need something eternally 
constant for the warm feelings of man?

“Most scientists have a deep mistrust of mysticism,” says Davies.244 This 
is true as concerns the modern West, but not  the rest of the world. If one 
turns to Indian or Chinese thought or early western times, for example, 
the times of Plato and Christ, one meets holistic visions of reality and a 
cosmic religious belief that inspired also later thinkers like Newton and 
Einstein. Quantum physicists “sense that they are touching something 
universal and perhaps eternal, so that the particular moment in time takes 
on a numinous character and seems to expand  in time without limit. 
…”245 It is not fashionable to be mystical in today’s polite society but 
“mystical happenings occur and poor is the person who does not pay 
attention!”246 

A conflict is felt between the divine creation and the theory of evolution.  
It is possible, however, to combine science and  religious belief as 
Newton and Einstein did. One is tempted to add Darwin among them. The 
scientist need not leave religion and faith aside. He can be “a committed 
Darwinian, and … a religious believer.”247 He need not “park his faith at 
the laboratory door.” Evolution  can be seen as God’s way of ongoing 
creation. “The cosmic, biological and cultural evolutions are ultimately 
parts of a single creative process.“248 Faith and authority need not be at 
odds, and science and religion can be in tandem as in bygone days. 
“Evolution, far from being foreign to the kind of feeling that induces 

244. Davies 1992, 
245. David Peat, quoted in Davies 1992, p. 227.
246. 336. Terms such as "mystical" and „occult“ are avoided in this work because they 
carry connotations of exorcism and magic in the modern West. Terms such as  'inner', 
‚divine‘ and 'spiritual' are used instead. In pre-Cartesian Europe and the East the 
‚mystical‘ was considered natural, not unnatural. It is worth noting that the word Mystik 
a is first found in the German tradition by 1760 and the French term mystique only a little 
earlier. The „mystification of the mystical“ (Maja Milcinski) and „mystical“ becoming a 
pejorative term is thus of a recent date. Einstein could yet say that “The most beautiful 
emotion we can experience is the mystical. It is the sower of all true art and science. He to whom 
this emotion is a stranger … is as good as dead.” As the latin phrase says, omne ignotum pro 
mirifico, ’all mystery has charm.” The typical 20th-century opinion about ’mysticism’ is expressed 
by Bertrand Russell 1918, p. 10: “Mysticism is, in essence, little more than a certain intensity and 
depth of feeling in regard to what is believed about the universe.”
247. David Hay in Something There: The Biology of the Human Spirit, quoted in I. S. Markham 
2010, p. 54.
248. T. Dobzhansky (1900-1975), quoted in Margenau 1984, p. 35. “Variation and selection work 
together to produce
evoluton, “says Dawkins 1206, p. 308.



religious attitudes and concerns, is uniquely suited to create them.“249 It 
generates new perspectives on questions of ultimate concern.  Many 
scientists of our era, for example, W. Heisenberg (1901-1976) and E. 
Schrödinger (1918-1989), agree. They were religious in an Einsteinian 
way:250 They did not ”subscribe to conventional religion but nevertheless 
deny that the universe is a purposeless accident.” They had “come to 
believe more and more strongly that the physical universe is put together 
with an ingenuity so astonishing that [they] cannot accept it as merely 
brute fact. There must ... be a deeper  level of explanation. Whether one 
wishes to call that deeper level ‘God’ is a matter of taste and definition.”251

Through all nature runs the principle of meaning, always intertwined with 
the features of spontaneity and simplicity. Greeks and Chinese express it 
in their philosophies, and religions in their dogmas and beliefs. 252 From 
Plato onwards, the natural was conceived as “the simple, the naïve and the 
unsophisticated.” It was thus central in all things, as also in man’s life, 
“and usually carried with it the suggestion of a program of simplification 
and elimination and implied primitivism.“253

Darwin’s great discovery was that creation is a continuing process of 
evolution, taking place in a gradual step-by-step fashion. Natural selection 
is the way nature moves forward “by numerous, successive, slight 
modifications.”254 Things ‘evolve’ ‘naturally’. Darwin has proven the 
ingenuity of the eternal ‘machinery’. Taoists say similarly that Creation is 
so natural that it seems ‘undone’. Man affects what is natural with his 
plans and choices. In eastern thought he always works in close touch with 
nature.  In the Abrahamic traditions he works against nature and is even 
asked to “overcome” nature and be the lord of Creation.  But in vain. As 
soon as he moves out, nature moves back in!

Man is born for and meant to live the spontaneous, inspired, natural life. 
Unfortunately, in today’s world, however, requires the planned life. He 
becomes the social automaton who  responds to environmental stimuli, far 
from the intuitive response. He has become “susceptible of rational 
explanations” not only in front of a wheel but in life generally. He is 
isolated from nature as he allows materialism to own him. He becomes a 

249. Margenaau 1984, p. 34.
250. Margenau 1984, 105, passim.
251. Davies 1992, p. 16.
252. Darwin in Ihe Origin of Species.
253. Lovejoy 1948, p. 241.
254. Aristotle’s entelechy and Darwin’s natural selection, mutatis mutandis, run aligned, 
expressing the same,  millennia
apart. “Cumulative natural selction is the only theory we know of that is in principle capable of 
explaining the existence of organized complexity.” Dawkins 1986, p. 317ff. 



slave of his world and as artificial as his environment and allows rational 
life to make the decisions for him. Progress requires that he learns 
constantly and this need complicates his life. Formerly, knowledge 
changed little from generation to generation but today it is relative like 
everything in the world. The totally rational life is no blessing. Man 
becomes as square as the last fashion bids. Personal inner life is gone. 
“Design without planning, and progress without dictation, “ suits him 
better. 

Without the inner world, however, erudition is naked and barren. True 
living asks for inspired knowledge and naturalness. Through the ages they 
came first. The Hindu religion speaks about higher and lower knowledge, 
the higher religious awareness and the lower earthly science. The 
Buddhists speak about absolute, transcendent truth and relative worldly 
knowledge. For Plato the universal came before the particular. For the 
Chinese, Heavenly wisdom always presided over earthly knowledge. In 
the Christian West, too, the higher knowledge was once upmost: earthly 
knowledge had a tinge of vulgarity when not reflecting a divine 
dimension. 255

The Chinese praised the spontaneous life. They wanted it to be part of 
nature and relax in it. For Lao Tzu it was the being, illustrated by the term 
p’u 樸, ‘the unwrought material’. The ideal was the unpolished and artless 
life and simple naturalness. Lao Tzu says, “Tao in its regularity does 
nothing, and so there is nothing which it does not do.  … Simplicity 
without a name is free from all external aim. ... With no desire, at rest and 
still, all things go right, as of their will.“256 When Chu Hsi in the thirteenth 
century made , ‘principle’, the uppermost concept of Neo-Confucian 
thought, it was again the raw, unstudied nature that was the criterion.

255. Russell 1918, p. 33, postulates that “Good and bad, and even the higher good that mysticism 
finds everywhere. is the reflection of our own emotions on other things, not part of the substance of 
things as they are in themselves.”
256. Tao Te Ching, ch. 37 



‘He hurries, worried that his new computer will be dated before
he reaches home. (Berliner Morgenpost, 5 Nov. 1999)

10.  Mind and and Instincts

The ‘genes’ are the laws of life, designed for what is “good and natural” 
for man. They are the “recipe of the cake” and “selfish like the newborn 
baby”, says Dawkins. They serve man with the codes and instructions and 
decide the living process from birth to death.  As Dawkins says, “The 
[genes] determine everything.” “They swarm about in huge colonies, … 
sealed off from the outside world, communicating with it by tortuous, 
indirect routes, manipulating it by remote control. …” “They shuffle and 
reshuffle by sexual reproduction.”257  They are parts of the chromosones 
that, in turn, are parts of cells to the number of some hundred million 
million in a human body. The cells are the Indra’s net of the body. They 
form the organism and influence each other like a net of pearls.

An animal follows its instincts. “A man, on the other hand, looks forwards 
and backwards, and compares his various feelings, desires and 
recollections.”258 He is free to use his acquired characteristics for aims and 
objectives which do not always rhyme with what is ‘good and natural’. He 
is socially determined and looks before he leaps. Society may say  one 
thing and his instincts another. The world has changed since the 
cavemen’s days but his instincts have not. He has to decide which way to 
follow, the social demands or his instincts. He must judge and consider 
what is the right road to follow. This is both the blessing and the curse of 
his life. He has the freedom to choose but the choice need not be 
beneficial.

Man’s sense of moral rightness serves as his golden compass that 
resonates both inwards and outwards. Powerful urges originate from 
either side, in line with the natural law, “the innate sense of the rightness 
that asks for justice, truth, fairness, equity, love, courage, wisdom and so 
on, which are understood universally as rough standards of moral conduct 
and right reason by which all human beings attempt to guide 
themselves.”259 Injustice, unrighteousness, insincerity, hatred, corruption 
and so forth are the antitheses of these virtues. The curse of human life is 

257.  R. Dawkins, The Selfish Gene 1976, p. 266, quoted in W. D. Gairdner 2008, p. 129. And 
Dawkins 2006, p. 230.
258. Darwin’s Autobiography 1958, p. 94.
259. Gairdner 2008, p. 195.



that he is responsible and can be “a sinner” as much as a “saint”.260 He can 
allow heart to take precedence over reason.261

 
Man sleeps and dreams!262 The mind roams freely in the repository on the 
border of the Eternal and digs deep into memories. Dreams dwell in the 
unconscious world.263 They show no respect for spatiotemporal bounds 
but flutter hither and thither like the designs on a fancy Persian carpet. 
Memories and awareness run zigzag. The flimsiest recollection can start 
off a sequence that is repeated through the night. Man has the dream land 
of his mind with has its own timeless existence “where all is present in 
everything” and “in two places at once or everywhere.”264 As Shakespeare 
says, “There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are dreamt 
of in your philosophy.”265

Man has recognized the Golden Rule for so long and yet allowed wars to 
take place, one worse than the other, killing and mutilating. It goes to 
prove that man has not changed much from the time he was food 
gathering and hunting until the present age. He can talk and preach about 
love and altruism but, unfortunately, cannot change his inborn instincts. 
He is the ‘gene machine’ he ever was and is as selfish he ever was, 
according to Dawkins.266 He has a Damocles sword hovering over his 
head threatening that one day soon will be his final on earth. His freedom 
- and nuclear arsenal - allow him to achieve his own self-extinction. As 
president Eisenhower said ironically in his inaugural address, “Science 
seems ready as a final gift to confer upon us the power to remove all 
human life from this planet.”

The Stoic philosophy professed that the Eternal pervades everything. It 
presented the conscious awareness of nature and culture in harmony under 
260. Cf.. Oscar Wilde, “Every saint has a past and every sinner a future.” Human life is 
ultimately unplanned and uncertain. It is arrogance and blindness to see the future as a field for 
science. A recent movie discusses whether life is planned or just an accidental feather floating 
about, and concludes that it is both.  Forrest Gump (1994). 
261. Cf., Kahnemann 2011, pp. 307, 308.
262. Dreams come from the memory storehouse, which size is without measure. Neuroscience 
speaks about the hippocampus area of the brain. Whether of one kind or another they happen in the 
‘zero’ reality of no time and space. Freud says that dreams are the unconscious work of 
the mind and the secret language of the soul.
263. “The royal road to the unconscious,” says A. A. Brill.
264. Quote ascribed to Nicholas of Kusa.  D. Overbye, in Int. Herald Tribune, 10 October. 2012 
(“Work on a tiny world earns physics Nobel”). “God is in everything - also a kiss”, says Count 
Monte-Christo! Well, where better?
265. Hamlet Act 1, scene 5. J. B. S. Haldane has added: “I suspect that there are more things in 
heaven and earth than are dreamed of, or can be dreamed, in any philosophy. (Emphasis added) 
Haldane quoted in Dawkins 2006, p. 408. 

266. Dawkins 1976, pp. 46-65 passim.



providence. The after life was an awakening, an integral part of existence 
and the companion of life. The Stoic was therefore known to accept life's 
vicissitudes with heroic dignity like Seneca (5 BC-65 AD). “What the 
Stoics came up with was a strategy of emotional disengagement of not 
being astonished by anything (nhil mirari).267 Their ‘apathy’ (apathia) was 
a virtue”.268 Stoicism suited the early Roman empire when men lived short 
and turbulent lives - not unlike the samurai in  Japan. As a Chinese said: 
"Man's life between heaven and earth is like the passing of a white colt 
glimpsed through a crack in the wall!"269 

Marcus Aurelius' (121-180) Meditations present the Stoic vision. His 
discourse on "withdrawing into yourself and experiencing the happy inner 
calm” combines with looking to the god within. This can be done in your 
privacy and on the street. Wherever, “it must be achieved from within; 
love falls to your lot that is destined for you; what is more suited to you 
than that?" was the Stoic gospel.270

Woody Allen says that faith and religion are human delusions and that the 
believer, eventually, “is in for a rude awakening.” He adds cynically that 
“We need some delusion to keep us going” and that “people who 
successfully delude themselves seem happier than people who don’t.”271 
He deludes himself. He is blind to the whole Eternal reality around him. 
All creeds confirm that life needs a Heaven. Living without is a lonely 
affair.  The happy life needs “faith” together with “hope and a little bit of 
luck,” as sung in “My Fair Lady.” “It gives joy in living and courage in 
dying.“ One must allow luck its role. In this world it is said that talent and 
hard work lead to success as a result. The fact is, however, that first come 
intuition, inspiration - and luck.

267. Nihil mirari, “Do not be astonished at anything.” A man must not allow himself 
to be overawed by men or things, to be frightened or disconcerted. He should retain 
his self-possession, and be master of himself, amid all the impressions that he 
receives.
268.  Cathcart 2007, p. 80.
269  Chuang Tzu, ch. 22 and 29. B. Watson's translation.

270 The Stoic and the Taoist seem  in unison. Lidin 2009, ch. 96, pp. 112-113.
271. Woody Allen, in a newspaper column. He says in a film (American Beauty): “Success is not a 
gift. It is an achievement.”



11. The Whole and the Eternal

The ‘zero’ reality lies beyond the world of reason but is experienced by 
sentiments and feelings. It is not to be explained. It is ‘supralogic’ 
Chance. As there are physical events rooted in space and time, there are 
worldly events there are spaceless, timeless and causeless. They are 
encountered in many ways. Even if they are not ‘known’, they are 
‘sensed’.  They can be talked about but cannot be seen. They exist beyond 
“the blooming, buzzing multitude of sensations.“272 This is in the realm of 
feeling and the language of love. “They are activities of which we are 
unconscious, but which manifest their existence by effects of which we 
are conscious.”273 They are often ascribed to “luck” which then means 
Chance. Cause and effect, space and time belong to this world. The 
fimeless, spaceless and cause-and-effectless to the world of Chance. 

The most beautiful things cannot be touched, they must be felt. They 
belong to the immaterial, no-dimensional ‘nothing’, artlessly manifested 
in inner life, in contrast to the material, three-dimensional universe. The 
world is made of atoms and “We wish to speak in some way about the 
structure of the atom …  but we cannot speak about atoms in ordinary 
272. William James (1842-1910), quoted in Koestler 1972, p. 131.
273. W. Hamilton (1788-1856), quoted in L. L. Whyte 1979, p. 147. Adjusted.



language,” says Heisenberg.274 In quantum physics there are no ‘things’ at 
all. They are revealed as particles, waves and vibrations, “often as tenuous 
as the square root of a probability.“275 They are poetically referred to as 
”stardust” and are building blocks of everything in the universe.276 
 
From Galileo and Kepler the universe is a rationally structured machine. 
Discoveries were made over three centuries about how it works. 
Telescopes, microscopes and clockworks were invented. It is said that 
Galileo presented the measurements, Descartes the division, Newton the 
gravitation, and Einstein the composition of the machine.277 Taking little 
interest in the unconscious beyond, they remained in what is empirically 
known. They halted at the threshold of eternity and the ‘zero’ reality. The 
other half of reality has remained a matter of faith and left to personal life, 
whether Hindu, Buddhist, Taoist, Muslim, Christian or otherwise. The 
unconscious was handed to  speculative psychology278 - and now to 
quantum physics.

Chinese philosophers agree. J. Needham writes, “It was not that there was 
no order in Nature for the Chinese, but rather that it was not an order 
ordained by a rational personal being, and hence there was no conviction 
that rational personal beings would be able to spell out in their lesser 
earthly languages the divine code of laws … The Taoists, indeed, would 
have scorned such an idea as being too naïve for the complexity and 
design of the universe as they intuited it.”279 “Does it not seem strange that 
an unreasoning planet … has done this thing to an extent surpassingly 
more than man has?” says C. S. Sherrington (1857-1952), and answers: 
“Yet, we agree, it does seem strange.”280 

The Chinese recognized the Eternal both in the early Taoist and 
Confucian traditions and in the later Neo-Confucian philosophy. There is 
mention of a ‘lordly power” in the Neo-Confucian thought of both Chu 
Hsi and Wang Yang-ming (1472-1528).281 It is stated that each man has his 
powers endowed by Heaven, the internal ‘sovereign’, whose commands 

274.W. Heisenberg, quoted in Capra 1976, p. 32.
275 H. Margenau (1901-1997), quoted in Koestler 1972,  p. 57. In a court of law, too, the criterion 
for good judgment is ‘reasonable probability’.
276. Primak and Abrams 2006, p. 98.
277. Or “Copernicus (1473-1543) set it in motion, Newton (1643-1727) added gravitational law, 
Darwin 1809-1882) evolutionary change and Freud (1856-1039) unconscious truth.”
278. Koestler aays, “Freud’s metapsychology does not constitute the whole opera.” Koestler 1972, 
p. 114. Cf., Margenau 1984, p. 17 and Chuang Tzu, ch. 6: “The Tao has its senses but has no shape 
and does not act. … Let your ears and eyes communicate with what is inside.”
279. J. Needham 1954-1984, 1:581. This is “exactly” it, says R. Stark 2003, p. 151.
280. C. S. Sherrington, quoted in Margenau 1982, p. 35.
281. See Lidin 2006, From Taoism to Einstein, p. 14.



are like those issued by the Heavenly Ruler (ti 帝). The Taoists speak 
about the innate tao as the guide of life. The tao was to be searched and 
lived. J. R. Ware finds the two terms, tao and God, so close that he  
translates tao as God. The terms have different connotations but refer to 
the same Absolute.282 “Tao fills all things both great and small. ... How 
broad Tao is! There is nothing that Tao does not contain!“ says Chuang 
Tzu283

Lao Tzu says, “How unfathomable is tao - like the emptiness of a vessel. 
When one looks at it, one cannot see it; when one listens for it, one cannot 
hear it; touch it and you do not feel it; meet it, yet, one cannot see its 
head; follow it, yet, one cannot see its back. Infinite and boundless, deep 
and unfathomable! How pure and still is the tao! I do not know who 
generated it. It may have preceded the Heavenly Ruler.”284 Likewise, in 
the West, there are now both physical and ‘zero’ phenomena, not only a 
space-time world but also a spaceless and timeless world. Quantum 
science makes inroads into “the womb of the universe, … ubiquitous and 
continuous … the umbilical cord285 … and reveals an essential 
interconnectedness of the universe.”286

Chu Hsi (1130-1200) says,, “The Book of Poetry (Shih Ching) and the 
Book of History (Shu Ching) speak as though there is a human being 
there above, commanding things to come to pass, as in [passages] where 
they mention the Heavenly Ruler as being filled with wrath, etc. But what 
they refer to is li, ‘Principle’ 理.287 There is nothing more eminent under 
Heaven than li. Hence it is called Ruler. The august Lord-on-high has 
conferred even upon the inferior people a moral sense.”288

J. Ching says, “In place of a personal deity, Chu Hsi was speaking about 
an absolute which he clearly identified with both Heaven and the Lord-on-
high. He asserted that it is not correct to speak about ‘a man in Heaven’ 
who is lord of the world, but it is equally wrong to say that ‘there is no 
such Ruler’. He was removing the anthropomorphic overtones of these 

282. See J. R. Ware 1963, The Sayings of Chuang Chou, for example ch. 6 and in toto.
283. Chuang tzu, ch. 13. Ware’s translation. In fine, all theories are just inquiries in the face of new 
theories….
284. Free renderng of Lao Tzu, ch 1 - ch. 14, in Nancy Wilson Ross, Three Ways of Freedom, 
London, 1966, p, 141 and p. 188  and Jonathan Star 1991, Two Stars Rising, New York, 1991, p. 
34.
285. Koestler 1972, p. 87. Koestler quotes P. Kammerer (1880-1926).
286. Capra 1976, p. 133.
287.Li is usually translated as Principle. Whitehead’s Order of Nature.
288. Quoted in J. Ching 1993, p. 159. A Lord-on-high or Heavenly Ruler ((ti 帝)is mentioned in 
the Early Chinese Classics connoting a God. The , ‘Principle’,  in Sung thought took its place. 



terms while affirming the presence of a higher power, a metaphysical 
rather than a personal Absolute.”289

Alfred North Whitehead (1861-1947) and Chu Hsi would have 
understood each other. As the world requires the Eternal (God) in 
Whitehead’s philosophy of organism, it requires ‘principle’ (li) in Chu 
Hsi’s.290 Nature implies order, East and West. If the ‘order of nature’ is 
exchanged for li in the following passage by Whitehead, it could have 
been written by Chu Hsi:

“It is not the case that there is an actual world, which accidentally 
happens to exhibit a coherent scheme of things. There is an actual world 
because there is an ‘order in nature’. If there were no order, there would 
be no world. Also since there is a world, we know that there is an order. 
The ordering and refining entity is a necessary element in the supernatural 
situation presented by the actual world.”291

 
Darwin states similarly that “Everything in nature is the result of fixed 
law,”292 and that  “Why this should be a law of nature if each species has 
been independently created no man can explain.”293 Dawkins agrees that 
nature, “prodigal in variety”, has the  inbuilt law of natural selection, the 
mechanism of “gradual, step-by-step change.”294

Order is the common denominator that links inner and outer thought both 
in the East and in the West. It is the absolute order of Heaven that 
provides the order of nature, say Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu, and it is an 
anthropopathic moral order that Chu Hsi, just like Whitehead, recognizes. 
“There is the summary answer, that refers nature to some greater reality 
standing behind it. This reality occurs in the history of thought under 
many names. It is the ultimate ground of everything, The Absolute, 
Brahman, The Order of Heaven, God.”295 “It is the holistic experience … 
man’s innermost consciousness … identical to the absolute and ultimate 
reality … known variously as Brahman, Tao, Tathagata, Christ, 
Dharmakaya, Allah, the Godhead or absolute Mind, to name but a few,” 

289. J. Ching 1993, Ibid.
290. ‘Organism’ takes the place of matter and brings and is close to the quantum world and ‘zero’ 
thought. Things are ‘events’ of endurance, and each ‘event’ has individual value. Whitehead 1925, 
p. 194.
291. A. N. Whitehead 1925, p. 73,  Science and the Modern World, quoted in Lidin 1909, p. 130
292. In his “Autobiograhy.”
293. Darwin’s Recapitulation and Conclusion, quoted in The World’s Great Thinkers, Man and the 
Universe, p. 253. 
294. Dawkins 1986, p. 88ff. When Dawkins (2006, p. 188)  asks “who designed the designer”, he 
naturally invites the counter-question, “who/what generated the first evolutionary process”?
295. Lao Tzu, passim, Chuang Tzu, ch. 5, Whitehead 1925, p. 92



says Ken Wilber (b. 1949).296 Its radiance lights up every corner of the 
universe.

 
 Aum (or OM), the holy symbol that symbolizes Brahman in Hindu thought.

The Upanishads speaks about “my inner eyes” which conceive “the sweet 
melody of sacred songs, the soft scent of flowers and the light that shines 
on my soul. ... Looking inside myself, I meet Brahman who is the same as 
the ether that surrounds me, and the ether that surrounds me is the same as 
the ether in me and the ether in me is the ether in my heart.“297 It is an 
Indian ‘field theory’, corresponding to the ‘ch’i field’ in Chinese thought 
and the ‘zero’ field in quantum mechanics.298 The “inner eyes” shine and 
flower in man’s inner, they shine and flower in his daily life. The  profane 
reality is paired with a sacred reality. Whether sacred or profane, they 
represent the same Whole, the omnipotent, omniscient and all-loving 
God.

296. Ken Wilber quoted in Margenau  1984, p. 126.
297.  Translation in Emma Hawkridge 1950, p. 335.
298. ‘Field’ is a much used term for both outer and inner areas of cognition. Then, there are field 
theories that try to span both inner and outer in overall field theories. See Margenau 1984, pp. 
87-96. There are outer fields and inner fields and fields which cover both inner and outer. There is 
also much mention of universes in present literature. In this work the discussion is simplified to 
two fields or universes, the outer rational and the inner irrational or ‘zero’ world.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8e/Om.svg


The Ineffable (Eternal, tao) speaks to man in many ways. It is happy of 
itself and in itself and referred to as the first cause and the essence of 
existence! Rationally, it is only recognized eo ipso, manifesting itself in 
the smallest thing just as in the totality of things, in providence and in 
inspiration.  It is unconscious wu wei activities, so natural that they seem 
to emanate from nothing, so artless that man is unaware of them and so  
spontaneous that they go unnoticed and are ignored.

  Calvin and Hobbes about rational machines and irrational man. Int. Herald Tribune 
3 July, 2013

All creation is a manifestation of the Eternal. It is double-tiered, above, 
the ineffable tao, beyond and unspeakable, and, below, Heaven and the 
universe. As Heaven, the Eternal was given innumerable names and as 
many symbols around the world.



12. Coincidence.

The term ‘coincidentia’ is chosen to name events which are glimpses of 
‘zero’ reality in man’s life, a fitting term for the multifarious ways that 
such messages take. They have in common that they fall outside causal 
laws and evince contingency and fortuity. Man experiences them in many 
ways, in many places and in many situations wherever he lives and 
wherever he acts. They just happen and are trifling and inconsequential 
for the “rational” mind but are so much more interesting and compelling 
for the person to whom it happens.  One finds coincidence defined as “a 
collection of two or more events or conditions, closely related by time, 
space, form, or other associations which appear unlikely to bear a 
relationship as either cause to effect or effects of a shared cause, within 
the observer's understanding of what cause can produce what effects -- an 
alignment of events surprising, noteworthy or non-causal.”

Randomness is a synonym but used more widely about events that 
surprise. Taleb mentions “randomness-laden professions” and that the 
world, “laden with trillions of details” is random due to man’s various 
interventions. As the world gets more complex, the chances for 
randomness, too, gets many.  One can differentiate between measures of 
randomness: (1)personal coincidences, (2) randomness in political and 



economic life (Taleb’s ‘black swans’) and (3) studied and expected 
randomness (Taleb’s ‘gray swans’). The personal coincidences have the 
extra plus that they are always for the Good of man while the ‘swans’ can 
be both positive and negative and detrimental for man. If not of a  
religious bent, however, one can see Chance  as “an intricate product of 
evolutionary factors, brain structure, personal experience, knowledge and 
emotion.”299 Whether an orginator or an evolution is at play, a chance is a 
marvel to succour!!

Randomness can concern economic and financial matters as well as 
political and military events with human involvement. These are only 
rarely pure coincidences because they concern man indirectly. They are 
unpredictable ‘rare events’, planned and instigated by man or nature. For 
example, the bombing of the trade center in New York (2001) was 
planned by man while the Katrina flood (2004) was perpetrated by nature. 
The Thai tsunami was caused by nature while the Fukushima catastrophe 
(2010) were effected by nature and man in tandem. One must make a 
distinction between personal coincidences and the random events that 
effect man and society collectively. In business there are hopes and 
desires; another day  could bring the hoped-for success. It is up to the 
person involved to have his eyes open and be prepare for the Black Swan 
waiting beyond the corner. It is expected but unknown. The true personal 
coincidence is for the good of man. As regards ‘swans’
also human factors can play a role.300   

Being a man of the world one can neglect the sacredness
of the personal coincidences and concentrate on the
rare events that produce either ‘black’ or ‘gray’ swans. An example is 
Kahneman’s coincidental meetings with a friend on the Great Barrier Reef 
and then in a the theater in London. He does not see their probable 
personal meaning.301 

The true coincidence, then, differs from the random occurrences that 
Taleb discourses on. His ‘rare events’, whether ‘black swans’ or ‘gray 
swans’, belong to and takes place in the rational world with seemingly no 
connection to the ‘zero’ world and Chance. The pure coincidence has but 
a personal connection,  implicitly or explicitly. It carries a meaning; it is  
the work of Chance. 

A book might open up ‘just in time’or ‘in the right order’, an apt thought 

299. Mlodinow 2008, p. 5.
300. See, for example, Kahneman 20ll.
301. Kahneman 2011, p. 72.



might pop up in the middle of night for no apparent reason, the right 
person might walk into one’s life, and a job might be offered at a bleak 
time! Such fortuitous occurrences can be ascribed to incredible ‘luck’, be 
laughed at and pushed under the rug. For the man in balance they are 
divine and to be remembered. They happen at incredible times and are 
incredible in themselves!

They happen to every individual. Man’s coincidental ability is no more 
marvellous than his other instincts. They are part of his mental apparatus, 
only seemingly magical for the outer-directed person. For the inner 
directed person they are as normal as any other function. It is only so that 
certain incidents are more related to personal Chance. A mind must just be 
ready and accept them.
 
They happen often in roundabout ways. Fleming’s ‘discovery’ of 
penicillin is an example of how a stroke of “luck” played into human 
hands! It happened in a circuitous way, fated to be for man’s benefit.302 

Foreknowledge, prescience and premonitions belong among occurrences 
which can be named “coincidences.” They are gleams of a higher order, 
unnatural at the time but real with the benefit of hindsight. They are better 
than fantasies, superior to dreams and richer than whims and fancies.  
They evoke the mystery of life beyond space and time303 and are difficult 
to fathom because of their ‘causeless freedom’. When they come true, 
often in improbable ways, they often come in a flash and give the 
recipient a jolt. They are experienced by mind and  heart, and bring 
messages of one kind or another. They remain wonderful, ‘occult’ 
memories.

When an event cannot be explained rationally, it is usually mentioned 
with a smile and called ‘a  chancy fluctuation’. That it has roots in the 
‘zero’ causeless reality troubles the modern person. It disturbs him when 
things happen, not governed by physical laws. Therefore, he speaks about 
’mysticism’, even as soon as things go beyond what is causal. Weather 
forecasting is a case in point. It is unpredictable and ‘chaotic’ in a 
physical sense but as ‘natural’ as ‘nature’ itself in a  ‘zero’ perspective. 
People find charm in happenings which are mysterious and occult! One 
takes note of them and allows them to enrich life whether they be 

302. See Taleb 2007, p. 193
303. “Space transcends time and renders a perennial present, denying  the existence of the past and 
the future.“ (Capra)



unbelievable happenings or just illusions, brain storms or fantasies.304 In 
many lands, they are still part of religious life. After the developments in 
quantum mechanics, which have overthrown the rational laws of science, 
one can also ask whether any random process can measure up to the 
‘mysticism’ presented in the atomic structure.

“Extraordinary events happen without extraordinary causes,“ says 
Mlodinow who discusses the “inconsequential random events that lead to 
big change.”305 He calls them ‘the butterfly effect’, with reference to 
Edward Lorenz’ who expressed that atmospheric changes so small as the 
fluttering of butterfly wings can have a ‘consequential’ effect on global 
weather patterns: a butterfly moving its wings in “India could cause a 
hurricane in New York, two years later,“ in Taleb’s words.306

The wind bloweth where it listeth”, says Christ in the Bible, and this 
refers to all nature. As Thoreau (1817-1862) writes, “Happiness is like a 
butterfly: the more you chase it, the more it will elude you, but if you turn 
your attention to other things, it will come and sit softly on your 
shoulder.” Chuang Tzu writes also about the flitting butterfly.307

Coincidences can concern big and small, long-term and short-term 
matters. They  can be “curiously mild serendipities and stunning visions 
of great significance.”308 They can concern the moment and also a 
person’s whole life. They can have life-shattering purport. Looking back 
into his own life’s dialectic, a person can register how Chance worked 
from happening to happening, from phase to phase, in a dialectic of 
random events, that formed the “zig-zag course of a drunkard.”309 A 
person might find unexplainable random happenings which have decided 
the whole course of his life. Lucky coincidences have guided him along.  
How poor his life would have been if they had not occurred! How poor 
the person who at old age could only look back at just a planned life! 
Generally, how poor the world would be without Zufälle! How poor the 
dramatic and operatic arts would be without them! As Mlodinow writes, 
“A path punctuated by random impacts and unintended consequences is 
the path of many successful people, not only in their careers but also in 

304. The materialist considers all happenings “simply and solely a chain of causation”. Chesterton 
1908, p. 28.
305. Mlodinow 2008, p. 20 and pp. 193-194.
306. Taleb 2007, p. 179.
307. Chuang Tzu, ch. 2. Mlodinow seeks a rational view on probability and randomness while 
Christ, Thoreau and Chuang Tzu consider it holistically. Taleb and Mandelbrot are also modern 
thinkers who see randomness in a wordly light. Taleb speaks about “variants of randomness” and 
“measure of randomness.” Taleb 2007, pp. 251-252.
308. Cambray 2009, p. 107.
309. Wilson 1966, p. 21



their loves, hobbies and friendships. In fact, it is more the rule than the 
exception.”310 Looking back into his own life, a person can register how 
Chance worked from happening to happening, from phase to phase, in a 
dialectic of random events, that formed the “zig-zag course of a 
drunkard.”311 He cannot help wondering, to what extent it was directed by 
himself and by non-worldly Chance. How things happened generally, how 
education led to a profession, a chance love affair to a marriage, a short 
announcement to an international job, an intuitive flash of a foreign 
university and of a profession in a foreign land, et cetera. Has it been the 
‘drunkard’s walk’312 and the fluttering of butterfly wings guided by nature 
and Chance all the way? How much has education and society and how 
much has Chance had a role in his life from birth to death?313 It could not 
have been planned! It is Chance that made his life hazardous and exciting!

They can be instructions of what to do as well as of what not to do. Man 
disobeys - at his peril. They come in all kinds of combinations. Time is 
linked with space and space with time and present time with past and 
future times.314  Occasions and places merge, relate to the living and the 
dead, the near and the far. Events take place in  synchronicity, follow no 
clear cause and lead to results which are occult to logical minds. They can 
be likened to dreams, be Kafkaesque and allegorical, showing in one way 
or another meaning and purpose. They originate in the the ‘zero’ void and 
follow their own logic! They have in common that they cannot be 
predicted and known or studied. If they can be studied, it is afterward 
Human life is ultimately unplanned and uncertain. It is human arrogance 
and blindness to see the future as a field for science.

Close to and of interest are the coincidentia oppositorum, ‘coincidence of 
opposites’, in Nicholas of Cusa’s (1401-1464) philosophical thought.315 
He says that opposites coincide and that there is something divine in their 
complementarity, the way they appear in dynamic unity and harmonize. 
As Laurens van der Post  (1906-1966) said, “In the moment one 
reconciles the opposites, it is indeed coincidentia oppositorum. One feels 
and one exists on that higher level when one is in tune with nature, as 
nature is supposed to be. It is strength in weakness, weakness in 
strength.“316 
310. Mlodinow 2008, p, 207. As reflections of divine providence, coincidences are  recorded both 
East and West. 
311. Wilson 1966, p. 21
312. Mlodonow 2008, in title.
313. The above paragraph much is influenced by Mlodinow 2008, p. 186ff.
314. Einstein says, tongue-in-cheek: “The past, present and future are only illusions, even if 
stubborn ones.“
315. His credo is found in De ducta ignorantia, “On Learned Ignorance” (1440).
316. In Venture to the Interior.



The coincidentia oppositorum was never a secrecy for the Indians or 
Chinese, who perceived matters generally as complementary pairs. No A 
without a B and no B without an A. No positive without a negative and no 
negative without a positive. This equilibrium was discerned both in nature 
and life. Material phenomena always connected with a non-material 
world. Inner feelings matched outer reasoning. The invisible universe 
always linked with the visible world.

The Greeks asserted the same symmetry of Creation. For them everything 
was the working of Fate, whether in the order of nature or in the order of 
man; everything was balanced; every deed, good or evil, had its reverse. 
The dramas by Aeschylos, Sophocles and Euripedes are built on this 
dualism. The laws of physics, likewise, show the symmetry of the pairs of 
opposites. In The Tiger’s Heart, H. Howarth portrays coincidentia 
oppositorum, saying that “the beauty of life it lies in the collision of 
opposites -  and in the beauty of art in the collation of opposites.”

Close relations of two people can be the source of coincidence. Two 
brothers can come with exactly the same presents on Christmas present 
and two sisters can bring exactly the same gift on a birthday. It is 
telepathic sympathy that springs from inner compulsion and denies 
rational explanation. An old picture card links with a place a century later 
and is presented by a person unrelated to both place and event. An 
incident in a museum that caused nausea to a  person links with an event 
at the same museum a decade later when nausea is experienced again by 
the same person. The events bottom in the “zero” logic.

Coincidental people are a blessing and mean much in a person’s life. They 
are fatal and providential without knowing it, influencing things around 
them, both human beings and happenings. They mean much for the 
person they affect.  They need not know it themselves but are noted by the 
persons who benefit from their interference. They are the true friends 
needed in life.

Coincidences need not just concern individuals. They can be ‘universal or 
collective’ and affect groups of people, countries and history. They can 
take place in the economic world where rare events happen increasingly 
in an ever more complicated world. Inexplicable events can be mentioned 
on the national and the global scenes. Human beings are then the 
catalysators of ‘fatal’ events. For example, who can deny that Churchill 
was a fateful person in 1940 or Cortés in 1519? They were, it seems, the 
‘destined’ persons whose appearance at the ‘right’ time changed history. 



Great things happen naturally. The computer and the internet “were 
unplanned, unpredicted, and unappreciatad”, says N. Taleb. In early 
history probably also the wheel. They are the products of serendipity and 
the Eternal’s finger at play. They show the human inability “to come to 
grips with our future - our systematic underestimation of what the future 
has in store.”317

13.  Randomness 

Jung uses the term ‘synchronicity’ for “the simultaneous occurrence of 
two significant but not causally connected events.“318 This term puts 
emphasis on time alone and does not cover coincidence in all its rich 
variety. Contingence and serendipity, synonymous with coincidence, are 
wide-ranging terms referring to random happenings in both simple 
synchronic alignment and multiple complexity. Koestler speaks about 
“confluential  events.“319

Napoleon is said to have asked, when appointing a general, whether he 
was ‘lucky’. He knew that luck played a role in every story of success.

The Eternal Will is noted in man’s coincidential happenings in age after 
age. For example, Machiavelli (1469-1527) says that “providence 
(fortuna) is the arbiter of one-half of our actions, but that she still leaves 
us to direct the other half, or perhaps a little less.”320 Frederick the Great 
(1712-1786) stated, “The older one gets the more convinced one becomes 
that his Majesty King Chance does three-quarters of the business of this 
miserable universe.”

In modern studies randomness is often given a worldly countenance and 
presented in a rational light. In this treatise coincidence is given a divine 
stamp. This has been so through history, among the many who are 
religious. Modern thinkers do not seek balance but rather imbalance and 
asymmetry. They present the truth, too, but not the happy inner-outer 
truth. “The invisibility of the generator of reality” makes them only 
“guess what’s on the other side of the moon.”321   
317. See Taleb 2007. p. 138 and in toto. Mlodinow 2008. p. 75ff.
318. Synchronicity was introduced about 1920 by Jung. He defined it as “temporally coincident 
occurrences of a-causal events.”... “a specific kind of metaphor-forming process when reflected  
upon from outside the event - an ‘objective’ metaphorizing tendency of the world itself ...  
juxtapposition of unrelated events in time, “offering a glimpse of the interconnected fabric of the 
universe.” Jung says, also, that synchronicity is “the simultaneous occurrence of two meaningfully 
but not causally connected events … a coincidence in time of two or more causally unrelated 
events.”  Koestler 1972, pp. 94-95 and 122. J. Cambray 2009, p. 31
319. Koestler 1072, p. 125.
320. N. Machiavelli, Il Principe, p. 197.
321. Taleb 2007, p. 268.



Stephen Hawking (b. 1942) says: “What can we make of these 
coincidences? Luck in the precise form and nature and fundamental 
physical law is a different kind of luck from the luck we find in 
environmental factors. It cannot be so easily explained, and has far deeper 
physical and philosophical implications. Our universe and its laws appear 
to have a design that both is tailor-made to support us and, if we are to 
exist, leaves little room for alteration. That is not easily explained, and 
raises the natural question why it is that way.”322… “I don’t claim that 
God does not exist. God is the name people give to the reason we are 
here. But I think that the reason is the laws of physics rather than someone 
with whom one can have a personal relationship, an impersonal God.”323

Randomness is, then, used both as a synonym of coincidence and in a 
modern sense chance without a capital C. The modern scientist and 
thinker who, insulated in materialism. has a one-sided view of reality, as a 
causal box of space and time. He might think that he understand things 
and the box and believe that he is in control of things. L. Mlodinow 
shows, however, in The Drunkard’s Walk, How Randomness Rules our 
Lives how Chance rules and that human control is limited.324 “People have 
a poor conception of randomness … and misjudge the role of chance in 
their lives and make decisions that are misaligned with their best 
interests…“.325To know intuitively “without knowing how one knows”326 
is the mystery of Chance. Its logic is beyond rational norms.  The Indians  
and Chinese were aware of this fact and made efforts to discover the 
relation between knowledge and randomness. The Chinese even 
developed a science about this matter expressed in the classic I Ching, 
‘Book of the Changes’. When Klein says “Alles ist Zufall” (‘Everything 
is chance’) ’ ”327 he refers to both chance and Chance. “The world is 
opaque and appearances fool us,” says Nassim Telab.328 He presents 
various examples of chance occurrence.329 He then represents both 
varieties, the inner Chance variety and the outer random-chance variety.

322. Hawking & Mlodinow 2010, p. 162
323. Hawking, interview in TIME, November 15, 2010
324. Mlodinow 2008, p. 188ff.
325. Ibid, p 174, Kahenman and Tversky quoted.
326. Kahneman 2011, p. 237
327. S. Klein, Stefan, Alles Zufall, Hamburg, 2004. Zufall means ‘coincidence’, ‘chance’, 
‘concurrence’,
328. Telab 2007, p. 198.
329. In ´The Black Swan, The Impact of the Highly Improbable, Taleb finds randomness in the 
consequential events which he calls ‘black swans’ and in the non-consequential happenings which 
he calls ‘gray swans’. Intuitonnal events he touches little. See Taleb 2007, in toto.



St. Augustine considered human life to be God’s will and providence. He 
says, “We can speak about chance and Fortuna when we do not know the 
reasons, but behind all contingency, there is God’s hidden order.” In the 
Augustinian approach life from birth to death is nothing but divine 
chance.  The Chinese, too, believed in preordained life  and attempted to 
foretell the future but concluded that "Man is the helpless thing of 
Chance",  in I Ching.330

Thus, randomness and chance are part of man’s psychic activity. No one 
is exempt from them. 331 They happen unpredictably beyond space and 
time by the ‘zero’ logic that cannot be understood and explained 
rationally. They do not follow the causal law. Man can merely recognize 
the messages. One tends to agree with C. E. M. Joad who says, “I am led 
to postulate the presence in the universe of a … principle of change which 
… is known to the biologist as life, to the psychologist as mind, and to 
myself as the stream of consciousness which constitutes my being.”332 Or 
with Marcus Aurelius (121-180)333: “Everything is connected and the web 
is holy.”334 So it has been through all Creation and Evolution. Man’s 
history is a web of random change from age to age. The twentieth century 
is evidence enough. 

Logically,  all seems planned to the very last molecule and atom. After the 
beginning of the Enlightenment and the Age of Reason it could seem so. 
Chance was no longer necessary in the Newtonian clockwork. Today, 
however, physical research has opened up unimagined vistas that show 
that Chance has not left the scene. For example, the unplanned computer 
entered the scene and it was recently reported that the neutrino might 
travel faster than the light.335 It is said that matters belonging to the ‘zero’ 
reality “are subject to laws of  their own, different from the causal law of 
space and time.”336 “Space by itself and time by itself are doomed to fade 
away into mere shadows and only a kind of union of the two will preserve 
an independent reality.”337 

330. With en te tuxe agate (‘in the good moment’) the Greeks expressed that life is a game of luck. 
The supernatural was as natural to them as the rational world is to modern man, who has 
impoverished himself by laying the emphasis on what can be measured, weighed and quantified.  
He leads the one-dimensional life of the 'outer man', not matched by the life of the 'inner man',  
Lidin 2000, p. 30.  The ancient Greeks believed in the “good and lucky moment”.
331. A Renaissance thinker Pico della Mirandola (1463-1494) recognized that each thing is a unity 
in itself, a unity with all  things and a unity with the Universe.
332. Joad 1943, quoted in Margenau 1984, 31. 
333. Roman emperor (r. 161-180 and Stoic philosopher)
334. Marcus Aurelius, quoted in J. Cambray 2009, p. xi.
335. Reported by Int. Herald Tribune 30 September, 2011, and other media.
336. V. A. Firsoff, quoted in Koestler 1972, p. 64.
337. H. Minkowski, in speech 1908 (Wikipedia). He was Einstein’s teacher.



Today’s Big Bang world is as ‘entelechial’ as Aristotle says and as 
‘participatory’ as John Wheeler (1911-1208) says. Man is in the universe, 
his eyes are directed toward it, and his thinking reflects it. As a ‘modern’ 
man he has lost his  religious moorings while seeing myopically only the 
world around him. But this is not the whole thing. See Wheeler’s picture 
below. The large U stands for the universe and the eye is the observer. He 
is in the universe but his eye looks also in other directions. Quantum 
physics is now the inner door that “breaks through into the eternal.338

                  

In the same manner, dreams, both in the night and awake, speak to man 
from the hidden reaches of his inner storehouse. They are “the royal road 
to  the unconscious,“ says A. A. Brill. Man should be open and receptive 
to this subliminal intercourse. As A. Rimbaud (1854-1891) says, “The 
symphony stirs in the depths or comes on the scene at a leap.… I watch it. 
I listen to it: I make a stroke of the bow.”339 Or as Thoreau writes in the 
Walden, “If one advances confidently in the direction of his dreams, and 
endeavors to live the life he has imagined, he will meet with a success 
unexpected in common hours.”340 When business people experience ‘rare 
events’ in their dealings, it is what Taleb describes as Black Swans. They 
are thieves in the night.

Such happenings are the déjà-vu occurrences when seeing a place or 
meeting a person arouse uncanny feelings of the past being part of the 
present, weird  glimpses of what has been or is to come. A time- and 
spaceless reality comes into view and one senses a yonder connection. 
Alike are also the illogical and absurd questions and non-sensical replies 
that bring forth sudden insights. They can be the satori experiences that 
338. A Renaissance thinker Pico della Mirandola (1463-1494) recognized that each thing is a unity 
in itself, a unity with all  things and a unity with the Universe.
339. A. Rimbaud quoted in L. L. White 1979, p. 172.
340. In the Conclusion.



follow the kôan questions in Zen thought and be a route to truth beyond 
logic. The believer is left “with a profound appreciation of the ultimate 
unity of all things and events in the universe.”341 It is said that a “kôan 
catapults a person into enlightenment by confounding his mind and heart 
with impossible ideas.” They need not make sense! But bang! And one 
grasps Hakuin’s kôan: 

“What is the sound of one hand clapping?”

Satori means being enlightened into the absolute ‘zero’ dimension. It is 
spontaneous and a priori and belongs to the mind that is tuned inwards. 342 
It is private and personal. The transcendental consciousness and the inner 
vision are awakened. They belong to everyone! They are incommunicable 
but common sense and good judgment will tell whether the conscious 
vision is true and not delusional. If visions go too far, it is wise to follow 
Helmuth Schmidt’s advice and see a doctor. One must follow the heart, 
but remember the Chinese dictum that says, “The heart must not for a 
single moment leave the virtues of goodness (jen 仁) and righteousness (i 
義).”343

The inner knowledge comes through unbroken meditation and is direct 
and immediate. It is distinguished from ordinary sense-knowledge by 
there being no subject-object division. It is pure transcendental 
consciousness. It is a no-word communion, felt but not known.

This leads to how human beings influence one another, how they form an 
inner field and continuum. A person on the street, someone never met 
before and whom one will never meet again, might be the connection. It is 
always a once-in-a-lifetime incident,344 all a field of ‘connections’ yüan 
(Ch. yüan, J. en 縁,), the flapping of butterfly wings. In Chinese and 
eastern thought generally  ‘connection’, yüan, is much more than the 
sensory contact in time and space. ‘Connection’ is there in the flimsiest 
contact and stays with a person for ever. A devout Buddhist can remind a 
person of ‘connection’ in an earlier age and in another land. The yüan (en) 
with any (living) thing that one encounters remains with a person. A life 
341. Cathcart & Klein 2007, p.  109ff.
342. The a priori reality is so comprehensive that it comprises, in fine, all reality.  (dreams, 
imagination, etc.) 

343 Neo-Confucian philosopher Ch’eng I (1033-1107) Cf. One must feel  “transparent like a 

blue sky on a bright day.“ The Three Pillars of Zen (ed. P. Kapleau) 1965, p. 172-175. See O. 
Lidin, Chinese Thought and Region, A Survey 2011, pp. 210-267.
344. Northrop 1962, p. 108. 



becomes a jewel (or monad) in a perspective of eternal and infinite 
dimensions. A person is responsible for whatever he encounters. Anyone, 
anything, should be taken seriously. Yüan (en) connects everyone to 
everyone and everything. It means rapport, eternal and infinite.345 In 
physics, too, atoms are bonded into molecules in ways that suggest the 
whole world’s boundedness.346

This nears telepathy. Jung and other modern thinkers touch upon this 
subject with much caution. Freud accepted its existence when he said,  “In 
spite of it being so hard to demonstrate, it is quite a common 
phenomenon“. His rational approach granted that there is a yüan (en) 
among, for example, siblings!

Freud psychoanalizing Freud. (Le Figaro)

Paranormal events bring AHA-feelings.347 Heavens open up and one sees 
the truth in a momentary occurrence. A tsunami floods the soul and 
inundates every cell.348 For example, a person comes walking up an alley. 
A heavy rock lands in front of him. He looks around but cannot detect its 
origin. He looks for a natural cause. He finds none and, dumbfounded, it 
strikes him: “Even if natural, why just then and there in front of me?”

History presents shocks and surprises. Who expected the world wars? 
They were unpredicted as all major historical events. If there is a principle 
in history, it is uncertainty and Chance and a finger on the wall. All 
345. Telepathic events belong among such happenings.
346. The Eternal includes all Creation and is manifest in the natural processes.  “Great knosledge 
sees all in one, small knwledge breaks down nto the many 大知间间，小知闲闲, Chuang Tzu, ch. 
2. Merton’s translation. "Knowledge in its great form is all-encompassing and petty knowledge is 
hairsplitting," Ware’s translation. It expresses the Oneness of reality which is the message of 
Taoism. The West has "split up" things while the East has recognized the Oneness of things.
347. Events ‘outside the range of normal experience or scientific explanation’.
348. Dawkins mentions Bertrand Russel’s  experience vis-à-vis Anselm’s ontological argument. 
See below, p. 292.



history concerns the past and a historian only dips into the future at his 
peril. It is said that “it is tough to make predictions, especially about the 
future.”

Every religion narrates miracles and wonders in myths, legends and 
gospels. One can question these narratives but one need not go so far as to 
refute the religions. It is proven that every tradition anchor on a kernel of 
truth. Also in the world of politics one meets the ‘true believer’.349 Every 
culture, East or West, has its teachings which rhymes with
its creed and  ideology.350 The believer cannot do without them; his faith 
builds on them.

Omens and portents are ascribed to ‘lucky  chance’ by modern westerners. 
Nowadays, an earthquake, a volcanic eruption or a tsunami inundation are 
explained scientifically and described as natural occurrences. For 
traditional people they mean more and, East or West, lend wings to 
imagination. People see the writing on the wall. They have meaning! An 
‘omen’ marks the day.  However well explained by science, it can be 
interpreted as a sign.  

The eastern soul has in all ages been receptive to signs and omens. The 
Chinese have been ardent believers in presages, and belief in portents 
have remained until this day. When a severe earthquake preceded Mao 
Tse-tung’s death 1976 there was no doubt in many Chinese hearts that this 
was an omen of the highest  dignity. Feng-shuei masters even in this dsy 
mean more than the police. The tsunami in Thailand in 2004 was regarded 
devoutly in local religion and not in scientific terms as in the world at 
large.  This was also the situation in the West, before science presented 
rational explanations.351 In popular literature and in common parlance 
signs and portents are still well-liked and colour life. For example, (in 
Italy) the expression “un segno de Dio” [‘a sign of God] is often heard.352

349. See Eric Hoffer, The True Believer, New York, 1951.
350. The sad fact is that the ‘true believer’, whether in religion or politics, often turns  
fundamentalist.
351. For example, the Lisbon earthquake 1755 was widely ascribed to God’s wrath. See E. Paice, 
Wrath of God. In Shakespeare’s Hamlet the ghost’s appearance makes Horatio burst out, “This 
bodes some strange eruption to our state. Hamlet I:1.
352. ‘Signs’ have been acknowledged both East and West. They were recognized as ‘divine voice’ 
by the Greeks and messages of Heaven in China. They were ‘fatum’ in Rome and ‘tuxe’ in Athens.



 

Calvin and an Omen
Int. Herald Tribune 8 July, 2012.

14.  Reason and Feeling.

“Reason  is, and ought only to be, the slave of the passions,” says David 
Hume (1711-1776) and continues, “man can never pretend to any other 
office than to serve and obey them.”353 The statement  expresses that 
man’s inner is “the rider on the horse.”354 Also Freud was close to this 
basic truth when he said that the “id” precedes and energizes the “ego”.355 
Already Plato asserted the superiority of soul over body. 

Intuition wells up from the depth of the human nature.356 It is “an affair of 
the ‘heart’, not a rational act.”357 It is direct; reasoned thought takes 
longer. “Intuition apprehends what the intellect never fully grasps.”358 It is 
an avenue to the reality beyond and a conversation with the Eternal. Its 
cultivation engenders the happy feeling of a life symphony. One feels in 
touch with Heaven, a life’s blessing! It is delightful and makes one laugh! 
“Human nature loses its most precious quality when it is robbed of the 
sense of things beyond.”359 Reality does not open up but by bits and pieces 
to the reasoning mind while being experienced immediately and 
absolutely by the feeling spirit. “The death of religion comes with the 
repression of the high hope of adventure of the spirit,” says A. N. 

353. Hume’s Treatise of Human Nature (1739-1740), in Of Morals, Part 3, Section 3.  Hume, 
further, never denied God. He said in the A Treatise of Human Nature, “The whole frame of nature 
bespeaks an intelligent author; and no rational enquirer can, after serious reflection, suspend his 
belief for a moment with regard to the primary principles of Theism and Religion.” He said in the 
Of the Original Contract, “All events in the universe are conducted by an uniform plan, and 
directed by wise purposes.” See also L. L. Whyte 1979, p. 45.
354. M. Jacobs 1992, p. 58. Freud says, “The ego’s relation to the id might be compared with that 
of a rider to his horse.”
355. As for David Hume, see B. Magee, The History of Philosophy, p. 116 (112-116); as for Freud, 
see M. Jacobs, Sigmund Freud, London, 1992, p. 57-60ff.
356. It reveals the Will operating in the depths of the soul.
357. K. Armstrong 2009, The Case for God, p. 130.
358. N. Wade, The Faith Instinct, New York, 2009., p. 21 and G. Zukav 1979, p. 316. Adapted.
359. Ruth Nanda Anshen, in F. S.C. Northrop 1962, p. XVII.



Whitehead.360

The human mind is a vast field of as yet undiscovered territory of 
“irrational powers and undercurrents behind the stream of 
consciousness.”361 There is no general agreement what the word 
“consciousness” means. “Brains we know something about but about 
mind and consciousnes almost nothing at all.”362 The science of physics 
has not reached there for the simple reason that minds are nonmaterial and 
have no mass for science to study. “There is nothing in the laws of physics 
and chemistry … that is capable of accounting for the extraordinary 
capacity of … the brain to sustain ‘an inner life’.”363 “Yet, actually, 
consciousness is the only thing of which we have direct evidence; 
everything else exists only by inference from it.“ “It is not identical with 
the brain, which is  part of the exterior world, but interacts with it.” “Mind 
creates the external  world.”364 Modern science says learnedly that 
“consciousness is a manifestation of  brain activity, caused by the 
synchronization of neurons across the brain,“ and constitutes ”molecular 
movements of the nervous centers,”365 and that “mental processes of every 
kind are unilaterally dependent upon physico-chemical processes in the 
brain.”366 

Traditional religion and philosophy, on the other hand, say that the natural 
drives are the psychosomatic work of the self, heart, mind and soul, a 
mental stream in ceaseless flux. Religions assert that the mind operates 
both inwards and outwards. Jung says that it is possible to speak about 
‘dual consciousnesses’.367 It remains ”an  enigma why certain of brain’s 
operations should be associated with conscious thought, desire, sensation, 
passion and purpose” while other operations with unconscious inner life, 
ending up with the harmony between mind and brain, theology and 

360. Whitehead 1925, p. 172.
361. Meyerhoff 1859, p. 15.
362. W. D. Gairdner, The Book of Universals, (Montreal, 2008), p, 126. There are ‘ science’ and  
‘theories’ but, so far, no medical ‘meter’ to measure  personality as easily as blood pressure. “Is not 
our  own interior white on the chart? ...  There are continents and seas … unexplored,” says 
Thoreau in Walden. 
363. Lockwood 1989, p. 1. Adjusted.
364. Krutch 1953, p. 122. Margenau (Smithies) 1967, p. 215 and pp. 48-51. And Margenau 1984, 
p. 117. Schrödinger quoted in Margenau 1984, p. 111.
365. L. L White 1979, p. 174. The ‘mirror neurons’ might might bring instances of knowing 
outside the senses. Cambray 2008, p. 108ff.
366. H. H. Price, Psychical Research and Human Personaty, quoted in A. Dobbs, The Feasibity of 
a Physical Theory of ESP,restressing that much lies concealed in that non-committal word 
‘somehow’! Eccles is quoted in Dobbs 1967, p. 226. Price mentions ”physical radiations of some 
kind.” Price 1967, p. 36.  Eccles and Margenau were close in their ‘neurotheological’ views.
367. Smithies 1967, p. 265.



philosophy.368 Apparently, they depend on each other, mind on the brain 
and the brain on the mind.  “The boundaries of  the ego are fluid and 
blurred,” says Koestler.369 Swedenborg speaks about man’s soul flowing 
into the mind and the mind flowing into the body.370

The cells of the brain can be counted371 but the way to measure the  
working of the mind is not yet invented. Man thinks, imagines, wonders, 
dreams and feels in hundreds of ways. He makes inductions and 
deductions. When he is happy and unhappy, loves and hates, appreciates 
and depreciates and so on, it is always the mind that works. He speaks, 
writes, reads and learns, and it is again the fathomless mind miraculously 
in function. He is conscious, he sees and hears, tastes and smells, he stores 
memories and remembers what he experiences and it is anew the same 
mind at work. It is the supreme centre of the individual, the home of life, 
mind and  soul.372 It is his consciousness that makes him the human being 
and interacts naturally with the brain.373 Darwinists and neurologists 
recognize that there might be a “god centre” in the brain but suggest 
further that “religious experiences are related to temporary lobe 
epilepsy.”374

Man’s mind and consciousness form his ego that works organically with 
the brain. They are more than a ‘ghost in the machine’ as G. Ryle 
(1900-1976) described them.375 As a tree cannot be separated from its 
roots, man cannot be severed from his mind and soul. They belong 
together just as tightly as the trunk and root of a tree. In this inner the 
Eternal and the world meet and display meaning and purpose.376

Margenau elaborates, “Consciousness is the primary medium of all 
reality.  Even the external world is a posit, a projection of 
consciousness”377 It conjoins with the unconscious, which serves as its 

368. Lockwood 1989, p. 1.
369. Koestler 1972, p. 120.
370. Synnestvedt 1970, p. 121.
371. There are one hundred billions of them, ‘synchronized’, ‘mirrored’, ‘wired’ and 
‘rewired’ (100.000.000.000)!
372. Margenau 1984, p. 72.
373. Ibid., p. 93.
374. Dawkins 2006, p. 196. 
375. See A Koestler, The Ghost in the Machine and O. G. Lidin,  and Chance, p. 209; G. Ryle, The 
Concept of Mind. What belongs to the mind can be expressed by means of metaphor. A soul is 
described by H. Melville (Moby Dick, ch. 19): “a soul’s a sort of a fifth wheel to a wagon,” and 
spirit is compared with “a wind that bloweth where it listeth” in the Bible (St. John 3:8). 
376. The ‘inner aim’ (telos) of Aristotle’s thought.
377. H. Margenau 1967, p. 215 in J. R. Smythies 1967, p. 215.



basement.378 The Chinese speak similarly about Heaven’s Way (t’ien-tao, 
j. tendô):  “Man shall listen with his heart and not with his ears;”379 
“Death and life are heavenly nature (ssu-sheng ming ye 死生天命也)”.380 
All nature is divine and pervaded by spirit (shen 神).  “Night and day is 
Heaven (t’ien 天) in action.” The mana in Hindu thought is alike. The 
Spirit and the Truth (shen 神 and chen 真) together make the Way (tao 
道)!

Man has, thus, two ways of life, the way of reason and the way of feeling. 
They are the two sides of his soul, and his mind and his heart represent 
them in his psyche. They constitute his kokoro or hsin 心 in Sino-
Japanese thought. 381 Together they form man’s soul and constitute a 
seamless twosome. Conscious man lives with both of them, there being 
no gap between them.

The Greeks were rational without neglecting the Olympian gods. The 
Elyseum topped a balanced reality.  The Chinese, too, emphasized social 
norms without forgetting Heaven.  They could divide their minds without 
losing their souls. They could be Confucian, Taoist and Buddhist on the 
same day - with Heaven always above. Likewise, former Europeans put 
religious matters above the phenomena of the world. “It was the age of 
faith first and reason second.”

In poetry it is the feeling heart that counts, also today, in the West. When 
E. E. Cummings (1892-1962)382 writes,

“I carry your heart with me, I carry your heart in my heart”,

it expresses the feeling in a poem that no rational mind could. 

The Renaissance is the hiatus between the medieval heavenly age of the 
cathedral and the earth-bound human era. The emphasis passed on from 
“blood and roses” to scientific laws and  the “faith in the order of 
nature”.383 In this age man and science turned to the systematic study of 
nature. The stress came to be on the visible in contrast to on the invisible 
378. G. Adler, Logos of the Unconscious, in   Studien zur analytischen Psychologie C. G. Jungs,  
p. 231.
379. Chuang Tzu, ch. 4. Ware’s translation, adapted. “To love life is to love God ,“ says L. Tolstoy 
(1828-1910). ”Love is the essence of man’s life,” says Swedenborg 1984, p. 128.
380. Chuang Tzu, ch. 6. Ware’s translation, adapted.
381. Heart comes  before mind in Oriental thought.
382. Poem written 1920.
383. Morowitz 2002, p. 189-191; Whitehead 1925, p. 51 and p. 57.



earlier. Faith and reason were pitted against each other and reason was 
the winner. Religious fervour declined as natural science gained ground. It 
is only in the twentieth century that religion and science have begun to 
regain its former holistic nature. Outer reality seeks again the balance of a 
divine essence and is ready for a new dialogue.

Man is both mind and body. His mind is cognitive on the one hand and 
emotive and on the other and the two sides must function in harmony. In a 
healthy life his cognition interacts with the physical world, and his 
intuition communicates with the spiritual world.384 He must use good 
reason but not arrest creative intuition. Pascal says, “Man should take the 
teachings of his heart as seriously as he takes the teachings of his mind,” 
not least because “the heart has its reasons, of which reason knows 
nothing.”385 He says, too,  that man must avoid the two extremes: “neither 
to exclude reason, nor admit reason only.”386

Thus, mind and body are closely enmeshed in each other. They form a 
totality and a wholeness. The route between them, when open in both 
directions, makes the complete person; when closed in either, makes the 
arrested person. Religion and philosophy, both East and West, express it.  
Aldous Huxley says, “The records left by those who have known the 
perennial philosophy make it abundantly clear that all of them, whether 
Hindu, Buddhist, Taoist, Christian and Mohammedan, were attempting to 
describe the same essentially indescribable fact.’”

Earlier, Europeans made no distinction between body and mind. There 
was a divine balance between them as between life and death. Death was 
regarded as the soul’s natural returning to its infinite beginning. The 
infinite formed a complement to finite life. In modern times the unity was 
broken, as man’s soul, together with Heaven, was refuted. The emphasis 
has moved from mind to body, from heart to head. This was in the 
nineteenth century, a century of rapid material growth and progress. The 
union was broken when, “in a seizure of scientific hubris,” also the mind 
was reduced to physical laws of nature. The irony of the matter is that 
these laws are so miraculous in themselves that any Penseur worth his salt 
doffs his hat.

384. Margenau 1984, pp. 85-86. See D. T. Suzuki, The Essence of Buddhism.
385. B. Pascal, Pensées, ser. 2, no. 423, 154, quoted in W. D. Gairdner 2009, p. 208.
386. Quoted in D. E. Roberts 1957, p. 337.



Rodin, Le Penseur (1880-1882)
 

Aristotle said, “There are the acts of nature and there are the acts of 
design.” Man receives his knowledge from both his interior and his 
exterior. There are two ways of knowing, the objective and the subjective. 
In today’s scientific optimism it is the objective, cognitive way that is 
predominating. It is largely ignored that life is subjective and that 
personal life is first inner. His exterior acts should be in line with his mind 
and heart. They act as his receptable. As Shakespeare advised: “To thine 
own self be true!“ 387 A modern scientist, P. Medawar (1915-1987), regrets 
his disbelief in God because it can give “satisfaction and comfort” in 
times of need and “scientific and philosophical inspiration” in work.388 
Anaïs Nin (1903-1977) expresses today’s situation: “Our Culture makes a 
virtue of living only as  extroverts. We discourage the inner journey, the 
quest for a centre. So we lost our centre and have to find it again.”389

Man and nature form a pair. It can be a harmonious blend, as in the East, 
or an unending , as in the West. In India, China and Japan where harmony 
and order were natural. In the West man has evinced a hostile attitude 
toward  nature, ordered by God to “be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish 
the earth, and subdue it.“390 Science has encouraged this exploitation - 
today with dire and threatening prospects. For man’s own good, the 

387. Hamlet, I:3.
388. Peter Medawar ,(Google). gives the impression of a modern Nicodemus.
389. Anaïs Nin is quoted in Cain 2012, p. 264. Adjusted.
390. Genesis 1: 28. Emphasis added.



assaults on nature should end, and harmony be sought in global 
cooperation. The UN charter expresses this goal.

The East has generally tended inward. In China, the Taoists with Lao Tzu 
(6th century BC) and Chuang Tzu (4th century BC) early expressed the 
most sublime philosophy. Lao Tzu saw the cosmic harmony in simple 
pairs. There is BEING (有), the cosmic reality, and the NON-BEING 
(無), the eternal reality (TAO 道). The Tao world is of such importance in 
Lao Tzu’s thought, as the ineffable oneness of the All, that it is referred to 
as Taoism. Tao pervades all spheres of Being, nature, ethics and politics, 
and exhibits a state of equilibrium with its environment. This is expressed 
in the  Tao Te Ching, which stresses that things are correlated. “This is 
that  and that is this”, “going is returning,” “what is most empty is most 
full, and so on.”391

It is a fundamental law of the Chinese that life must be in tune with 
nature. This refers not only to the Whole but also to the single existent. 
Animals live in harmony with nature, and so do plants. As the universe 
has its , so has each individual thing. Together all forms a great harmony.
For the Chinese, everything comes, thus,  in complementary opposites. 
Life pairs death, happiness couples unhappiness, health matches illness 
and so on and so forth. As there is a deeper, hidden implicate order, there 
is a manifest, visible explicate order. Everything has a double - if needs be 
on a Procrustian bed! “The Chinese never put the opposites into separate 
watertight compartments as the Westerner: as it is above, so it is below, 
the small is equal to the great, for amid the endless expanse of countless 
universes, each individual universe is but a grain of sand on the shores of 
Ganges, and a grain of sand is the equal of a universe.”392

The life of  is described by Chuang Tzu.  The person who has achieved 
his Way (tao) is ”as cool as autumn and as warm as spring. He associates 
with nature. He passes from joy to anger as naturally as the four seasons 
change. He so fits with the rest of the Creation that his specific acts go 
unnoticed.”393

The mysterious inner life is man’s source of power. It is “the home of the 
élan, that moves him, the active principle which leads him to feel, to 

391. See translation of Tao Te Ching (‘Classic of the Way and the Virtue’), first James Legge 1861, 
“The Work of Laou-tze”.  “To the mind that is still the whole universe succumbs.”When one is 
balanced, one is detached. One is on the borderline and happy. (August, 1961, Berkeley)
392. W. Barrett 1958, p. 58.
393. Chuabg Tzu, ch. 6. Ware’s translation.



imagine, to judge, to think and to act.”394 If one cultivates it and listens to 
it, one needs not go wrong and be happy at the same time. If one rather 
listens to what the senses register one does not experience the same 
human fulfillment. If one allows inspiration to well up from the inside, 
magnified by factual life, one realizes that life is a becoming, never a 
stand-still.”It is not a harbour, it is a voyage”, as Arnold Toynbee says.395

The present pope, Benedict XVI,  expressed the situation succinctly, in 
Germany, when he said that man suffers from Schwerhörigheit Gott 
dagegen “deafness towards God.” The statement can be amplified:  that 
man suffers from Schwerhörighet (“deafness”) towards his inner. The 
pope is right: man has turned to secular life to such an extent that he has 
become spiritually deaf. He said similarly, this time in England, “The 
surrounding culture is growing ever more distant from its Christian 
roots.”396 He followed up, in Spain, saying that [“it is hard] to swim 
against the current in a society with relativistic culture, which wishes 
neither to seek nor hold on to the truth.” He is revolted by the “strong and 
aggressive secularism” that dominates the present intellectual climate.

There was no Descartes in China and no cleavage of reality into res 
cogitans and res extensa. Mind and matter were not split apart. Inner 
values never became a mere decoration. They were the origin of the heart 
of wisdom and near to the Chinese. The order and harmony of the Whole 
remained a cultural corner stone. Over a couple of millennia one registers 
little change in Chinese thought. Inner reality always corresponded with 
outer activities. What about today? Even Mao Tse-tung said, “We are old 
Chinese philosophers. Marx and western thought are only  decorations.” 
Heaven (t’ien) is again referred to in civil  ceremonies. No burial takes 
place without the mention of Heaven. The spirit world is still very close 
by.

Listen to what Ch’eng Hao, a Neo-Confucian philosopher said in the 12th 
century:

“Stillness of mind means quietness in time of activity and inactivity. One 
should not anticipate what is to come. Neither should one take the  view 
that there is something inside. … When one forgets about both the inside 
and the outside, one’s mind will be clear and distinct and will be occupied 
with nothing. Being occupied with nothing leads to stillness and 
tranquillity. Tranquillity leads to light! When one is full of light and 

394. L. L. Whyte 1979, p. 70.
395. Toynbee is quoted in Liebman 1966, p. 189.
396. During visit to England September 2010. International Herald Tribune, 18 september 2010.



stillness reigns in the inner, why should one be perturbed about the 
question of giving response to external stimuli?”397 “The quiet mind 
mirrors all nature - Heaven and earth,” says Chuang Tzu.398 Stillness and 
quietude are dimensions of the tao, in which intuition works.399

A human being is as emotive and irrational as he is cognitive and rational. 
His mind is infinite and reflects inwards as well as  outwards. It continues 
where his senses end. Feeling and intuition make him fathom reality more 
fundamentally than rational thinking does.  They determine the quality of 
life, and need be cultivated and tended. They depend upon both internal 
and external stimulation. Like all human skills, they require effort, 
practice and persistence. To act against them hurts. And no excellence is 
achieved without practice, says Jane Austen.400

15. Inner and Outer Life

In the middle ages western man dwelled in the meta-conscious deeps of  
reality. His emphasis was on introspection and self-knowledge but this did 
not exclude sense-perception and outer knowledge. They were parallel 
sources of wisdom.401 In the following three hundred years, however, he 
turned from holistic wisdom to rational science. He became the reasoning 
animal who lost touch with his rich inner garden tended by prayer and 
ritual. Instead, he put the stress on the terrestrial life in the world. From 
the end of the nineteenth century, his mental functioning has been divided 
between conscious and unconscious life processes, studied by 
psychology.402

Man is ‘spirit’ as much as he is ‘flesh’.403 His reasoning skill is not his 
only capacity. He is uniquely an inner man with holy qualities, today 
habituated to live like a machine, behave like a machine, to laugh like a 
machine and to love like a machine.  He is, however, far more than a 
397. Ch’eng Hao quoted in Lidin 2011, p. 193.
398. The Chuang Tzu, ch. 13. In Yungian terms, “the interconnectedness of our world as mirrored 
through synchronicity.” Cambray 2009, p. 111. 
399. A. North Whitehead (1861-1947) writes that "if you are never solitary, you are never 
religious,” "that “solitude is the medicine of the soul.” and that “quietude is the finest music when 
striving for the mind’s calm and harmony.” See Cain 2012, p. 78ff.
400. Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, ch. 31. I. S. Markham 2010, p. 53. “After all, it is still part 
of human striving to achieve communication, harmony and even union with the supra-human, the 
heavenly, or the divine,” says J. Ching 1993, p. 233.
401. Copleston 1955, pp. 26-27ff.
402. L. L. White 1979, pp. 67-68ff.
403. Morowitz 2002, p. 191. The ‘inner capacity’ is displayed in ‘being passionate from the deep 
recesses of one’s heart’. In early thought body and soul were not  separated. In the Bible ‘flesh’ and 
‘spirit’ are mentioned in reciprocal action, f.ex., St. John 3: 6. 



machine. He is a living organism, who must be absorbed as much in his 
inner as his outer. He must listen to his inner, whether called God or 
something else (the Eternal in this treatise), and receive the inspiration 
and the strength needed to live in a material world.

Two-headed Roman Janus god. Roman style



 
Janus face, Danish Style

Man’ mind is, in fact, a Janus-face that registers as much what comes 
from his inner as what comes from his outer. His eyes view the 
essences inwards and the phenomena outwards. They look into the 
immensity of the galaxies in one direction and into the immeasurable 
soul in another. They are a double-sided mirror that reflects what the 
intellect registers and the heart feels and intuits.404

The mind has to be stilled to look both ways. As Chuang Tzu says, 
“Only the still can still the general search for the still.”405 Stillness is 
“the brain going into a reverie.” This can lead to the “sudden 
enlightenment” that is recorded both in eastern and western annals. The 
Taoist saint worked for his enlightenment, and so did the Confucian 
philosopher. The goal  of Ch’uan (Zen) meditation was an awakening 
named satori. A Neo-Confucian philosopher, Wang Yang-ming, even 
dated his enlightenment to 1508. The Christian tradition mentions and 
sanctifies numbers of believers who achieved enlightenment and 
sainthood. This is the goal of religious instruction also today. Atheistic  

404. L. L. Whyte says similarly, "The springs of human nature lie in the unconscious, for it 
links the individual with the universal, or at least the organic ... whether it is expressed as 
the union of the soul with the divine, or as the realm which links the moments of human 
awareness with the background of organic processes within which they emerge." In The 
Unconscious before Freud, p. 70.  "The emotional life is the essence of human nature," 
says Hsün Tzu. “The psyche is like a mirror reflecting the soul inwards and the mind 
outwards,” says Plotinus. 

405. Chuang Tzu, ch. 5. Ware’s translation.



materialism tends to reject spiritual experience. 

Inner life is felt as well as experienced! Joys, pleasures, passions, 
raptures, premonitions, foresights, dreams, forebodings, hunches, gut 
feelings, hopes, moods and sentiments, “as variable as the weather,” 
bear witness to man’s rich inwards potentiality. In Japanese one finds 
the expression mushi no shirase, “insect knowledge”, for foreboding, 
and in German one finds Vorahnung and in Swedish föraning for the 
same. Similar terms are found in any language. To reject all these 
mental experiences is to impoverish life. 

Feelings are riding man’s life. Their list is long: love, hatred, fear, 
guilt, shame, envy, anger, rage and many more. They belong to man’s 
everyday life and must be constrained and sublimated. In today’s 
material world, they are treated rationally like all earthly matters, as 
much as possible suppressed and checked. Rather than censoring the 
feelings, however, one should strive to harmonize them with mental 
life generally. This can be difficult since emotions are volatile and 
differ by every single individual but it is still the best way for personal 
life. The ideal must be to allow them to serve positively in a rich inner-
outer life. The Stoic ideal was to be in full control of passions and 
emotions, and not to be dependent on them. 406  

Kant says, “Our faculty of reasoning is limited. The sphere of sentiment 
and feeling is on the other hand unlimited.” This might come as a surprise 
in a world in which reason is affirmed priority. In the rest of the world this 
is not so. In the East, whether India, China, Japan and otherwise, the 
harmony of feeling and reason is emphasized.407 The world looks the  way 
one feels. Kant says that if one views the world through rose-coloured 
glasses it is no surprise that the world looks rosy.408 The levelled mind is 
the beginning; the aligned world is the result, an inner-outer world of 
feeling and reason.

“The illness of the the western man is that his inner world is starved,” 
says the Pope Benedict XVI during his recent visit to Bavaria.  He 
expresses that western man suffers from the indigestion of the one-
dimensional material life, not living the inner intuitive  life. “Dein Sinn ist 

406.  Per aspera ad astra was a Roman adage that expressed "through hardships to the stars". That 
life necessarily meets difficulties is often overlooked in modern societies. People demand safety 
nets before they step out on the tightrope - life insurance before they venture venture. The Chinese 
concept nan-i k'un-chiung, (J.) nangi-konkyû"難儀困窮 [achievement through] difficulties and 
hardships] expresses the same truth.
407. “(at least before the Westernization of the past few decades)”, Cain 2012, p. 190.
408. Davies 1992, p. 36.



tot, dein Herz ist tot,”(‘Your mind is dead, your heart is dead’) says 
Goethe’s Faust. He has wasted his life on philosophy, medicine, law, 
theology - “but feels no wiser than before.” His sad conclusion is that “the 
tree of knowledge is not that of life.”

Thus, to know is to feel. To feel is to live and to know is to feel. If the 
western motto has come to be the rational, the eastern motto has been the 
emotive. This is the difference between the East and the West. Where 
westerners think more, easterners feel more. The latter are ‘feeling-
oriented’ and the former ‘thinking-oriented’.409 Without feelings a person 
is indeed half-dead. The full and rich life needs the proper amalgam of 
feeling and thinking.410 Only one of them results in a stunted personality, 
both united in the whole person.411

There is well-being in living the psychosomatic harmony of inwardness 
and outwardness, feeling and reason! Calming the mind and looking 
inwards, one becomes aware that life includes a large and wide reality 
beyond the here and now, that all is one and the whole is sacred. One 
recognizes that the inner speaks and works.  It leads to optimism, a happy 
life and relegates depressions to the dust bin.412 

Man must recognize that he is dual. His inner world is as complex as his 
physical world, that it has its own geography, its hills and valleys and is 
richer than Freud ever imagined. There are enigmas and hidden depths as 
little reached as distant  galaxies. Man is born to live in the finite world. 
Whether awake or asleep, however, he is immersed in an infinite inner 
reality that is of equal weight and importance as the outer rational world. 
 
Science and technology serve man well. Their “flowering in the western 
world in the last four centuries paralleled the increase in prosperity.“413 
They make him different from other living creatures. They have, however, 
their limits and do not offer answers to existential questions.They cannot 
measure man’s higher faculties, man as a human being, how he feels, 
loves and hates.414 In spite of neuroscience and psychoanalysis the 
mathematics of feeling has not been invented.  Man “is pushing against 
the limits of his understanding … a point beyond which science cannot 

409. Magee 2001, p. 142. Religion has dominated the East while science increasingly the West.
410. “Feeling is everything’, says Faust, ”Order is everything says”, says Adrian, “Pure feeling is 
the source and the essence of religion,” says W. R. Inge 1925.
411. Chu Hsi’s unity in duality, in which ki and ri unite, expresses similarly the  of heart and mind.
412. Lovejoy 1948, p. 247.
413. Hardin 1959, p. 340.
414. See G. Hardin 1959, Nature and Man’s Fate, p. 329. Adjusted. As Hardin says, 
“Unfortunately, reason often ends in hubris and impiety.”



penetrate.“415 To use the scientific theory to understand "the limitless room 
within" is, as Karen Armstrong puts it, "as meaningless as to eat soup with 
a fork." How can love, lust. luck and passion be calculated? How measure 
the immeasurable? As E. Schrödinger says, "Science puts everything in a 
consistent order but is ghastly silent about everything that really matters 
to us: beauty, color, taste, pain or delight, origins, God and eternity."416 
Man cannot function by reason alone. It is the tragedy of modern man 
that, as a conscious being, he tends to forget that true life includes and 
begins with meaning and values.417 Without meaning and values he can be 
dangerous, as recent developments has shown, for example, the nuclear 
power and the atomic bomb.

There are “two ways of knowing, which may be called respectively 
reason and intuition and neither should be preferred to the other.”418 It is 
noted when one  side of human nature dominates at the expense of the 
other. Man must live with intuition as much as with reason for sustained 
fulfillment. Equipped with the tool of reason, he can achieve much, but 
adding the faculty of feeling, he is capable of achieving more. 

In a life of feeling and reason pari passu one proceeds by  intuition. 
Thoreau, the ‘transcendentalist’, recommends: "Feel inner - and go 
forth!" And anyone can return to the innocence of the child and realize 
his authentic self.

 

16. Intuitive Life

The inner voice is there for all to seek and no cleric or guru is necessary. 
There is no need to go east for “yoga and good food” (as advertised) or 
pilgrimage to Tibet! Each human being has his private radar, his zen. Woe 
onto all holy institutions and organizations, bishops and popes, who have 
not only made the entrance narrow but, literally, placed themselves at the 
entrance, preventing the seeker to enter without first selling his soul.419 
This might seem exaggerated, but no one tends to be so self-seeking and 

415. Dawkins 2006, p. 420 and Davies 1992, p. 19.
416. Google understanding Erwin Schrödinger.
417. For  man spiritual powers were at work. Modern man has reduced them to ‘cerebrations’. The 
Middle Age  was his last truly religious age. Jung believed that “most of our psychological 
illnesses are at root religious in nature.” Nagy 1991, p. 1.
418. From Russell 1918 p. 18.
.
419. Cf., Matthew 23:13



biased as the leader of a religious sect or a political party.420 The true 
Nicodemus finds the truth better in himself by himself. He is his own Zen 
Master.

It was a mistake by priests and churches, when they turned the eyes of the 
believers more to the terrestrial world than to the inner psychic being, 
where the true source of life is located. It was another mistake, born out of 
religious self-indulgence and conceit, if not out of ignorance and 
superstition, when the route to the happy truth was made difficult and God 
was confined within four walls. The clerics have exploited people's fear of 
death and hope for deliverance and salvation for their own ambitions. The 
seeker has been considered a heretic and even burned at the stake when 
finding his way without clergy and church. The ecclesiastics who instigate 
such religious crimes are the sinners! Not the simple believer!

The tendency has been to equalize the form revelations take in sensory 
life with the preceding holy experience! Tangible forms reflect temporal 
reality and depend on “substance and causality.” Popes, priests, churches 
and temples are worldly by-products.  The world, however, needs them. 
They play an important role in society but should not hinder the seeker 
from the genuine personal experience of the inner light. He should never 
be at the mercy of the man with a doctrine. Nothing should be allowed to 
interfere with a person’s inner self and intuition.

Peace of mind421 and a happy mood are there for everyone to seek in his 
own inner chamber. A long list of saints, monks and prophets prove that it 
was not an institution that saved a person but he himself within himself. It 
is up to the individual to experience and feel the bliss. It requires “a 
turning round of the eye of the soul to behold the light” and leads to 
fulfillment and well-being. He turns creative, inspired and, above all, 
intuitive. Listen, for example, to what St. Augustine says in his 
Confessions, following his singular experience:

"I entered into my inmost self, thou being my guide. I entered and beheld 
with the eye of my soul ... the light unchangeable. ... He who knows that 
light knows eternity. ... Love knows that light."422 ... “Recognise 
something within yourself. Leave aside the external things (renque foris et 
vestem tuam et carnem tuam); descend into yourself; go to that hidden 
apartment, your soul! If you are far from your own self, how can you 
draw near to God? Not in the body, but in the mind was man-made in the 

420  Cf., Luke, 11: 52.
421. F. J. Sheen’s ‘the peace of soul’ refers to the same inwardness.Sheen 1951, in toto.
422. Love and light, the  best possible description of the ineffable Eternal and God ever given.



image of God. In his likeness let us seek God; in his own image recognize 
the .”

This was the way St. Augustine expounded his experience. It could not be 
expressed better. If one just exchanges "God" for the One, the message is 
the same in Plotinus (ca. 205-270,423 who says, "Descend into yourself; go 
to that secret and hidden apartment, your soul and return to the One, the 
source from which you came!" and "Rejoice in the revelation and nurse 
your soul! Enter into yourself and attain your imperishable bliss. Be one 
with the One.”

The ‘One’, then, like the ‘Eternal’, expresses immanent thought. In 
eastern religions, generally, the One is all-encompassing. The 
connotations of an anthropomorphic God are  averted. One can refute a 
deity but one cannot deny the One or the Eternal that embraces 
panentheistically. How can one disregard its absolute squeeze?! ‘God’, as 
a highest personalized deity, one can choose to believe in or not to believe 
in, to accept or to reject. The One cannot be questioned; it enfolds 
everything, is universal and no analogue topples  it.

The Augustinian inner route is open for all and need not be considered 
strange and unreachable. One need not knock on an imagined door: one 
just walks in! Truth is not found up on a mountain or down in a valley but 
within oneself.424 It is surprising that this message made by Plotinus and 
the father of all Christians is not heard more often and loudly. As Meister 
Eckhart (ca. 1260-1327) advises, “Seek the scintilla, the spark, within 
yourself; in the soul’s essence, find true life!” and “The Eye with which I 
see God is the same Eye with which God sees me,“425 or as S. 
Radhakrishnan (1888-1975) says, “Inscend to the mysterious reaches of 
the soul and let it colour all aspects of life.” Attain self-knowledge! It is 
tempting to dream of a peace of mind or soul in contemplative stillness 
but a person is born to live his bliss in the world. To be truly creative, to 
be inspired in everyday activities, not to mention great deeds, one needs 
the balanced mind where intuition works.  

A Swedish poet speaks about “the hidden and imagined door to the 
‘grander room’ somewhere inside you.” He speaks delectably about this 
dimension, this inner room, that amplifies the here and now and enriches 
the human situation. The fact is, nonetheless, that the poem is situated in 
423  Cf. "The Lord is One."  Mark 12: 29. „Always rejoice, pray continually“ says St Paul (1 
Thessalonians 5:16).
424. As Montaigne says, The most important thing is to know to be oneself (‘savoir être à soy’).
425. This has an affinity with Shakespeare’s admonishment: “To thine own self be 
true!” Seek the ‘spark’, use the inner Eye - be true - and happy!



the hither reality and the the ‘grander room’ is only “imagined”. A door is 
mentioned but nothing about opening it and stepping in.426 A Danish 
author writes as delectably about “doubt being the shortest way to truth” 
and “keeping the door ajar to God.” One is reminded of the fox skirting 
the porridge, too hot to taste.

The fox and the porridge. The fox says (original in Danish):
“One had better not be burned!” Berlinske Tidende, 27 Nov. 2012.

If man experiences his soul’s equilibrium and is in tune with the 
spontaneity of Creation, intuition is there to  serve him. If messages from 
the inner reaches are followed in both easy and difficult situations, he 
need not go wrong. He  often does, when he allows the world to direct his 
life. Intuition comes from the inside. It cannot be produced on order; it 
must be inspired. It is Chance often concealed in hidden messages. It 

426. Bob Dylan’s (b. 1941) sings “Knock, knock, knock on Heaven’s door” and the hero of 
Natsume Sôseki’s (1867-1916) novel Mon is at the the door to Heaven but lacks the courage to 
open the ‘unlocked’ door and walk in. Both illustrate the modern rational man who has left religion 
behind; also the “vicarious second-order believers” that Dawkins 2006 mentions, p. 13.  “There is 
no key to the universe”, says Swami Beyondananda, “but fortunately the door has been left 
unlocked.”



proceeds from the deep within, the Eternal and its Will, and the 
equanimity refers to the resulting personal order and harmony. The force 
and thrust of life thus proceeds from the within. Man must conform to his 
intuitive life to be happy. He must keep in mind that he is subject to 
Chance and that the Eternal has the last word. “Man must obey the gods” 
say the Greeks.

Marcus Aurelius says, “Without this inner Cause, which dictates both 
action and inaction, the body is of no more use than the weaver’s shuttle 
without a weaver, the writer’s pen without a writer, or the coachman’s 
whip without a horse and carriage.” What he recommends is silent 
contemplation, the art of “looking within.” Inward and outward 
knowledge are  equally important. Like yin and yang, the polar opposites 
in Taoist philosophy, they are  complementary. The unity of knowing and 
acting is similarly stressed by Neo-Confucian thinkers.427

Man must not miss the thrill of his illuminations but his intellect must 
make sure that they make sense. The inner should show the way but 
reason must oversee that brain storms and delusions are averted. The 
intellect should likewise screen all perceptions from the outside world and 
judge whether they are chaff or wheat. 

Every person must learn to direct his eyes both inwards and outwards and 
achieve physical and moral balance. He has his entelechial say. He must 
make choices between what is good or bad. He is responsible for his 
decisions. It is every time a personal matter of his inner church. As 
Cassius says, "The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, But in 
ourselves.”428

Man has accordingly both his conscious reasoning and his unconscious 
inspiration at his disposition. The conjunction of feeling and reason 
constitutes his  mental state both asleep and awake.  Inspirations may be 
without rhyme or reason, and what seems unreasonable at first might be 
reasonable later. Most difficult is actually to follow flashes of inspiration 
and dare to act on them when the rational society signal other directions. 
The dare pays off - in the long run. To be right at the wrong time is 
difficult, but one is vindicated when the right time comes.

427. Ch’eng I complained that “people nowadays do not seek within themselves but outside 
themselves and engage in extensive learning, artful style and elegant diction. … Thus few have 

arrived at the Tao,“ says Ch’eng I. Ch’eng I is quoted in Tu i976, p. 156.
428. Julius Caesar I: 2.



Laurens van der Post writes in Yet Being Someone Other: “Intuition is, I 
believe a natural capacity in all living things to see around the corners of 
the future...” He is acutely conscious of how "the natural walls of 
awareness had never been opaque but strangely transparent, as if 
bombarded by some X-ray light or cathode lamp of a mystery flame 
beyond.” He can not disregard “those strange events, like the working of 
chance and affects which the long arm of coincidence often lobbed over 
those oddly luminous walls, and which could not be left out of any honest 
evaluation of reality. … They cannot be explained; they can only be 
accepted.”

In the above passage van der Post mentions premonitions, coincidences 
and chains of events - how nature can behave surprisingly, even 
ominousely. One can mention other well-known authors and thinkers who 
present similar examples of the Eternal acting in their lives. He recognizes 
the role of Chance and the long arm of intuition. He writes further that he 
has been “subjected to a genuine premonition of the future and that 
strange contingencies have led him from event to event.” He “has 
acquired an immense respect for coincidencies of any kind.” He has “a 
strange feeling of unease” when recounting events which have an occult 
flavour. This is natural in our time when no room is allowed mystery and  
when anything mysterious and “occult” is considered suspicious and 
“associated with darkness and superstition.”429 Laurens van der Post is 
highly considered by readers. He relates what his inner mind has 
experienced in his wide-ranging life and what people experience when 
open to the Eternal in life.

In the end, one need not to be a believer! One need not belong to a church 
or a sect. One need only accept the inner working of things. The Danish 
physicist Niels Bohr had a horse shoe hanging over the door of his 
summer house and was asked if he believed in it. He answered: “No, I do 
not, but it works.” Likewise, one needs not believe in Chance and the 

429. L. van der Post 1982, p. 168. Cf, Lidin 2009,  p. 66 n. 154.



Eternal, but they WORKCak!430 “Chance is a more fundamental 
conception than causality,” says Max Born.431

The intuitive sense works deep under all reasoning and informs its owner, 
nilly-willy, of his span of existence. This happens in many ways. 
Messages from the inner reaches talk to man. What is needed is that he 
listens and pays heed to what is conveyed. Van der Post experienced that 
it was “flooding my heart with a bright feeling of continuity, restoring me 
to the stream of all the life that had ever been and ever could be.“432 The 
message can be of many kinds, guidance and advice, admonitions and  
warnings, coincidences and precognitions, strikes of good luck and 
clairvoyance and  serendipitous events. It can be “visible traces of 
untraceable a-causal principles in the universe,” says W. Pauli 
(1900-1958).433

The psyche operates through the functions of thinking, feeling, sensation 
and intuition, says Jung. They must be equilibrated for a person and be in 
proper order. They are beyond what can be touched and reduced to 
measurable quantities. No science fathoms them. Spontaneous  happiness, 
says Jung, is connected with “the inalienable inner factors in a man’s life 
which are his very self.”434 Freudian psychology rather recommends ‘to 
love and to work’ for a happy life. Man should be motivated and 
stimulated by psychic factors, not only be influenced and inspired by 
power and prestige.

Listen to the wise words from Thoreau:
“Direct your eyes right inwards, and you’ll find a thousand regions in 
your mind, yet undiscovered.”435 And to William Blake: “Inwards, 
inwards, inward to the eternal fields.” Jacob Boehme echoes in: “Es ist 
alles in dir, eine Stunde schweige und du hört alles.”(‘It is all in you, be 

430.  The advise would be: “Look up and feel in - and be happy”. This is where the 
life of Chance begins.  Inwards one lives the life of Intuition and Chance. Cf. Timothy 
Leary’s (1920-1996) injunction, “Turn on, turn in, and drop out”. Lidin 2009, p. 5.
431. Born quoted in Mlodinow2008, p. 195.
432. Van der Post 1970, p. 113.
433. W. Pauli quoted in Koestler 1972, p. 91.  He saw “a metaphysical order of the cosmos“, close 
to Jung’s synchronistic thought. 
434. V. Brome 1980, pp. 275-276; M. Nagy 1991, p. 22 Listen further to Jung, “How on earth do 
people know that the only reality is the physical atom, when this  cannot be proved to exist except 
by means of the psyche?”, quoted in J. W. Krutch 1953, p. 122.
435. The poem in the Walden, Conclusion:
“Direct your eye right inward, and you’ll find
A thousand regions in your mind
Yet undiscovered. Travel them, and be
Expert in home cosmography.” 



still for a while and you hear all’) “Thou art a soul in bliss.”436 Your inner 
is “the source of self and everything, spontaneous and natural.”437

In his newfangled pride modern man ignores the universal law of life, its 
moral commandments and prohibitions.  He forgets that the true 
happiness generates from inner moral incitement. He forgets above all 
that intuition works beyond conscious reasoning. This is a shared feature 
of human life, rooted in man’s genetic inheritance. It is not only the 
environment that shapes man’s feeling of well-being.

In former ages the inner life came first and the terrestrial life was attuned 
to the soul’s religious tone.  The sacred and the secular were intimately 
linked, all in one piece. Today’s man can be likened to a machine, 
“governed by immutable laws.”438

17. Religion and Nature439 

Religious life can be both private and differ from person to person. It can 
also be communal with reference to a sect or a denomination. Under any 
form it reflects time, location and a historical situation.  It springs from 
original inner experience, expressing man’s many flashes of numinous 
vision.

A divine message led to the assemblage of believers, and sects and 
churches were established. Ritualization and church organization 
followed which hardened into  ceremonies and habits. Congregations 
formed similar to tribal subgroups. Tribal morality became church 
morality. The aborigines in the Australian desert are poles apart from the 
Lutherans in Germany, the Buddhists in Thailand and the Shintoists in 
Japan, but their religions are built on a similar inner sentiment. While the 
revelation and the spiritual world are always the same, the worldly 
cognizance displays ever new variation. The universal grammar is a 
“biologically general language set in the brains of all normal human 
beings.”440

436. Shakespeare in King Lear (IV. 7).

437. L. L. Whyte 1979, p. 82. D. Carnegie says, “Find youself and be yourself.”
438. Capra 1976, p. 44.
439. Much of this chapter comes from Sharon Begley, Science Finds God, article in Newsweek, 27 
July, 2008.
440. W. D. Gairdner, The Book of Absolutes, p. 293. Gairdner refers to J. Chomsky. Cf. 
Schrödinger, “The spiritual world is one single spirit who s out like onto a light behind the bodily 
world…”, quoted in Marginau 1984, p. 114. 



This divine sentiment has been expressed by thinkers throughout history. 
William Wordsworth speaks about the Spirit in nature. He recognizes 
life’s creative force and uses the word ‘something’, avoiding calling it 
God. He describes it in a poem:

“A presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts: a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused
Whose dwelling in the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean and the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man:
A motion and  a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought
And rolls through all things.”441

Wordsworth does not seek to master the secrets of nature but strives to 
acquire ‘a heart that watches and receives.’ He describes a revelatory 
insight into the boundless nature that is not dissimilar to that by the yogis 
and mystics. It is a

“blessed mood
In which the burthen of the mystery, 
In which the heavy and weary weight
Of all this unintelligible world,
Is lightened: - that serene and blessed mood,
in which the affectionate gently lead us on, - 
Until, the breath of this corporeal frame
And even the motion of our human blood
Almost suspended, we are laid asleep
In body, and become a living soul:
While with an eye made quiet by the power 
Of harmony and the deep power of joy,
We see into the life of the spirit.”

The Spirit that enlivens the multitude of things cannot be expressed better. 
This is the message presented by saints and philosophers since ancient 
times, East or West, giving it ever new names.

441. Wordsworth, “Lines Composed a Few Miles Above Tintern Abbey, on Revisiting the Banks 
of the Wye During a Tour. July 13, 1798, lines 94 -102.



Williams Blake (1757-1827) says, “If the doors of perception were 
cleansed, every thing would appear to Man as it is, infinite.”442 His 
religious view is presented in the  "The Songs of Innocense and of 
Experience (1789 and 1794), (Auguries of Innocense’), which first stanza 
begins: 

To see a World in a Grain of Sand
And a Heaven in a Wild Flower, 
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand
And Eternity in an hour.

Blake’s most famous etching, The Ancient of Days, shows God stooping 
from the heavens to measure the universe:

The Ancient of Days (1794)

In the Songs he describes the the moment of hearty laughter when the 
whole of nature laughs in response:

"When the green woods laugh with the voice of joy, 
"And the dimpling stream runs laughing by,
"And the air does laugh with our merry wit
"And the green hill laughs with the noise of it."

“When the meadows laugh with lively green,
“And the grasshopper laughs in the merry scene,
“When Mary and Susan and Emily
“With their sweet round mouths sing ‘Ha, Ha, He!’

442. W. Blake, William, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, ca 1790. 



“When the painted birds laugh in the shade,
“Where our table with cherries and nuts is spread,
“Come live, and be merry, and join with me,
“To sing the sweet chorus of ‘Ha, ‘Ha, He!’"443

Walt Whitman describes the same harmony with the words, "I am 
satisfied ...  I see, dance, laugh, sing."444

When a person senses balance, it manifests itself as exhilaration bursting 
all bounds and collapsing into laughter, dance and song. He is one with all 
reality. Good laughter is a sign of a cheerful disposition; when it dies out, 
it is a  sign of ennui and mental discomfort. When he explodes in mirth, 
he can be derided but does not care. It is a time when he deals playfully 
with everything. Merriment hurts no one, it is infectious, radiates!445 There 
are, however, times when one has to restrain joy and refrain from 
outbursts of happy laughter.

Dance of Fairies B (Blake)

443 The Works of Wilam Blake, ed. Wordsworth Poetry Library, 1995, p. 59. Happy 
Days, 1789.

444     Walt Whitman, Leaves of  Grass,  p. 27

445.   It is said that the essence of love is laughter and that laughter is medicine for 
body and soul. It is the way to keep young, says William Osler.  „Co comes to those 
who laugh and luck brings happiness," says a Japanese proverb. Cousins 1979, 
pp. 43-44ff. 



The German thinker Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768-1834) saw things 
like Wordsworth and Blake. He spoke about the natural order “as the 
greatest miracle, before which all those reported in the Bible fade into 
insignificance.”446 He sought a “presence in the mind of man,” and argued 
that “the spiritual quest should not begin with an analysis of the cosmos 
but in the depths of the human psyche. The essence of religion lay in the 
inward feeling of inseparable relatedness.447 “It involves such a complete 
oneness of man and divinity as to obliterate any distinction between the 
two.”448

Schleiermacher professed an inner Geist and Hegel (1779-1831) a cosmic 
Geist in both man and history.  Schopenhauer (1788-1860) recognized a  
metaphysical will, Fichte (1762-1814) an exalted awareness and 
Nietzsche (1844-1900) a will to power.  Thereupon, Darwin asserted 
evolutionary change, Marx affirmed material forces and Freud recognized 
brain chemistry.

The world correlated less and less with inner verity. Schleiermacher’s 
“inner Geist” became Hegel’s “outer Geist”, leading to Heidegger’s Sein 
in the world. “Western culture had outgrown metaphysical explanations of 
the world as well as the accompanying Christian ethic.”449 “Speculative 
philosophy … rejoiced at having swept the metaphysical ghosts from the 
closets of history.“450 The universe had become “an unfailingly precise 
cosmic clockwork mechanism,“ as Pierre Laplace (1749-1827) 
declared.451 It was a clock and by studying its pieces, it “yields its 
secrets.”452 The mechanistic doctrine reigned supreme since the 
seventeenth century. Religion was affirmed the opium of the people.

Darwinism, Marxism and Freudianism have, thereupon, individually and 
in tandem, to an unbelievable degree influenced the western mentality and 
been a severe blow to religion. They represent modern relativity, 
restraining man to this world while negating his inborn need for spiritual 
ministration. The good and the bad have become nothing more than “sets 
of habits and customs in consonance with the environment; morals have 

446. H. Margenau 1984, p. 11
447. This passage is based on K. Armstrong 2009, itself based on Schleiermacher’s On Region: 
Speeches to its Cultured Despisers (1799). One is reminded of Whitehead: “Religion is the of 
something which is beyond, behind, and within, the passing flux of immediate things…”. 
Whitehead 1925, p.191. Darwin expressed the same in his Autobiography, 
448. Bouquet 1954, p. 318. Adapted.
449. T. Cathcart and D. Klein 2007, p. 86. 
450. Meyerhoff 1959
451. Laplace cited in Davies 1992, p. 97.
452. Taleb 2007, pp. 173-176. “The future was an extension of technological certainties.”



become no more than mores and attitudes.”453 André Gide (1869-1951) 
asserts, “I have ceased to believe in sin,”454 and B. F. Skinner (1904-1990) 
propounds that “Psychology has first lost its soul, then its mind and then 
its consciousness.“455

But, as Koestler says, man’s life should be based on instinct and insight as 
much as on social customs and convention.456 He attacks the present belief 
in reason. Faith and reason existed harmoniously formerly in intellectual 
life. In the past the most ground-breaking thinkers were often very 
spiritual. Koestler means that todays’s scholars are trying too hard to be 
rational. They are “at their best when they allow themselves to behave as 
"sleepwalkers."457 It pays off to follow “the inner scoreboard”  … I feel 
like I’m on my own back,” says Warren Buffet (b. 1930) “He divides the 
world into people who focus on their own instincts and those who follow 
the herd.”458 

18. Religion and Science

Through most human history religion was connected with science. Old-
style science worked in the shadow of Gods. The religious culture in 
ancient Greece professed a polytheistic Heavenly Elysium, where the 
overlord Zeus ruled over a family of unruly gods. Also in  Europe the 
eternal values came first. It is only in the modern times that scientific 
empiricism has become predominant and overshadows spiritual values; 
until Galileo and Descartes they overlapped. 

Science was, in fact, born from religion. Through millennia they went 
hand in hand. They were not ‘polar opposites‘ and antagonistic but 
converged in magic science. The present age commits a mistake when it 
treats “religion as an anachronism.” The scientist can, as in earlier ages, 
be stunned by the wonders of Creation and inspired by the harmony and 
‘sympathy of all things’.

The nineteenth century was the heyday of materialistic optimism. 
Thinkers preached the gospel of a one-sided scientific world. Among them 
was Pierre-Simon Marquis de Laplace who dismissed God as an 
unnecessary hypothesis and Auguste Comte (1798-1857) who advanced 

453. Krutch 1953, p. 248.
454. Gide quoted in Krutch 1953, p. 249.
455. E. G. Boring, quoted in Koestler 1972, p. 79.
456. See Charles Duhigg (b. 1974), The Power of Habit, New York, 2012.
457. See Koestler, “The Sleepwalker”, and Taleb 2oo7, p. 167.
458. Warren Buffet quoted in Cain 2012, p. 177.



that mankind had reached the age of science and was no longer in need of  
God, everything was a clockwork in which the future was as clear as the 
past; it should worship society instead of God. Ambrose Bierce 
(1842-1913) stated in 1906 that ”Christianity was an antiquated 
superstition with no place in the modern world.”459 Ludwig Feuerbach 
(1804-1872) said the same. Ernest Haeckel (1834-1919) proclaimed 
forcefully that all reality consisted of gray and narrow matter.  Thereupon,  
T. H.  Huxley expressed that “God was an erroneous hypothesis in all 
respects of reality, including man’s life,” G. G. Simpson (1902-1984) 
affirmed in 1949 that “man was the result of a purposeless and 
materialistic process that did not have him in mind. He was not 
planned,“460 and Carl Sagan (1934-1996) drew the conclusion  that there 
was nothing further for a  God to do. Thus, intellectual fashion turned 
against religion. Marxists rejected religion as a tool of class oppression 
and a mechanism of social enslavement and Freudians condemned it as a 
collective neurosis and institutionalized superstition.  Darwinists 
substituted it for evolution,  economists for the market and Freud for 
‘sublimations’. Sociologists, such as and Max Weber (1864-1920) and 
Emile Durkheim (1902-1984), “pronounced its death rites.“461 

What they propounded was the determinism and optimism of the world 
order, “in which everything can be foreseen, computed, predicted.” This 
optimism would mean a definite future whose laws would allow no 
accidental and unforeseen influences. “Future events of the everyday 
world would be as rigidly determined as are the orbits of the planets.” 
This arrogant optimism came from intellectuals immersed in the thought 
of the French Enlightenment.462 Under the influence of a mechanistic 
world view, rational philosophy distanced itself from religion and the 
twentieth century became an age with religion in decline.  
 
Now, at the beginning of the twenty-first century, the academic 
community, in the main, rejects religion. In Britain a quarter of the 
population claims to have no religion - double the number of a generation 
ago - and in the United States twenty percent declare themselves without 
religious affiliation. There is a tendency to suppress any explanation not 
grounded in science. Dawkins speaks tendentiously about the ”God 
delusion” and the “false belief” held by “died-in-the-wool faith-heads” 

459. Bierce quoted in the Economist, 23 December, 2006.
460. Simpson 1949, p. 179.  The Meaning of Evolution, is quoted in Margenau 1984, p. 19. 
461. In article, Christianity reborn, The Economist, 23 December, 2006  
462. Cf., Taleb 2007, p. 38. He speaks about a “scandal of prediction.”



traumatized by childhood indoctrination!463 Religious instruction is not 
needed. It seems that faith is gone and only “blind forces” are left. Yet, 
common people are still religious. In America four in five declare 
allegiance to a religious faith. 

Today’s hope is that the former faith will coalesce with the modern 
speculative psychology. They are “mutually supplementary”464 and can, 
together, serve man well. Koestler says, “The rapprochment between the 
conceptual world of parapsychology and modern physics is an important 
step towards the demolition of the greatest superstition of our age - the 
materialistic clockwork universe of the nineteenth century,”465 that is, “the 
billiard-ball universe, governed by cause and effect and Euclidean 
geometry.”466 

Darwin

463. Dawkins 2006, p. 28.  He has probably never been in a foxhole.

464. J. L., Liebman 1946, p, 14. “Harried mankind needs both religion and psychiatry.”
465. Koestler 1972, p. 77.
466. Man Ray, in,Man Ray (1890.1976), La Fortune (Chance), 1938.



Freud

The enmity between religion and science is of a recent date. They deal 
with the same truth, just using different codes and canons from age to age. 
They cross-fertilize and new erudition demonstrates both of them. They 
have been in cahoots and cooperated. East is East and West is West, as 
Kipling said, but the scientific understanding worked hand in glove with 
religion in both worlds.  No Cartesian doubt is heard of in Indian and 
Confucian scriptures. A Buddhist or a Chinese hardly ever touched the 
subject!467 

The ancients felt there was a bridge between the visible here and the 
invisible beyond and until the Middle Age and the Renaissance, science 
and religion formed a whole. Even until the secular spirit of the 
Enlightenment it is hard to register a true conflict between them. Reading 
Shakespeare (15 -1616) one notes the in-between period. None of the 
scientific breakthroughs seriously affected religion. There is always a 
Heaven above the drama. It is in the nineteenth century that, in 
Whitehead’s words, “science saddled religion,“ and ”materialism reigned 
supreme.”468 

“Only in the nineteenth century, after Darwin, the supposed 
irreconcilability between ‘God’ and ‘science’ was elevated to the status of 
cultural myth.“469  The ‘discovery’ that the creation goes on naturally and 
eternally gave the enquiring intellect new vistas to contemplate and new 
aspects to fathom. This begot new theories and abstractions.470 Science 
had yet reason for wonder “on the frontier between knowledge and 
ignorance.”471 The rational outer and the emotive inner do not gainsay 
each other. What is known, can be felt, and what is felt, can be known! 
The important thing is never to stop seeking and sensing the Truth!472 

467.  Believers are many while doubters are rare also in the West until the nineteenth century. 
Even today, “Science and spirituality have a common quest, which is a quest for truth,” says a 
Sister Mary at the Meditation Center in Minnesota, (Sister Mary White of the Benenedictine 
Meditation Center in St. Paul, Minnesota. The quote in Newsweek, 27 July, 1998.
468. Whitehead 1925, p. 36 and p. 113.
469. K. L. Woodward, quoted in Torrance 1994, p. 276.
As religion and science separated, religion and philosophy parted.
470. “You are your abstractions,” Whitehead seems to say.
471. Magee 1973, p. 11.  Ignorance that “grows with knowledge.” Magee ibid., p. 31.
472. Like Pilate one can ask what the truth is and relate the story of the  statements of five wise 
man about where to find truth in man. “It is up here”,  said Moses pointing to the top of his head 
with reference to law. “No, it is here”,  responded Jesus pointing at his heart with reference to love. 
“No, it is in more down here,” said Marx, pointing at his stomach with reference to economics. 
“No, it is yet further down”, said Freud, pointing to his genitals with reference to sex. “No, you are 
all wrong,” said Einstein, “All is relative,” clinching the discussion.
In the end, they were all wrong -  all five. Truth is the Eternal, above, beyond and in reality.   



The following twentieth century noted a fading interest in religion. 
Rational thought has been encouraged and religion equated with magic 
and superstition. By the twenty-first century, religion is perhaps slowly 
gaining ground. The separation has in recent times been surmounted as 
the visible meets the invisible in physical science. 

“Theology and science are entering into a new relationship“ according to 
R. J. Russel at the Center for Theology and the Natural Sciences in 
Berkeley. Forward-looking theologians embrace science, and scientists 
”who cannot abide the spiritual barrenness of empiricism” establish 
institutes integrating the two. Books like T. Peters, “Science and 
Theology: The new Consonance” and J. Polkinghorne, “Beef in God in an 
Age of Science,” are coming off the press. “The very science that ‘killed 
God’ is, in the eyes of believers, restoring faith.” H. J. Morowitz 
welcomes a new age “ready for a dialogue between faith and reason.”473

A small number of scientists have charted the laws of nature as physical 
and chemical processes and disclosed  the codes of biology that lead to a 
tree or a human being. They realize that “the laws must be incredibly 
finely tuned to produce the universe we see”, and “that the universe did 
not just happen, but must have a purpose behind it”474. Polkinghorne and 
Townes feel that a “superintelligence” must be involved in the creation of 
the physical universe “through an almost incredibly complex sequence of 
changes.”475 Newton was jubilant that he had found some pebbles on the 
shore of God’s vast ocean. Einstein never doubted the existence of 
another world.

 

473. H. J. Morowitz 2002, p. 191.
474. John Polkinghorne and Charles Townes in Newsweek, 27 July, 1998. Adjusted.
475. Simpson 1949, p. 54.



7.6.12 (Berlingske Tidende)

In the West one can follow a line of insights into reality from Galileo to 
Newton in the early modern period to Darwin, Freud and Einstein in the 
later modern period. They have all found pebbles on the shores of the 
ocean of the wondrous Creation. They have concentrated on the visual 
world and, limited their interest in the internal world to cognitive 
psychology.  After Planck, however, science is looking beyond what is 
just seen and touched. The yonder world is now “apprehended in natural 
laws as the expression of mathematical structures.”476

Medieval theologians took an active part in scientific adventures. The 
seeker could direct his curiosity in either direction, for truth in the 
spiritual as in the material universe. Petrarch (1304-1374) wrote that “one 
way to worship God was to comprehend and therefore to admire his 
handiwork.“ The one interest did not exclude the other. They cross-
fertilized. The same can be witnessed in the whole Confucian East, China, 
Japan, Korea and Vietnam, and in the rest of the world.  

Wittgenstein enjoined the non-verbal approach to transcendent matters, 
ethics, esthetics and religion. “Of what we cannot speak we must pass 
over in silence,” he says.477 He meant that it was a preposterous idea to 
imagine that Augustine would have discussed the existence of God! “Who 
truly understands uses no words,” says Chuang Tzu.478 His master, Lao 
Tzu, said: “Knowledge at its peak stops when it does not know.”479So 
have other thinkers and so has the long tradition of Ch’an 禅 (Zen) done 
in Buddhism.

19.  New Thought 

Law and orderly government evolved as man began to safeguard against 
arbitrary use of power. The good life depends on the moral virtue that 
enables man to make the right choices and promote the good government. 
This led in the West to democracy with elections, divided power, checks,  
balances and the orderly turnover of power. Democracy has weaknesses 
and takes long to achieve, but there is nothing better for the taming of 

476. Heisenberg 1974, p. 18.
477. Wittgenstrein quoted in Fredriksson 1994, p. 228-229.
478. Chuang Tzu, ch. 2.
479. Chuang Tzu, ch. 2, Ware’s translation. Lao Tzu last words were,
He who knows does not speak,
He who speaks does not know.Tao Te Ching, ch. 81.



human lust for power. Democratic thought has spread and led to its 
globalization. There are now 121 democracies among 193 nations.480  
Human beings are naturally selfish and elections and deliberations show 
how difficult it is to maintain peaceful relations among them.  

This applies to religion as much as to the political world. Churches are 
also corruptible and as much in need of democracy as political organs. 
They tend easily to fanaticism and bigotry. One need only recall the 
Inquisition, the stake and the custom of burning witches!481 Religious 
bodies are thus in need of democratic control as much as other groups of 
individuals. Divine  truth, too,  can be made an excuse for the ruthless 
treatment of fellow men.

Power and politics demonstrate that the world is relative. Einstein has 
proven that even time is relative.482 Man himself is relative. To leave 
power in any human venture without civil control is dangerous, easily 
leading to conflicts and war.  Any human organisation needs be under 
some popular control.  Democracy needs tolerance to function, but 
tolerance must recognize limits. One cannot be so tolerant as to allow war 
and political murder. One cannot talk about ‘necessary’ war, when 
confronted with the menace of the atomic bomb. One can be deadly right. 

480. As of 2011. Democracy differs from country to country. Its basic criterion is the one-man-
one-vote principle in elections for political power.
481. See, for example, Jean Crespin (1520-1572), Le vre des martyrs, from 1554.
482. In his Special Relativity (1905). “Cosmological relativity in an infinite universe.”



Mainichi

French Enlightenment offered man the Raison, a philosophical construct, 
of the world and for the world.  Heidegger, later, had little more to offer 
man in need of faith and comfort. He presents his own ‘meta-science’, 
describing being as a totality of Sein (Being) that replaces Marx, Darwin 
and Freud. He tries hard to come close to the Eternal but this ends up 
being a bleak Eternal - in the world! What he presents is a quasi-
transcendent replication, placing the Eternal in man’s world. The 
difference is that while the Eternal is within a panentheistic and yonder 
world with a creative purpose, his Sein presents a world, spelling neither 
direction nor purpose, neither sentiment nor feeling. An absolute reality is 
placed in a relative universe and becomes a world without religious 
warmth and spontaneity.483

Heidegger is only one among modern philosophers who have advanced 
pseudo-transcendent thought. The list of such thinkers and intellectuals 
could be long, as long as Leporello’s catalogue. What they have in 
common is the alienation of religious thought. Disregarding divine values, 
they display a one-dimensional worldly reality without the balance of an 
inner reality. Devoid of a sense of meaning, they do not give Eternity its 
due. God is exchanged for existential anxiety.

Darwin and On the Origin of Species (1859)

The human mind works and thinking man makes discoveries. Darwin 
advanced natural selection and genetic propagation in On the Origin of 
Species (1859) which shook the established religious world. The natural 
truth that everything adapts to its environment and evolves by “short and 

483.  Marjorie Greene 1965, quoted in Liebman 1966, p. 194.



slow” steps over time was a surprise for scholars and believers alike. 
Darwin’s On the Origin of Species (1859) was hard enough but his 
Descent of Man (1871) shook the very foundation of the believer. In the 
first work Darwin, the scientist, presented his materialistic theory and in 
the second, the believer, advanced his theory as Truth. Believers of 
traditional religion began quarreling with the believers of the new secular 
creed that challenged established truth and  conflicted with holy 
scriptures.

Newton’s gravity explains the force that moves the universe. Darwin’s 
theory of natural selection offers an explanation of how things evolve and 
Einstein’s formula equals energy and mass. For the Chinese, nature is Tao 
in perpetual creative growth. Earlier thinkers in Greece, India and China 
put forward theories and  abstractions but neither they nor Galileo, 
Newton, Darwin or Einstein turned irreligious because of novel thought. 
None of them forgot their being God’s servants.  They developed new 
religiosity, often interpreted as atheism or agnosticism by traditional 
believers. An insight into the composition of matter does not necessitate 
the turning one’s back on religion. A “sceptical-empirical” like Michel de 
Montaigne (1533-1592) might even show a firmer religiosity than a “true 
believer.”484 The belief in, for example, Darwinism can lead to a holistic 
view of reality that brings joy as church, mosque and temple.

20. Darwin and Dawkins

Darwin was not mistaken when he said that man is wonderfully adapted 
to his environment and that bees and flowers are wondrously coordinated. 
He did not stop there, however, but continued and conjectured creation as 
“chemical processes, starting with the formation of organic molecules in 
the primordial slime and ending with highly complex reactions in present 
living organisms, such as photosynthesis and metabolism; … an unusual 
and unexpected series of events.”485 And quel Zufall!  It was “a chemical 
event”, that can happen again, according to Dawkins. A further Zufall: It 
happened on a planet with conditions apt to welcome its arrival and tuned 

484. The term true believer from Eric Hoffer, The True Beever 1951. Eric Hoffer (1902-1983). Cf. 
Dawkins 2006, p. 129. “Deists,  agnostics, even atheists and ists do not necessarily aim at non-
religious world-views.” Today’s militant atheists, however, usually deny supernatural values. It 
was said during the first world war that “you find no atheist in a foxhole”. Dawkins 
shows ignorance when he compares a foxhole and a prison cell. Dawkins 2006, p. 
262.
485. Margenau  1984, p. 24.



for life and evolution.486 A third Zufall: “The vital ingredient - some kind 
of genetic  molecule - was in place, and true Darwinian natural selection 
and complex life emerges as the eventual consequence,“ says Dawkins 
and continues: “The spontaneous arising by chance of the first hereditary 
molecule strikes many as improbable. Maybe it is - very very improbable. 
…“487 That thereupon ”the universe is fine-tuned to high precision” … 
makes “the suggestion of design seem compelling.”488 “A little smaller 
and a little larger, and the life-giving stars would never have been 
formed.“489 A transcendental force at work.

Darwin was the true scientist when he expressed, “I am convinced that 
Natural Selection has been the most important, but not the exclusive 
means of modification.”490 He continues: “That which it (evolution) 
explains is complex almost beyond telling; more complex than anything 
we can imagine, save a God (!) capable of designing it.”491 He was right. 
Whether it is Nature, Eternal or God, it is the same miràcolo that produces 
the earthly conditions for a person to live in! It is a Design under an 
ineffable Tao.492 Life itself is a miracle,493 Einstein said.

However much one accepts evolutionary step-by-step change, one is 
astounded by a butterfly’s fluttering some 5000 kilometers for Mexico, an 
eel’s crossing the Atlantic for the Caribbean deeps and a bird’s cruising 
the ocean for the atoll where it was born, and unaccountable other  natural 
miracles. How can selection account for all those wonders over however 
many billions of years? To know them is “knowing the mind of God.”494 
(Stephen Hawking).

486. This Zufall is discussed as the Anthropic Principle. See fx., Davies 1992, p. 175ff, and 
Dawkins 2006. pp. 162-180. If the Anthropic principle is true and the world is made for life, “it 
could not come from luck.” Taleb 2007, p. 118.
487. Dawkins 2006, p. 164. 
488. Davies 1992, p. 204.
489. A. Lightman, in International Herald Tribune 8 May, 2013
490. Darwin, in Recapitulation and Conclusion. 
491. Dawkins 2006, p. 180. (How did God slip in?).
492. Cf., Davies 1992, pp. 203-205.
493. As Einstein said, “There is two ways to live. You can live as if nothing is a miracle, or you 
can live as if everything is a miracle.”
494. Stephen Hawking quoted in Gairdner 2008, p. 100.



Darwinist thinkers in the nineteenth century excluded the spiritual 
dimension from their thought. This was something new. Earlier science 
had been tied to godly law. Descartes had written about the laws which 
God had put into nature and Newton had humbly declared that he had 
found some pebbles on the shore of God’s ocean.495 They never alienated 
themselves from the Christian faith. Also in the early Enlightenment  and 
the Age of Reason one hears rarely of an atheist. They doubted but cannot 
be called atheists. Rousseau (1712-1778) was a warm deist and Voltaire 
(1694-1778) said that “if God does not exist, it would be necessary to 
invent him.“ A sacred cosmos was never denied. Diderot (17l3-1784) was 
perhaps the first philosopher, whose name is usually tied to atheism. In the 
nineteenth century, however, after Enlightenment, the choice came to be 
between the ‘myths’ of religion and the ‘truths’ of science.496 Today’s 
truths are,  tomorrows’s myth.497

495. Alexander Pope could write with regard to Newton’s gravitation:
“Nature and nature’s laws lay hid in night.
God said ‘Let Newton be’, and all was light.”
496. Cf., Margenau 1984, pp. 117-120. Margenau mentions a Universal Mind: fine, a cosmic 
consciousness and the unity of all minds.
497. “It is the philosophical outcome of 500 years of the Enlightenment and the Reform movements of both Protestantism 
and Catholicism. The events of the 1950's and 1960s were just the time when these ideas made the leap from the intellectual 
elites to the public social sphere’ (Charles Taylor, A Secular Age”).



“Science became the intellectual linchpin of a wholly atheist outlook.”498 
It was used to explain everything, also religion. A gap opened between the 
world and religion. At first,  only few philosophers declared that 
“humanity would soon outgrow God.” Their number grew and  by the 
1870s “religion and science was locked in eternal and inevitable 
conflict.”499 Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) declared that “God was 
dead”. His follower was Freud who declared that God was “nothing but 
an  insubstantial shadow and relegated him from man’s psychic life.” In 
The future of an Illusion (1927) he minimized religion to “wish-
fulfillment of instinctual, unconscious desires, a fantasy that was once 
consoling but is now doomed to failure, because its myths and rituals 
belong to a primitive stage of human evolution.”500 In the twentieth 
century the scientific thinking has expanded among all layers of people 
who live the easy material life and touch religion merely at life’s 
Grenzsituationen.501

Today, Darwin’s follower Dawkins imagines a “blind process” and that 
there was a “chemical event, or a series of events, whereby  the vital 
conditions for natural selection first came about. … Once the vital 
ingredient - some kind of genetic molecule is in place, true Darwinian 
natural selection can follow, and complex life emerges as the eventual 
consequence.” Dawkins concedes that this conjecture may seem 
improbable. This very, very improbable event has, however, happened 
once and  is ongoing! It is purposeless, according to Simpson. 

Dawkins says that it is “complex beyond telling: more complex than 
anything we can imagine, save a God capable of designing it.” He yearns 
for chemistry to show how it happened.502 Evolution is “the accumulation 
of innumerable slight variations, each good for the possessor”, says 
Darwin503. This is the scientific way to describe the process of change over 
billions of years.504 Religion, on the other hand, presents entelechy as the 
core of reality. It is not an “accidental by-product” of “incidental genetic 
change”,505 but an eternal constant and energy source.  Dawkins does not 
recognize a supernatural dimension. Things do not come from “the 

498... Kenneth L. Woodword, column in International Herald Tribune 3 October, 2005, with title 
Science and Region can coexist.”
499. Quotations from K. Armstrong 2009, who in the following passage mentions several thinkers 
who were preaching the new religion of science.
500. K. Armstrong 2009, p. 249. Today, sciences are generally dubious about religion.

501. “Border situations.” term used by Karl Jaspers (1883-1969).
502. The above quotes, from Dawkins 2006, 164-166 and 180.
503. Darwin (Capitulation and Conclusion) quoted in The Philosophers of Science 1947, p. 241.
504. But what is the difference between a ‘constant’ and millions and billions of years?“
505. As expressed by Richard Dawkins, quoted in K. Armstrong 2008, p. 294. Dawkins 2006



delusion of  design” but from natural selection’. “God is not responsible 
for the purpose evident in life,”he says,  but a “mechanism by means of 
which evolutionary changes are produced.”506 He turns evasive when 
debating whether this ‘mechanism’ includes a maker and an eternal 
purpose. In the end, entelechy (Aristotle) and natural selection (Darwin) 
run parallel. It is ‘creation’ whether called one thing or another.

Evolution “proceeds merrily once life has originated,” he says. But how 
does life originate? How does the first cell generate? And, for that matter, 
where is the origin of the universe as a whole and what started it all off? 
These are questions that evolution does not answer. And who is man to 
answer these questions?507 A speck of dust on a nondescript planet that is 
but a but circling a sun that in turn is a dot of the Milky Way that itself is 
a blot in the circle of galaxies that form the universe!

Science imagines the age of the universe to about 14  billion years, the 
age of the earth to about 4-5 billion years, and man’s age to about 100.000 
years. These are the assessment of 2012 and will possibly change with 
new research.  It has changed since the Genesis’s six days! One must pay 
due respect to the scientists who have made the penetrations. Even more 
so to the Eternal that chose a fortunate planet for life.

Carl Sagan concluded: “we live on a hunk and metal that orbits a 
humdrum star in the obscure outskirts of an ordinary galaxy comprised of 
400 billion stars in a universe of some hundred billion galaxies, which 
may be one of a very large number, perhaps an infinite number of 
separate, closed off universes. Many, perhaps most, of those stars 
probably have planets. In this perspective, how can anyone seriously 
believe that we are central - physically, much less to the purpose of the 
universe?” 

That is where cosmogony stands today. Man has gone from being at the 
centre of the universe to being only a speck in a cosmos and a nothing in 
eternity. Science and existential thinking has managed to deflate him and 
make him a speck and a nothing.  Now it is the duty of the same science 
to “make him important to himself”, to put him in the centre again and 
make him the special individual who inhabits a planet that seems made 
for him. The Egyptians and Babyonians did, the medieval Christian, the 
Hindu and the Taoists did, and there is all reason for the modern scientists 
to do the same to comprehend that he is special and made special. 
Humility is aroused when looking at, for example, a human cell: 

506. J. W. Crutch 1953, p. 127.
507. He himself a thousand million million cells, all in synchrony.



A human cell, simplified! (Google)

One wonders why man, among all existents, questions nature, seeks its 
origin, and asks how it works? “Why this resonance between the human 
mind and the underlying organization of the natural world?”508  Since man 
left the Golden Age or the Garden of Eden and confronted life, he has 
arrived at a series of views on existence among which Darwin’s 
evolutionary thought is now the last. Chemistry and architecture are 
recognized but not a creation. The approach is physical, rational and 
scientific but not linked to a divine origin.

In the The God Delusion, Dawkins makes no distinction between the 
divine revelation and the forms it takes in religion and spiritual 
doctrine.509 Refuting religion generally, he throws out the baby with the 
bath water. And what a bath water which concerns hundreds of belief 
systems and billions of believers!510 And not only religion. The repertoire 

508. Davies 1992, p. 20.
509. In his monist thought religion is an accidental by-product of natural selection.
510. The bath water is amply presented both in The Delusional God and in the earlier The Selfish 
Gene.



of opera would be poor without the dimension of religion, Mozart would 
be reduced, and the arts would be impoverished!

Dawkins is hung up on the “personal God” conception. It has become an 
excuse for being defiant and attacking the manifestations of the divine in 
the world. What would he say about God and  evolution being identical? 
That they combine and equate? That their cooperation is so natural, 
smooth and spontaneous that it goes unnoticed? That the two are morally 
and entelechially intertwined, forming a helix? That the eternal goodness 
concerns the one side of reality as much as the other? O. Gingerich (b. 
1930) says, “There is a God as a designer, who happens to be using the 
evolutionary process to achieve larger goals.“511 Evolution can be 
regarded as the Eternal, studied in biology, physics, chemistry, and other 
sciences from an evolutionary perspective. Science and religion coalesce 
as in pre-Cartesian days. “Truly creative scientists of our era” such as 
Heisenberg and Schrödinger, agree.512 Also Darwin was a Christian most 
of his life, and a Nicodemus until the end.513 He was certainly no 
‘Darwinist’!514

A consequence of the overwhelmingly materialistic education and the 
success of science, the Nicodemi and Thomases who question holy values 
and are critical of religious beliefs are increasing. They represent 
Descartes, Voltaire515 and Darwin in combination, demanding clarity and 
refuting myths and dogmatic intolerance. In America as in Europe they 
are the fastest-growing zealous category. In America they are termed 
‘unaffiliated’ and merely tenuously associated with the religious 
establishments,516 while in Europe they tend to be atheists or agnostics.  
An outgrowth of affluence and scepticism, they reflect an independent 
generation and a new “amorphous hook-up culture”, as “going solo” and 
‘singledom’ have also become the fashion.517

511. Gingerich 2004.
512. Margenau 1984, 105, passim. It is of some interest that Darwinists like R. Dawkins believe in 
chemistry more than in physics. Why? They hope for the chemical event that will explain the 
origin of life. The physical advances are ignored! Is this because they are disturbed in their atheist 
conviction?
513. See Darwin’s Autobiography.
514. As Einstein said, “Science without religion is lame, but religion without science is blind.”
515. “The perfect is the enemy of the good,” said Voltaire.
516.  David Brooks, in The Talent Society, in International Herald Tribune, 20 Febr. 2012. America 
is the land where “blatant religiosity coexists with the passionate pursuit of materialism:” (Paul 
Johnson (b. 1928) on America’s Religious Spirit in “The Almost Chosen People.” Time and Tide, 
spring 1985, p. 42. A true Nicodemus and agnostic was Carl Sagan (1934-1996) who expressed 
that “I try not to think with my gut.” Dawkins 2006, p. 69.
517. See Eric Klinenver, Going Solo, NY 2012.



What's the secret to living happily alone?
Illustration by Rob Donnelly.

Otherwise in the world, for example in the Muslim countries and India 
where life is close to the myth, people are not affected by any division of 
mind and matter,  and religion has not lost its grip.518 In China, heavenly 
thinking is enveloped in legends and traditions. It is only in the West, 
mainly as regards Christianity, that myth is not allowed. Religious acts 
and texts are analyzed and, as a result, often censured and condemned as 
falsehood. In the rest of the world, in both religions and worldly 
ideologies, myth is cultivated and not much questioned. Its cultural role 
should not be underestimated. It enriches the lives of the believers. How 
poor the world would be without legend and myth!

Science and religion confront the eternal truth, one from the outer, one 
from the inner reality, one rationally, the other irrationally. They meet in 
man’s mind that knows and feels the mysteries that envelop cosmic life, 
thus, also the life of man. On the rational side man may be stunned by the 
mechanism of adaptation that results in the “survival of the fittest”519 and 
on the irrational side by the spiritual truth that guides life. It works like 
ch’i (ki) and  li (ri) in Chinese thought,520 like warp and woof. No conflict 
is needed. Man can blend monism and dualism, objectivity and 
subjectivity, reason and feeling,  in a rich inner-outer life. 
  

518. Reference to Charles M. Blow’s column, Region and representation, in International Herald 
Tribune, 13 January, 2011. To see Creation as a World Formula and the Eternal as the Universal 
Mind is far from them. See Margenau 1984, p. 119, passim. 
519. Phrase ascribed to Herbert Spencer
520. The ‘essensce’ (li) and ‘function’ (ch’i) of the cosmic order . 
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21. New Values and W. Heisenberg
 
When peoples settled and societies advanced, religion was 
institutionalized. Priests became kings and kings priests.  Devotion and 
loyalty were of importance in the early tribal religion and inherited by the 
state. God and faith have been necessary for both for both society and 
state. The civil world needed it. How many have not been inspired to kill 
and die in the name of faith and gods,521 for the glory of their country or to 
become ‘martyrs’ and ‘heroes’? 

Early religion comprised all things, living and nonliving. The earth was 
sacred and alive, spirits inhabited rocks, trees and streams. Man lived in 
an animist reality. Life was collective  and everyone participated in 
communal chants. Everything had religious significance. Activities 
proceeded in rituals,  governed by higher sacred intervention. So it was 
over the ages and so it partly still is. Visiting indigenous people in 
marginal regions, for example, the Laps in north Scandinavia or the Inuits 
in North Canada, one still meets animism. Anthropologists observe that 
people there are not “troubled by the modern sophistication and the 
inconsistency of thinking.”522 “In the rich, holistic philosophy of  the 
Maori people on New Zealand everything is interrelated - people, objects, 
and past, present and future imbued with life. … The past, the ‘always-
present-now’, permeates both the present and the future.”523 In the modern 
democratic world, on the other hand, religion is ultimately a human 
construct.524

521. Or to become ‘martyrs’ or ‘national heroes’!. ’Gloire’.
522. Northrop 1962, p. 35. Adapted.
523. In review and article about exhibition in Musée du quai Branly, Paris: “Maori, Their 
Treasures have a Soul (2011-Jan. 2012), Intern. Herald Tribune 22-23 Oct.. 2011.
524. Nicholas Wade 2009, pp. 258-262.



An

Anthropologists! Quick, quick, put the television away!

Something says that one of us is an ape.



Religion often centred on a godly ancestor. The gods and spirits were 
numerous and sacred forms were aplenty and rites and ceremonies 
connected with a yonder world.

Each society had a narrative about the heavenly world and its connection 
with the human world. It was everywhere a duality whether the gods were 
in the singular or in the plural.525 The two worlds overlapped, the spirit 
world having  the upper hand and the terrestrial world being its inferior 
counterpart. 

China was united under a Confucian Heaven in Chin (221-206 BC) and 
Han times (220 BC - 206 AD). Likewise the Roman West was fashioned 
under a Christian cross around 300 AD. Just as China obtained its final 
ideological synthesis with Chu Hsi (1130-1200), the West received its 
synthesis with Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274). Whether polytheistic or 
monotheistic, religion and science did not separate either in China or in 
the West.

While state and religion remained a monolith until present times in China, 
state and religion separated in Europe. Something happened to the 
European soul as state and religion split and religion sundered into 
Catholics and Protestants. The state began to take over an increasing 
number of religious functions and, gradually, religion itself turned 
worldly. Law was secularized, soon enacted in parliaments, handled by 
civil bodies, and less and less associated with church and divinity. The 
virtues, so important for a full life, are simply the result of “accidental 
genetic mutations”! Truth and goodness are interpreted as habitual 
phenomena and birth and death as the beginning and end of a span of 
life.526

The  attack on old values has has  been so successful in the twentieth and 
twenty-first centuries that one does not mention religion in polite society. 
This has reached the point where it is a safe way to bring a conversation 
to a still to mention that ”life is not worth living without religion” or that 
“religion is my first hobby.” It has become comme-il-faut to keep to 
525. Animism often  constituted religion.

526. This is the balance between the absolute Eternal and the relative here and now. The Eternal 
lacks  when placed only in a temporal and worldly context. The feeling of joy is lost. “And peace 
is the indispensable prerequisite of individual and social ” (p. 3). It should be noted that Darwin 
said,  “The most usual argument for the existence of an intelligent God is drawn from the deep 
inward conviction and feelings which are experienced by most people.” (Autobiography)



worldly topics like weather and food and not to touch one’s inner 
thoughts. “There is a reluctance to reveal oneself as a believer, the 
opprobrium is so severe.”527 Not so in India!

One may wonder about the reason for the sagging interest in religion in 
the Western world. Can it be true unbelief? Or on account of the 
materialism, to which modern man has succumbed hook, line and sinker? 
However,  man lives and dies. Random events and unintended 
conjunctions occur throughout life.  Old age and death invite religion. It is 
nonsensical to speak about a world without sentiments. Life without 
feeling is difficult to imagine. The vicissitudes of life cannot be 
eliminated. People scream for the meaning of it all. If the Eternal values 
are cultivated, it is close to what everyone feels. The Eternal is existence 
itself and gives meaning to both the life and “the death that has a 
mortgage in us all.“ “It gives significance and grace to  uncertainty, the 
most precious thing in life”, says Yoshida Kenkô (1283-1350). For him 
life was the holy process of ‘impermanence’ (wu ch’ang, J. mujô 無常).

  W. Heisenberg (Wikipedia)

W. Heisenberg528 recognizes a line of  religio-philosophical thought from 
Greek antiquity until today, reflecting a rich spectrum of human thinking. 
The ancient  materialism was introduced by Democritus (BC 460-370) 
and the early idealism by Plato  (BC ca 427-347). This was under an 
Elysian Heaven and in a world where things and experiences were 

527. Allan R. Sandage quoted in Newsweek, 27 July, 2008.
528. W. Heisenberg did not limit himself to physics but allowed his interest to wander into 
philosophy and religion. His thought is presented in works in the 1970s.



approximate and imperfect. Democritus’ atomic thought was dominant 
before Plato’s idealism. Afterwards, idealism and realism have shadowed 
each other through the ages. For Plato, matter was reflections of the 
Divine, Idea coming first, and matter second. He perceived the world as 
fallacies and illusions.529 Thereupon, Aristotle, his student, introduced 
entelechy and a more realistic view of the world. 

Notwithstanding Plato’s cave and the Olympian gods the emphasis was on 
this world in Greece. During the following Christian millennia interest 
was transferred to the soul of man, supernatural life, man’s relation with 
God, salvation, damnation, miracles and ethical references, while this 
world was considered a vale of tears. Heisenberg simplifies it to a 2000-
year period, when questioning was primarily inner-directed.

At the beginning of Renaissance the tone of life changed. From ancient 
times the thinkers had tried to unite Greek and Christian thought.  The 
medieval universe crumbled with the concentration on new scientific 
reasoning generated with Nicholaus Copernicus (1473-1543), Tycho 
Brahe (1546-1601), Johannes Kepler (1571-1630),  Galileo Galilei 
(1564-1642), Benedict Spinoza (1632-1677), Isaac Newton (1643-1727) 
and others.  Descartes established a distinction between the subjective 
mind (res cogitans) and the objective matter (res extensa). The material 
world was separated from the spiritual. Heisenberg says: “The importance 
of this ‘Cartesian division’ cannot be overestimated.”

529.  No wonder then that he meant that Democritus’ books should be burned!



Copernicus, Brahe, Kepler, Galilei, Spinoza, Newton

Afterwards followed the great era of physical and intellectual revolution. 
Descartes gave the philosophical expression to a rational and empiricist 
age, which had its infancy in Italy and on the oceans, and spread across 
western Europe. The stunning progress of scientific knowledge in the 
seventeenth century ended with Newton’s Principia in the year 1700. 
Scientists made efforts to bring res extensa under their control,530 and 
reality became spatio-temporal clockwork and atomic billiard balls. 
Rational thought had the upper hand.

530. Peter J. Stanlis, Jonathan Swift: The Satirest as Philosopher, in (ed.) I.  L. Horowitz 2010, p. 
248.



Picture of man’s breaking out from the  Arcadia with the sun (=God) above the horizon to  
modernity when the Great Machine takes the place of the sun .531 Woodcut (1888).  

As Newton is supposed to have said, “The scientist of this new age is like 
a child who walks along the shore of an immense ocean and amuses 
himself picking up pebbles whose shape and colour attract his eyes.” He 
never lost the sight of a wider reality. Infinite knowledge was always part 
of a new pebble. This was otherwise a metaphor of the modern age and 
the cumulative scientific work about reality. It was new knowledge that 
changed life on earth.

The 300 years from  to 1900 Heisenberg calls the scientific interlude 
when the compass tilted more and more in a worldly direction.  He says: 
“So much had been said about the larger scheme of things by 
philosophers and theologians [in  times] that there was no longer much to 
say about it. … But the details of natural processes had as yet been 
scarcely looked into.”   Conflict between science and faith is therefore a 
recent historical phenomenon that did not exist in the early West. It is still 
little known in the world at large.532 The technology and science over the 
same centuries have led to materialism and atheism. Science has wished 
to understand everything physically and the resulting antagonism between 
religion and science has permeated the Western soul. Scientific 
breakthroughs, for example, the computer, means today radical 
transformation world-wide.533 In the 20th century, however, as Heisenberg 
says, “The sharp formulation of the causal law can no longer be 

531. In Geschichte der Philosoophie von der Antike bis Heute 2005, p. 30.
532. One must remember that “in the ultimate analysis science is born of myth and religion.” 
Whyte 1979, p. 83.
533. Whitehead says, “Nature is a structure of evolving processes,” in his “philosophy of 

organism”. ‘Organism’ takes the place of ‘matter’.  



maintained. The belief that the exact knowledge about present times can 
presage future times is wrong.”534

“Creation comprises the entire universe,” accentuates the quantum 
physicist D. Bohm (1912-1992). He says, “One is led to a new notion of 
unbroken wholeness which denies the classical ideas of analyzability of 
the world into separately and independently existent parts.”535 Space, 
time, matter, force, and so on, are a priori constituents of the cosmic 
oneness.536 “Man cannot help being stunned by the grandeur of the 
creation and by the vibratory ebb and flow of an underlying energy; a 
wonder heightened by its amazing totality and aggrandized by learning 
about galaxies and atomic particles!”537

Heisenberg hopes that quantum physics will bring western man back to 
the lucidity of the mind. “He hates to admit what he cannot account for,” 
but “the seemingly incredible is, in fine,  the most credible.”538 Just 
watching a butterfly in the garden, he knows that he is “looking  at 
genetics, evolution, ecology, scientific knowledge and cosmic mystery - 
pretty much all of nature in one of the most beautiful and efficient 
packages nature ever designed.”539 As described in Chinese philosophy, 
the human thought crosses from “below forms” to ‘above forms’.540 The 
physicists touch upon the deeps of nature. Science, which from Descartes 
emphasized the rational world, turns around, and, as it were, finds its way 
back to ‘above forms’. Directing the attention on smaller and smaller 
parts of matter, in the end, on subatomic particles, it again encompasses 
reality. The causal world is enlarged. It is ironic that the most terrestrial of 
all the sciences, physics, ‘the queen of science’, turns metaphysical!  
Scientists begin to see a structural order and harmony that Goethe felt to 
be divine:

534. Heisenberg is quoted in S. Nordin 2010 in Årsbok 2010, Vetenskapssocieteten i Lund, p. 142. 
535. David Bohm, quoted in G. Zukav 1979, p. 300. Bohm is aware of ‘hidden variables’ in 
quantum mechanics. Margenau 1984, p. 81.
536. It was the opinion of St. Augustine that time did not exist before the Creation which for him 
had occurred not so long before. Today the view is longer but does not necessitate any change in 
the view of time.
537. Whitehead 1925, p. 40 and others. A Renaissance thinker Pico della Mirandola (1463-1494) 
recognized that each thing is a unity in itself, a unity with all  things and a unity with the Universe, 
which itself “forms a continuous unbroken organic whole.” Cassirer 1946, p. 6.
538. Krutch 1953, pp. 124-125. 
539. Joan Wickersham, in column, A Titan on Orange Wings, in Int. Herald Tribune, 11 Oct., 2012
540. Hsing-chih-shang 形而上, J. keijijô, 'what is above form' (metahysical) , and hsing-chih-hsia 
刑事下, J. keijika,  'what is below form' (physical). Form makes the difference between what is 
eternal and what is temporal.



“It is to detect the inmost force
 which binds the world and binds its course,
 all germs and to explore - 
 and bandy empty words no more!”541

Man can thus choose between two ways to the eternal truth. He has the 
psychic route proven over the ages, and now also the scientific route. 
Science has opened the quantum door to a new reality. The mysteries of 
the invisible, experienced in man’s emotive life, is now disclosed in 
physical science. Certainties are exchanged for probabilities and the ideas 
of ‘pure science’ have become a-causal random probabilities. 
Psychophysical factors have come to play a role in flights into the infinite 
unknown. It is realized that science is not the enemy of wisdom542 but one 
of the ways there.543

22. Planck and Einstein

Francis Bacon (1561-1626) proclaimed the "scientific method" to be the 
religion of modern man and Heaven to be progress and momentum on 
Earth.544 “So powerful is this method that virtually everything we know 
about the natural world comes from it. It has made clockwork of God's 
wondrous Creation.”545 Observation and experimentation have come to 
explain things, including religion. "One by one the old dogmas have 
disappeared; the Gothic cathedral of  belief, with its delightful details and 
grotesques, has collapsed; the ancient God has fallen from his throne 
along with the Bourbons, heaven has faded into mere sky, and has become 
only an emotional expression."546 As already Galileo (Galilei 1564-1624) 
noted, the stress was no longer on “how to go to Heaven but on how the 
heavens go.”547 Broadly speaking, over the last three hundred years 
scientists have realized the scientific-experimental method to uncover the 
hidden code, what H. Pagels (1939-1988) calls “The Cosmic Code”, that 

541. Goethe’s Faust. I, lines 382-385. W. Heisenberg 1974, p. 136. St. John 1. Chuang Tzu, ch. 13. 
J. R. Ware’s translation, adapted. One must be true to and return to “the unwrought material (p’u 
樸)”. Chuang Tzu expresses “Be like the of day and night, like the rain that is dispensed as the 
clouds travel on. … Be attuned to the Whole (=tao).”
542. K. F. Reinhardt 1962, p. 8.
543. And that “wisdom without science is barren and science without wisdom is dangerous.”
544. Koch 1979, p. 35.
545. H. Pagels, p. 153, in Davies 1992. p. 79.

546 W. Durant, The Story of Philosophy, p. 193. 
547. Frederic Golden in Rehabitating Galeo’s Image, Newsweek, 12 March, 1984. 



is, the invisible rules of the universe.548

Midways, the empiricists limited cognition to what is verified by the 
senses. John Locke (1632-1704) recognized the sense-data only and found 
the mind a tabula rasa until they were registered, George Berkeley  
(1685-1783) recognized matter as only brain activity and God in the 
mind549 and David Hume recognized neither mind nor matter, only 
perceptions. In their footsteps followed Immanuel Kant (1727-1804), who 
discussed a priori knowledge and the ‘thing in itself’ (Ding-an-sich). They 
were sceptics and empiricists, but none of them denied the thither side.

 Locke, Berkeley, Hume and Kant

Life indicates that miraculous events do not cease to occur even though 
the modern man ignores them. In the 20th century science itself has 
stumbled upon eternity. This happened in physics, the most material of all 
scientific fields. After three centuries of scientific dominance, the 

548. H. Pagels, in Davies 1992,  p. 79.
549. Berkeley’s thought is concentrated in Esse est percipi, “To be is to perceive.”



twentieth century has become the century of a new physics when Max 
Planck (1858-1947) presented the quantum physics. He knocked on the 
door to the innermost of physics and extended it beyond science itself. His 
equation (E=hv) led to Albert Einstein (1879-1955) who applied the 
quantum thought to the equation of special relativity ( E=MC2 1905) and, 
then, to his theory of general relativity (1916). After them came Werner 
Heisenberg who introduced the ‘Uncertainty Principle’ (1926) and Niels 
Bohr (1885-1962), who introduced the Copenhagen Interpretation and the 
Complementarity Principle (1928) and others.550

Together with the quantum theory, the mysterious “question of the 
oneness of the observer and the observed in the context of the undivided 
wholeness of the entire universe” was introduced.551  The external world 
cannot be observed without being affected by the observation, says the 
Uncertainty Principle. Waves and particles are equivalent, says the 
Complementarity Principle. The whole universe is “an unbroken quantum 
interconnectedness whose relatively independently behaving parts are 
merely particular and contingent forms within the whole ... in accordance 
with an a-causal ‘logic’,” says David Bohm (1917-1992).552 The observer 
appears always to be at the centre of a uniformly expanding universe, says 
S. Weinberg.

“It cannot be known what an atom will do in given circumstances,” 
concludes Bertrand Russel.553 In normal circumstances man is the cool, 
distant observer, but in quantum physics he becomes a ‘participant’. In 
quantum physics he is one with his observation; he becomes part of the 
event.554 In a worldly sense, however, he is just “the outcome of accidental 
collocations of atoms.”555 There is no “spooky action at a distance” 
because there are no distances.

Physicists have, thus, observed in their research, that there is a yüan 
(en)556 in the play of life and nature registered by Niels Bohr and Werner 
Heisenberg. The observer is ‘related’, not just as the objective beholder 
but as a subjective participant. The subject and the object become a unit. 
550. Among other quantum scholars are Wolfgang Pauli (1900-1958), Erwin Schrödinger 
(1887-1961).
551. D. Bohm and F. David Peat 187, p.4. Bohm quoted in Capra  1976, p. 124.
552. There is a causal logic in the cosmic world, and an acausal logic in the ‘zero’ reality
553. Russel 1935, p. 135.
554. As Wheeler says. “The laws of physics cannot have existed from everlasting to everlasting. 
They must have come into being at the Big Bang.” Wheeler quoted in Davies 1992, p. 224 
555. B. Russel quoted in Primack and Abrams 2006, p. 273.
556. Man is the ‘participator’, not just the ‘observer’,  and “the universe is a participatory 
universe”. says J. A. Wheeler, quoted in Capra 1976, pp. 127-128 and Davies 1992, pp. 123-125. 
In quantum physics all reality has become “an interconnected web of physical and mental relations 
whose parts are defined only through their connections to the whole.” Capra, p. 129. 



They distance themselves from physical materialism. Heisenberg stresses 
in his autobiography: “Atoms are not things“, simply referring them to the 
quantum universe. Some particles belong to the ‘seen’ reality (protons, 
electrons) and adhere to classical physics while other particles belong to 
the ‘unseen’ reality (photons and ‘bosons’).557

Planck concluded that the laws of physics awoke the wondrous 
impression "that nature was ruled by a rational and purpose-conscious 
Will (von einem vernünftigen, zweckbewussten Willem regiert wurde)."558 
Metaphysics came back to preside over physics559 in Planck, Wege zur 
Physikalischen Erkenntnis.560 A new light-matter reality was 
introduced.

557.  W. Heisenberg 1955, Das Naturbild der heutigen Physik, p. 32. D. Bohm and F. D. Peat 
1987, p. 40 and R. Feynman 2011. Feynman (1918-1988), well-known physicist, quantum physics. 
The physicist has a new goal: “With his gaze directed to the still distant summit of atomic and 
subatomic phenomena, it would be possible to discern not only the existence of elementary 
particles and all the the atomic products composed of them but also indirectly the physical 
interconnections of the world in general, as a consequence of simple mathematical structures.” See 
M. Kumar 2009, pp. 3-29. The smallest particles do not consist of indivisible atoms as in the 
theory of Democritus. They are broken down into yet elementary elements, and these particles do 
not belong to this world but to another world. So far Heisenberg.

558. M. Planck, Wege zur physikaschen Erkenntnis, p. 302. In lecture with the title, Region 
und Naturwissenschaft.

559. The mind‘s oneness is at the core of religion generally. Scriptures and sages speak 
about the "all in all" and the "one of all, matter and mind.“ Modern physics join them by 
describing how elementary particles and energy unite in a pervasive weave of oneness. 
See, for example, M. Planck, Wege zur Physikaschen Erkenntnis (Region und 
Naturwissenschaft), pp. 298-299. 
560. Region und Naturwissenschaft, pp. 298-299 and 302. K. Armstrong 2009, p. 253.



Planck and Einstein

Bohr and Schrödinger

The nuclear physicists have overturned traditional scientific orthodoxy. 
They have knocked on the door to the ‘zero’ reality where matter, space 
and time are no fixed realities, and watchfully opened it and entered. 
Newton is recast.561 This development,  beginning in 1900, represents a 
revolution in both science and thought.

Scientists cannot help wondering what waits on the other side of the door. 
Einstein, for one, expressed that “an ‘inner voice tells me that it … does 
not bring us any closer to the secret of the Old One. ... I, at any rate, can’t 
believe that the good Lord plays dice.“ For others, it “represented 
evidence of the existence of mind in nature,” even “the manifestation of 
the Holy Spirit”,  validating the afterlife and God’s providential control of 
the world! Planck thought soberly that the problem of science and religion 
was based “on a confusion of the images and parables of religion with 
scientific statements.”562 He was convinced that there was more to the 
world than meets the eye. Physics was on its way into meta-physics.563

561. He was considered too ‘general and naïve’.
562. K. Armstrong 2009, p. 255
563. W. Heisenberg, Physics and Philosophy 1959, The Revolution in Modern Science, 11 essays, 
1974, and Across the Froniers, New York, 1974. p. 7ff and the last essay, 16, under the title 
Scientific and Regious Truth, written in 1973. This passage is much indepted to his Planck’s 
Discovery and the Philosophical problems of Atomic Theory, the second essay in Across the 
Frontiers, pp. 8-29. 



23. Morality

The moral norms concern both man’s rational and irrational worlds. They 
are identical in religion and law,  even if the secular state does not regard 
civil law as of holy origin.564  Technically, they are separated but in reality 
they are bound together. From Plato and Christ the Good has constituted 
the great moral principle whether in religion or in law. For Plato the Idea 
of the Good was the highest among FORMS. It is the sun and the 
Constant of all processes. For Christ it was a synonym for God. Just as the 
Commandments decree the good in personal life, legal norms express the 
good in social life; both reflect the eternal beneficial. In religion and law 
alike, it is the principle of ethics.565 The good and morality necessarily 
coincide in the norms of the civil codes. The irrational life pursues the 
good in personal relations and rational life in articles of law; goodness 
and  love are the  principle and basis of both. Social and cultural forms 
change rapidly. Law keeps abreast. When regulations are introduced by 
the thousand it takes holistic philosophy and legal science to keep track of 
them all and apply them for changeable life. For example,  the car traffic 
requires ever new civil law, never envisaged by religion, all for the good 
of man.

Man must behave virtuously and morally, both at home and abroad. He is 
born with sentiments which must be nurtured throughout life. His 
advances and achievements makes him more and more responsible. He 
can not just be the detached actor that Confucius asked for, “who does not 

do to others what he does not want done to himself.”566 He must be 
morally active in a reality that contain deadly nuclear arsenals. Good and 
evil is there for all to see. God and the Devil are their religious 
counterparts. A law must spell goodness and justice.567

Whether as commandments or as norms, it is the same morality bestowed 
man on earth. It divulges Plato’s Good, Lao Tzu’s Tao, and Confucius’s 
Heaven. It communicates Buddha’s sermons and Christ’s teachings. In 
both eastern and western wisdom it operates in visible and invisible ways. 
It acts and intervenes so smoothly and  naturally that it is not noted by 

564. Even if the term ‘secular’ has a worldly tone, it need not.
565. The good compares with jen in Confucian thought. Jen comprises all other virtues so that 
Confucianism is referred to as ‘jen philosophy/religion’. The Neo-Confucian , Principle, has the 
same wide connotation in later Neo-Confucian thought.
566. Confucian Analects, 15: 23

567. This is the reason for ‘jurisdiction’ and for the two weights on a scale. 



reason. It is only in a person’s emotive life that the Go(o)d is discerned. 
Should it be regarded as an anthropomorphic God as in the Abrahamic 
religions or as an anthropopathic Godhead as in eastern thought? There 
are numerous interpretations in religion and philosophy, all ending up 
with a Godhead of one kind or another. There is no evidence of a God in 
Creation except Creation itself. In the West Spinoza was close to this 
realization in his panentheistic thought.568 In China Chu Hsi seems equally 
close when he writes: “Heaven revolves and spreads in all directions. It is 
now sometimes said that there is up there a person (shu tsai 主宰) who 
judges all evil actions, this assuredly is wrong. But to say that there is no 
order[ed creation] would be equally wrong.”

A millennium and a half earlier Chuang Tzu says, “If there is a true lord 
(chen tsai 真宰), we certainly cannot see him. He can indicate his 
presence, but cannot reveal his shape. He has function, but is invisible. … 
Whether or not we put a finger on his presence, it neither augments nor 
diminishes his reality”569

In China the laws were in the service of the Tao. They were what Heaven 
ordered. It was natural for the Chinese to be rational and secular in state 
service while turning to Heaven as a Confucian and to Buddha, as a 
Buddhist, - on the very same day! All activities whether ‘secular’ or 
‘divine’ took place under a Tao Heaven, just as under a Christian Heaven 
in Europe.570 

The present democratic rule is considered to be secular since it is not 
associated with prophets and gods.  The elected rulers are not treated like 
the kings and emperors who were anointed by popes and priests. The 
democratic split of power serves the good of the people. The same can be 
said about the free market economy. The good for the world can be done 
through law, divided political power, a free marketplace and otherwise. 
Heaven does not speak but we can read the finger on the wall which 
orders the good to be achieved on earth.

God-given morality never deviates from the criterion of moral standards. 
It shows in personal, national and international empathy. It evinces a 

568. Pagels 1882, p. 157. Creation is so natural and ‘of itself and in itself’ (自然) that one does 
not see the  (= the Eternal, God) hidden in it.
569. Chuang Tzu, ch. 2.  J. B. Ware’s translation. 
570. From Plato until the Renaissance all law expressed the divine good.  Later, when law was  
separated from religion, this changed.



universal grammar and the cornerstone of the fabric of evolution that 
Darwin finds beneficial in all parts. It is the core of creation, so 
spontaneous, fortuitous and natural that it goes unnoticed. It expresses 
absolute, total and unconditional love. ‘Forced’ goodness, on the other 
hand, is rarely genuine, and sham love never true and lasting.

Economic and social conditions alter. and new cultural habits evolve. 
Goodness and love change in tune. The divine vision recedes, and the 
civil values of truth, good and justice of human law move in. Social ethics 
takes the place of and expresses sacred morality.

Evidence of man’s natural goodness is his desire to help others both 
individually and collectively. At first, it was wife and family. then, tribe, 
clan and state and, last, the whole world. Organizations nationally and 
internationally assist and help the poor and oppressed. A ‘goodness 
industry’ and comprehensive bureaucracies have come to handle it. States 
support this work in their budgets and compassionate people with their 
contributions. Now, cunning people take advantage of this instinct in man 
and, in consequence, there are ‘well-meaning’ organizations that compete 
in exploiting the ‘good people.’571 

People with a good heart cannot see illness,  suffering and hardship 
without wishing to help. Mencius in ancient China presents an instance of 
this natural goodness of man. Someone sees a little child about to fall into 
a well and experiences alarm and naturally rushes to rescue the child. This 
picture in classical Chinese literature can be taken as a vignette for the 
feeling of sympathy and concern that is universal for man and civil 
society.572

Lord Tennyson said that nature is “red in tooth and claw.”  This can be 
hard to accept from the point of view of man. The good in man 
corresponds, however,  to the good in all Creation and it holds both 
suffering and agony. A lion enjoys its share of the natural goodness with 
its teeth, a hawk with its claws, and a viper with its venom. The 
entelechial formula differs from existent to existent. Man’s share of 
goodness is experienced by every man alike and finds expression in 
personal and social love and righteousness. Life is, however, a wide 
network of bonds and, seen von oben, more a struggle for existence than a 

571. Clever person can make a profit from people’s goodness. Avarice has many faces. People can 
show flattery, fawning, servility, hypocrisy, to do the good Brutus in! Shakespeare seems to say 
that “the good man must be equipped with the armoury of machiavellism”. This is expressed in 
Juus Caesar and King Lear. See J. F. Danby 1948, p. 151ff.
572. Meng Tzu, II.I, 6



garden of peace and harmony. Its maintenance and sustenance is the 
prerequisite for life. 

The goodness resounds in every true new law and regulation and in every 
relationship that exudes love and sympathy.573 This leads to the truth in the 
Bible when it says, “He that loveth not, knoweth not God; for God is 
love.”574 “Love is the root impulse of life,” says Plato (ca BC 427-347).  
“We are all born for love.  It is the principle of existence, and its only 
end,” says Benjamin Disraeli (1804-1861).

H. C. Andersen said simply, “There is a loving God who brings 
the good for all.”575

The moral and balanced man is the salt of a society. He is the 
accomplished individual, who is natural and open to his fellow men. “He 
affects everything but the people  do not attribute anything to him. What 
is actually being done is never mentioned, so everything done is happy of 
itself. Taking his stand in the Unlimited Tao, he finds pleasure in perfect 
freedom.” He is the Sage in the Chinese tradition while the Saint in the 
Christian.576 Happy people are alike. 

24. Religion and the twentyfirst century

Religion has always been part of man. Living without religion is 
something recent in man’s history. From horizon to horizon, from East to 
West, man has been enveloped in religion. He was born with, lived with 
and died with religion. It was part of his culture. When life’s composure 
was lost, it helped him back in balance. Today, however, man often lives 
without the succour of religion. The shift has gradually been toward this 
world with material abundance filling an  empty inner no-man’s land. A 
refined life gives temporary satisfaction.

As N. Wade says,“The religious instinct, the inherited propensity for ritual 
and belief, is still wired into the human mind as much as ever before.  
573. “The capacity to think and feel oneself into the inner life of another person.” Quotation from 
Cambray 2009, p. 71, in turn quoted from Kohut, How Does Analysis Cure? 1984, p. 82. It is “the 
urge to loving kindness - to altruism, to generosity, to pity.” K. Armstrong 2008, p. 294.

574. 1 John, 4:8. Love and Good are synonyms. Cf. I Corinthians, ch. 13, referred to as the Gospel 
of Love; and  jen and  (Chang Tsai  (1020-1077) and Chu Hsi (1200-1270) in Chinese thought.  
Lidin 2010, pp. 226-232 and pp. 245-267. 
575. Anderden 1845, p. 1. In Danish, “Der er en kærlig Gud, der fører alt til det bedste.”
576. The Chuang Tzu, ch. 8, presents the ‘accomplished man’. The chapter is given in short form.



Many are driven by the feeling of senselessness to search for 
transcendence and a new spirit in modes of thought foreign to religion.”577 
Man is in need of inner knowledge as much as of outer knowledge. If he 
is an extrovert, he perceives more and better physical phenomena and if 
an introvert  more and better mental projections; both are needed.578  
Today, however, “the one and only function of mental life is cognition; 
the mind is just a knowing and perceiving subject.“579 Religion is reduced 
to a niche in a secularized world, handling marriage and death.  There are, 
however,  Grenzsituationen in life - birth, marriage and death - which 
invite and ask for the solemnity that only religion can offer. Today, a 
church funeral is often exchanged for a memorial civil service and 
marriage replaced by a non-religious act. Also birth is just accepted as, 
what it basically is, a birth. They become events on earth with no Heaven 
above. As the modern world is turns increasingly secular, the low ebb of 
faith invades the western mind. When morality fades, civil law steps in.

Traditionally, the church is for the sophisticated upper people and the 
chapel for the not so sophisticated lower people. The differences between 
church and chapel are mainly in ritual practices. The church exhibits 
rigorous forms of rites. The hymns are solemn and the sermons prepared. 
The worship is grave and deferential. Children are baptized, marriages 
blessed and death observed. The chapel is under the same Heaven but the 
devotion is mostly short and  simple. Sermons are plain, song common 
and the worshippers not always in their Sunday best.

Can possibly scientific learning take the place of the Gods, Sages and 
Saints? The biological sciences puts forth mutation and natural selection, 
and physical sciences offer quantum phenomena, but are they enough to 
serve as substitutes for a happy life? Can secular activities of whatsoever 
noble character, be it literature, art or even theology, be Ersatz for a 
balanced spiritual life? Humanism is important in human  life but must be 
sub specie aeternitatis. Otherwise it might end in malaise.

People today often believe in a worldly vision, that can be likened to the 
emperor’s new clothes! This state of mind that materializes the spiritual 
has become the most popular creed and the most common form of 
religion in the western world. It can be called the new religion. Its church 
is the sterile material life and its service the superficial activities that fill 
days and nights: house, travel, car,  appurtenances and accoutrements, 
including “that ennui, that taedium vitae, “that comes to those to whom 
577. Nicholas Wade 209, p. 277.
578. A book on the introvert-extravert topic is written by Susan Cain: Quiet: “Quiet: The Power of 
Introverts in a World That Can’t Stop Talking”, New York, 2012.
579. Taylor 1960, p. 73. 



life denies nothing”.580 “Trying desperately to lose themselves in drink, 
promiscuity, sensuality, they are, more often than we suspect, lonely 
children, lost and naked.“581 Blank faces express “the sorrowful emptiness 
inside the shell of luxury” and the shining outer façade evinces inner 
desolation.582 They are afflicted with the sin of over-possession:  “They 
possess everything that money can buy but not the things that  money 
cannot buy.”583

The members of this church comprise the growing middle classes whose 
god is consumerism. They spread worldwide as material affluence is 
reaching an ever larger number of people. Today, India and China are 
adding hundreds of millions and the consumption is increasing 
accordingly. The main striving is to possess more and more, to hunt for 
novelties and to rival and out-rival neighbours. One witnesses cars in lane 
after lane on the high roads in and out of the cities and turns sad 
imagining this to be the situation on the roads around the globe - and 
around the clock. Saddest of all is to realize that this is only one example 
and one tip of the iceberg of the world materialism that rises higher and 
higher, and is taken for granted.

One must admit, however, that this continuous material growth improves 
and is for the better of man’s life on earth. Abundance means less poverty 
and starvation. For this reason, one can take a positive view of science 
and technical advance and admit that the blatant materialism can be 
momentous. It makes room for generosity and opportunity in times of 
need. The balance between need and growth must also be considered at a 
time that the world population and indigence are growing exponentially. 
This is a cardinal question in times to come. The world would be more 
wholesome if there were more people who would think of others as much 
as they think of themselves and "are anxious for the morrow."584

The world is in need of a creed that overcomes the superficiality of 
material life, and that connects equally with emotive and earthly life. Man 
must realize the happy balance between his inner and his outer. Inner 

580. Oscar Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray, p. 161.
581. Liebman 1966, p. 110.
582. Roland Merullo, Voyage of Emptiness, in International Herald Tribune, 28 August, 2007, p.7. 
The ‘voyage of emptiness’ can end in many sorrowful ways, debauchery, drunkenness, etc, as can 
be witnessed is so many ‘verismo’
movies of recent date.
583. Reference to Roger Cohen, in International National Tribune, 8 October, 2009. As Thoreau 
says, “They have all and that is all they have but not what comes gratis.”
584. Quotation from Chang Tsai, found in I. E. Kasoff, The Thought of Chang 
Tsai (1020-1077).



messages have been conveyed by diviners, prophets and philosophers 
around the globe through the ages. Truth need, however, not be limited to 
church and priest. It is natural and innate in everyone. Now it is up to each 
single individual. Each person has an innerness that is richer than “a 
mythical belief in a blind mechanical chance process without any purpose 
whatsoever except blind self-replication,” as expressed by E. O. Wilson in 
his sociobiology.585 

 
A person must be prepared for the coincidences and insights that lighten 
up his daily existence. He must be open to intuition and inspiration and 
ready for the unexpected. “Luck favours the prepared,“ said Louis 
Pasteur. Achieving his inner-outer equilibrium, things happen with no 
relation to cause and effect. The ‘zero’ logic works for him. In him the 
Eternal rules through its Good Chance and Will. Alone he reveres the 
Eternal and nurtures his world. There is no immediate need for shrines or 
temples. “Organized religions spoil the sense of life’s ‘mysterious 
sanctity’”, says the astronomer Fred Hoyle. 

Much time has gone since the days when animistic and magical beliefs 
and the supernatural spells dominated man’s life. The known has become 
more important than the unknown and taken over.  The low ebb of 
religion in the West can be considered the last stage of a human 
development from heathen magic to modern secularity. Being religious 
today in the West one feels often an exception! But he is far from alone. 
In a far-stretched belt from the Atlantic to the Pacific one eighth of the 
world’s population call on and pray to Allah in mosques. They are the 
Muslims. In India another eighth of the world’s population adore the 
Hindu pantheon in their temples, and in China people never forget 
Heaven. Adding Christians across the world and, further, other religions, 
one ends up with yet another two eights of the world population who 
believe in a sacred yonder. If the religious people are decreasing in 
Europe and the United States, they are are at the same time increasing in 
Africa and South America. Irreligious people are actually a minority!586 

Yet, the present world-wide materialization does not spell great hope for 
contemporary religion. The  modern reality needs new global beliefs.  The 
unfolding  transformation necessitates matching ideals and values. With 

585.  E. O. Wilson, Sociobiology: The New Synthesis, quoted in W. D. Gairdner 2008, op. cit., p, 
128. See N. Wade 2009,  p. 67 It does not disclose its infinite substance. What is only felt cannot 
be described.
586. Dawkins 2006, p. 2006, p. 196 quotes S. Pinker (b- 1954), How the mind works. Dawkins 

seem close to their thinking.  To declare that they all “find comfort in beliefs” that are “plainly 
false,” is mind-boggling.



science and democracy constituting the core elements, the quest should be 
for a creed of all mankind in consonance with the UN Charter. Tolerance 
should be advanced, and war be eliminated.587 It would connect with the 
‘zero’ world, the indeterminate ultimate reality.588 Man should allow the 
trans-psychic reality to work for peace on earth, manifesting the fusion of 
the spiritual and worldly existence.  It would mean a life of inspiration, 
feeling and sentiment as much as based on causal laws. It brings the 
individual a touch of Heaven.

Cartoon from S. Hawking & L. Mlodinow 2010, The Grand Design, p. 71.

The quantum science is not averse to but welcomes the wonder and 
mystery of reality.589 Einstein  said that “The most beautiful emotion we 
can experience is the mystical. It is the sower of all true art and science. 
He to whom this emotion is a stranger is as good as dead. To  know that 
we know that what is impenetrable to us really exists, manifesting itself to 
us as the highest wisdom and the most radiant beauty … , this feeling is at 
the centre of all true religiousness. In this sense, and in this sense only, I 
belong to the ranks of devoutly religious men.”590

587. As a bonus,  war would come to an end after the mass murder in two World Wars.
588. Krutch 1953, p. 145. 
589. K. Armstrong 2009, pp. 272-273.
590. Part of longer article, The World as I See it, originally published in ‘Forum and Century’, Vol. 
84, pp. 193-194, the thirteenth in the Forum series, ‘Living Philosophies’. New York, 1931.
The whole passage will be added as a final vignette at the end of this work in original German and 



As Wittgenstein says: “Not how the world is, is the mystical, but that it 
is.”591

Einstein and Wittgenstein were right. All life is mystery and wonder and 
the origin of the universe remains a mystery. There is more mystery than 
natural selection in creation. To denounce mystery as ‘untruth’, to see 
‘wonder’ as ‘arrogance’, and to regard ‘belief’ as ‘misunderstanding’ is 
rather to close rather than to open up to the life of balance, peace and 
prosperity.
 
To regard religion as a placebo, as Freudians and Darwinists tend to do, 
and to recommend seditives and tranquillizers in its place must be 
regarded as criminality in cahoots with the medical industry. When 
anthropologists regard it as ‘symbolic healing’, they disregard its being 
the inmost part of all cultures. Dawkins is big enough to admit that 
“Religion is a large phenomenon and it needs a large theory to explain 
it.”592

 
Wisdom is the epitome of inner development as Einstein says. The 
Chinese and the Japanese are the first to agree. They have had the highest 
regard for the superior good and the Japanese early changed the Chinese 
name for Japan from wa 倭, ‘pigmy’, to wa　和,  ‘harmony and wisdom’.

Bioscience, too, knocks on the door to inner reality.593 The  neuroscientist 
Eccles realized that the study of the mind leads to the inner mystery. He 
says: "Since materialist solutions fail to account for our experienced 
uniqueness, I am constrained to attribute the uniqueness of the Self or 
Soul to a supernatural spiritual creation. To give the explanation in 
theological terms: each Soul is a new divine creation which is implanted 
into the growing foetus at some time between conception and birth. It is 
the certainty of the inner core of unique individuality that necessitates the 
'Divine creation'. ... No other explanation is tenable; neither the genetic 
uniqueness with its fantastically impossible lottery, nor the  environmental 
differences which do not determine human uniqueness, but merely modify 
it. ... This reinforces our belief in the human Soul and its miraculous 

another English translation. There are signs that the  between the contingent and the absolute 
begins to return.
591. Wittgenstein quoted in Copleston 1955, p. 65.
592. Dawkins 2006, pp. 195-196 In a country like Denmark about 10% of the population is today 
suffering from depression and Angst.
593.  It is said that “Life is a biofield that works as a single unit.”



origin in a Divine creation. There is recognition not only of the 
Transcendent God, the  of the Cosmos, the god in which Einstein 
believed, but also of the loving God to whom we owe our being. ... It is a 
miracle for ever beyond science." He said in another context, “I maintain 
that the human mystery is incredibly demeaned by scientific 
reductioniam, with its claim in promissory materialism to account 
eventually for all of the spiritual world in terms of neuronal activity. This 
belief must be classed as a superstition. … we have to recognize that we 
are spiritual beings with souls existing in a spiritual world as well as 
material beings with bodies and brains existing in a material world.”594

The Creation, Eccles concludes, is as unique in its wholeness and 
integration as the single human soul in its singularity, and divine together 
with all the laws that regulate it. The Evolution is becoming and science 
its decyphering.595 Einstein and Eccles discerned the  balance between 
what is known and what is felt - the contingent outer and its absolute 
inner. They marvelled at the development of life, leading  to each 
individual’s conscious self, and could not help being stunned by its 
grandeur, its wonder heightened by its amazing totality and aggrandized 
with the knowledge about galaxies and atomic particles!596 Eccles wrote to 
his son (1988), “I am a Darwinist for the first part but strongly advocate 
the Divine Creation of the soul or self in the second part. ... The 
materialists realize that I am their greatest enemy!”

The new quantum age does not mean that the times of the sceptic are 
gone. It can mean scepticism and doubt of a new kind. Disbelief is so 
ingrained in modern society that many are nursing more scepticism than 
the doubting Thomas ever did in biblical times. The concentration is on 
this world. Physics and biology are declared in possession of the truth. 
Habits and behaviour are secularized and Heaven itself is desanctified. 
Eternal values are denied. This mood has even invaded religion. When 
modern theologians profess a form of ‘Christian atheism,’ one is reminded 
of Nietzsche!597

594. Eccles 1988, p. 236-237. Second statement by Eccles, quote in Alexander 2012, 
p. 140. Darwin was optimistic: “In the distant future I see open fields for far more 
important researches. … Light will be thrown on the origin of man and his history.” 
Hardin 1959, p. 97.
595. ‘World Formula’, termed borrowed from Margenau 1984.
596. Aldous Huxley in Isherwood 1945, p. 138. in “Some Reflections of Time.”
 A Renaissance thinker Pico della Mirandola (1463-1494) recognized that each thing is a unity in 
itself.  

597. Cf., for example, The Secular City by a Christian theologian, Harvey Cox (b. 1929).



This worldly temperament is invading field after field. Religion is 
declared a fossil of a gone age and faith the root of evil proclivities.598 
Christian thought is taken so literally that it loses its sublimity. “It is ... 
just valuable for the ordering of life.“599 But “Why must we read literally 
in the realm of religion, when in so many other realms of human 
expression we read metaphorically, allegorically, symbolically, 
figuratively, analogically?”600

John Lennon (1925-2001) looked forward to a world with no Heaven and 
no Hell - ‘above us only sky.’601 No heaven  above human life and no hell 
below the grave!602 Even churches have often become worldly, prosaic 
and civil. It is only in poetry and  popular songs that it is permitted to 
speak about ‘l’infini du ciel’,  express that “there is an eternity beyond 
Heaven”, that “It’s Heaven, I am in Heaven …,”  that “there is something 
beyond the mountains, beyond the  flowers and the song,”603 and that 
“beyond all borders, all is infinite, a city of light,  a land without name 
where everything is born anew … let my heart land there...“.  It is 
undeniably more than the blue sky that Fred Astaire is serenading in the 
Top Hat (1937).  Likewise, in Barbara Cartland’s romantic novels Heaven 
always means more than the sky. It is ‘la suprema verità d’amore’. In 
passion and love one hears: ”It is Heaven just now.” It is felt like Heaven, 
but as long as it is on earth, it is temporary.

598. “Underable, then, is the fear … that religion will remain only as a fossil in an age that has 
turned to Marx and Freud and Einstein for salvation.” Liebman 1946, p. 141.
599. Whitehead 1925, p. 191.
600. L. Wieseltier in International Herald Tribune, 18-19 February. 2006, in review by D. C. 
Dennett, Breaking the Spell, Region as a Natural Phonomennon.
601. John Lennon’s song ‘Imagine’ (1971) is quoted in K. Armstrong 2008, p. 278. 
602. As Charles Laughton says in a movie (‘Hunchback’), “Life begins in a womb - and ends in a 
tomb.” 
603. In poem written by Dan Andersson, Swedish poet.



You need two wings to fly. With one wing you are grounded. Wings mean 
dimensions without which a poem, song or a life is flat and superficial. In 
man’s world,  the sky is the limit above and the crematorium below. Man 
needs more dimensions, a wider gyre! As the Eagle: Heaven!

 
    
Sea Eagle

The Russian scientist, I. P. Pavlov (1849-1936), known for his 
conditioning and reflexes, said that there is “an eternal and unchangeable 
human nature,”  stating that one is in need of religion as much as of 
science. Plato expressed the same with his divine Ideas. They were poles 
apart from B. F. Skinner (1904-1990) who expressed that perception and 
behaviour is in no need of inner support.



 

Two wings are of necessity! One cannot fly with one wing! Man has more 
territory than a plant, more freedom than an animal, and a wider wingspan 
than a bird. But he cannot fly with one wing!

25. Creation and Design, 

The quantum mechanics has opened a door to “a quantum-mechanical 
environment where nuch more is happening than, literally, meets the 
eye.”604 It presents a yonder reality that can be compared with the wind 
that comes and goes beyond the reach of the human mind. Now, the 
scientists face the quantum science which does not conform with the 
classical physics.

Atheists, Dawkins among them, acknowledge “the complex, improbable 
appearance of design in the universe” but no purpose.605 Things just 
‘evolve’, mysteriously. There is no Maker. Being and life just generate. 
Somehow, a person is born, lives and dies. “It is “intellectually and 
morally wrong to accept any ideas that are not scientifically verifiable. 
The idea of a God and Maker is one of them.”606 But, as Sinnot says, “The 

604. D. Deutsch 1997, p. 207. 
605. Dawkins 2006, p. 188.
606. Jacques Monod (1910-1976) quoted by K. Armstrong 2008, p. 288.  



universe makes sense only on the assumption that there is a creative 
purpose behind it…”. This assumption assumes a maker and creator. 607

Religion is today often accused of the problems that beset the world. It 
‘poisons everything’ and is the source of wickedness and cruelty. 
Therefore,  “God must therefore be expunged from the flow of 
consciousness.”608 That there is an Eternity beyond, around and in things 
is just denied. But as  Kierkegaard (1813-1855) says, “without a God man 
is not a man - not a human being!” Kierkegaard had a religious outlook 
and was poles apart from Nietzsche (1844-1900) for whom God was 
dead. They both experienced the existential anxiety of their age, but while 
Kierkegaard saw the light at the end of the tunnel for the single 
individual, Nietzsche finished with the dark declaration that the 
dependence on God was a form of slavery.

Dawkins portrays the present situation patently. He considers religion “a 
large phenomenon” and “a worthwhile piece of research” and questions 
what would happen “If God were to go.“ He does not comprehend that, 
since God and the Eternal are the same, this is nothing to worry about.  He 
recognizes a ‘hole’ to be removed, if needs be, on the couch. He wonders 
about the allure of the ‘institutionalized superstition’ that makes people 
“open to exploitation by priests, politicians and kings.“ He quotes Blaise 
Pascal who said similarly, ”Men never do evil so completely and 
cheerfully as when they do it from religious conviction.”609  He does not 
recognize the needs of  grown-ups, like children, in times of suffering and 
need for comfort. Heaven is eliminated and scientific psychology is 
supposed to fill the ‘gap’. The religious tapestry of being is gone and what 
remains is the physical world and man’s society, While, in days of yore, 
he lived in a sacred cosmos and received comfort from faith and prayer, 
now, he receives it from possibly the “examined life” with an analyst.610

The militant atheist asks for nothing less than the abolition of religion. 
This was clamoured for and attempted during the Enlightenment and 
under Communism. The Communist regimes promoted this policy of 
annihilation for about seventy years, with no success. When today 
Communism is no longer dominant, religion has returned - with a 
vengeance. The conclusion is that man is born with an inner longing that 
no ideology can annihilate. Thomas Hobbes says (1588-1679), “Religion 
607. E. W. Sinnott quoted in Margenau 1984, p. 30. Sinnott is known for his Philosophy of 
Purpose.
608. Thoughts expressed by Sam Harris, f. 1967, neuroscientist, quoted by Armstrong 2009, p. 
289.
609. Dawkins 2007, pp. 197, 283.
610. It is in prayer and silent inner life that the true religious dimension is 
sensed.



can never be abolished from human nature. An attempt to abolish religion 
would just lead to new religions springing out of the old ones, by the 
culture of such men that would use it for the purpose of reputation.”611

Dawkins admits: “Maybe quantum physics is already knocking on the 
door of the unfathomable.”612 “Quantum theory got to be true in some 
sense; as true as anything we know, even including the most down-to-
earth common-sense facts.”613 He finds quantum theory otherwise so 
queer that physicists resort to one or another paradoxical ‘interpretation’ 
of it, and agrees with D. Deutsch that it is preposterously wasteful in its 
vast-going interpretations. Dawkins means that man is not yet ”tooled up 
to penetrate … the quantum strangeness.”614

Today, irreligious people are met everywhere. They are agnostics, atheists 
or plain materialists and accept only “lucid rational thought”. Holy values 
are treated disrespectfully or plain forgotten. Yet, lately, there is a 
reaction. Signs of a new intellectual vogue are on the horizon. People are 
asking for more than material life.  The optimism of the scientific pursuit 
of truth is shaken and a new wonderment is growing forth. The twenty-
first century might witness a return to religious values as the  ethical 
cohesive in unruly times. It could be the opposite of what happened at the 
time of Descartes when the temporal was separated from the divine. 
Matter and faith might join again. A direct encounter with the divine is the 
wish of many young people who have visited other continents. They have 
been through student discontent and social dissension, finding little 
satisfaction. Now they are ready for life’s deeper purport, if needs be, in 
old-fashioned faith.615

The rationalism and scientism, dominant over our age, represent  “a 300-
year detour from the mainstream of Western thought,” says Erwin 
Schrödinger (1887-1961) and states further, “The new story, rooted in 
quantum physics must be understood as the continuation of ancient 
science.  … One of the most important results of twentieth-century 
physics has been the gradual realization that there exist invariant 
properties of the natural world and its elementary components which 
render the gross size and structure of virtually all of its constituents quite 

611. Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, quoted in Wade 2009, p. 276.
612. Dawkins 2006, p. 80
613. Ibid., p. 409. He continues, “Yet the assumptions that  a quantum theory of gravity and 
relativity quantum theory needs to make, in order to deliver those predictions, are so mysterious 
that Feynman remarked that ‘there are divergent versions of this quotation, of which the following 
seems the best: ‘If you think you understand  quantum theory … you don’t understand quantum 
theory.’” (Emphasis added),
614. Ibid., 407.  Deutsch 1997, p. 335ff.
615. For example,  a Hindu-Buddhist samadhi enlightenment.



inevitable. The sizes of stars and planets, and even people are neither the 
product of a blind and random selection nor the result of any Darwinian 
process from a myriad of possibilities. These, and other features of the 
Universe, are manifestations of the equilibrium between attraction and 
repulsion, determined by the constants of nature.”616 Julian Huxley agrees, 
“They are something given. They cannot be explained: they can only be 
accepted.”617 P. Atkins says, in contrast, “There is  nothing that cannot be 
understood, there is nothing that cannot be explained. … Everything is 
extraordinarily simple. ...”618

Man needs the rational certainty of science but he needs equally the 
emotive certainty of what is true, beautiful, good, right and righteous. He 
must allow his mind to be his own church, as Thomas Paine (1737-1809) 
said. He must  accept the world for what it is and the Eternal for what it 
means. Jung complained that “the interior life is so painfully wanting in 
our civilization.”619 It is the illness of the West that education and learning 
has tended to such an extent to worldly and material knowledge that H. G. 
Wells (1866-1946) says that “human  life becomes more and more a race 
between education and catastrophe.”620

Einstein could not imagine that anything would happen outside the 
domain of the  divine Will - in an orderly universe. He was not ready and 
willing to accept  ’uncertainty’ or ‘disorder’ in his universe. For him all 
reality was rational. To the very end he could not imagine that “God 
played dice with his Creation.” The quantum world of  probability 
plagued him. It made him feel ‘spooky’.621 In an answer to a question 
about this matter he told a visitor, “Does the moon exist only when you 
look at it?”622 For him the universe was rational and logical - that was “the 
only incomprehensible thing about it,” he mused.623 

He could not accept that the parameters of nature, about which we know 
so little, were adjustable. The causal order was what it was, had been and 
would always be. It concerned not only the terrestrial realm, but as much 
the quantum reality. He insisted that “there is no place in this new 
616. Schrödinger, quoted in Gairdner 2008, p. 102, from Barrow & Tipler, The Anthropic 
Cosmological Principle, 5. Adapted.
617. Julian Huxley in Evolution in Action, quoted in Krutch 1953, p. 131. Adapted. 
618. From P. Atkins. “The Creation”, quoted in Dawkins 1986, p. 14. A touch of hubris?
619. Jung quoted in Cain 2012, p. 26.
620. Primack and Abrams 2006, p. 296.
621. He spoke about “spukhafte Fernwirkungen”, (free translation:) ‘spooky side affects afar ’.
622. The visitor was Abrahim Pais, quoted in M. Kumar, Quantum, p. 352. Einstein admitted, that 
“Man has very little insight into what is going on within himself,” and that “Physics has often 
seduced the biologist into interpreting biological processes too primitively.” Interview in Los 
Angeles Times 1953, quoted Krutch 1953, p. 156.
623. Einstein quoted in Davies 1992, p, 148.



[quantum] reality for both field and matter, for the field is the only 
matter.” Whether causal or a-causal, there had to be order! Der Herr-Gott 
würfelt nicht! Who was right, Einstein or Bohr?  Maybe both!

Einstein, counting.

Modern science seeks the absolute laws of the physical processes, 
described by equations but is numb about where these laws come from 
and why they are there. They belong to the sensory world, the world of 
phenomena, which can be measured and registered. The Romans were 
perhaps wrong when they said that “Nothing can come out of nothing?”624 
And Thomas Aquinos and Niels Bohr were perhaps right when they spoke 
about creatio ex nihilo? If it is posited that the Eternal rules the ‘zero’ 
reality where the quantum mechanics has demonstrated that ‘nothing’ has 
a capacity. It is where the intellect does not reach, but “the knowledge 
which stops at what is out of reach is the highest knowledge.”625 In the 
Hindu and Buddhist religious thought the sunyatta, the Void, runs parallel. 
The Zen discussion about ‘nothing’ and ‘nowhere’ is also close. An inner 
cosmic dimension balances the outer physical dimension.

624. De nihil nihilum. They were not acquainted with quantum physics!
625. Lin Yutang 1948, p. 54. Chuang Tzu says, “the Tao is attainable but invisible.” Chuang Tzu, 
ch. 6.



A quantum state is not observed, but it permits “statistically weighted 
outcomes of all possible measurements.”626 It manifests new wine in need 
of new bottles.627 The internal spiritual world and the external material 
world meet in new thinking, in an Indra’s net of reflecting jewels or a 
photonic world of light. In the quantum and ‘zero’ reality time and space 
are one.628 Intuitions and subjectivity combine in a single manifold, 
expressed as the Universal Mind, and they join with eastern thought, 
expressed in the Upanishads in India, the Tao Te Ching in China and in 
Islamic mysticism. 

There is a world-wide conformity that is expressed in surprisingly similar 
terms. “One is struck by the miraculous agreement between humans of 
different race, different religion knowing nothing about each other’s 
existence,”629 says Aldous Huxley. Epitomizing them all is the Persian 
mystic of the thirteenth century, Aziz Nasafi: “The spiritual world is one 
single spirit who stands like a light behind the bodily world and who, 
when a single creature comes into being, shines through it as through a 
window. According to the kind and size of the window less or more light 
enters the world. The light itself however remains unchanged.”630

26. Jung and Quantum

When Jung speaks of “the transpsychic reality beyond the psyche,”631 it 
must be the ‘zero’ reality he refers to. “What the psyche experiences as 
past, present and future merges THERE into an unknowable timelessness 
and what appears to consciousness as near and far combines THERE into 
an unknowable spacelessness.“632 It is a reality where “everything is part 
of everything else.”633

Lao Tzu’s work Tao Te Ching announces the natural reason of the tao. 
Under Greek influence western thought has tended to a similar natural tao 

626. D. Bohm and F. D. Peat 1987, pp. 39-40.
627. Margenau 1984, p. 82. St. Mark 3. 22.
628. The ‘zero’ world is considered to be a shadow universe and a “a dense aggregation of 
photons,”  or “particles of light.“ At the Big Bang “All the matter of the Universe was created from 
photons.“ (S. Weinberg, The First Three Minutes), in  Margenau 1984, p. 138; Davies 1992, p. 
207. 
629. L. L. Whyte 1979, p. 75. Margenau 1984, pp. 113-115ff.
630. Ibid., p. 114.
631.  D. Jaffe,  quoting Yung in Smythies 1967, p. 266
632. Jung quoted and discussed by A.  Jaffé, in C. G. Jung and Parapsychology, in Smythies 1967, 
p. 260. The transpsychic reality equals the ‘zero’ world.
633. Alexander 2012, p. 48.



in physics.  So did Leibniz with his field of monads. The quantum 
physics, too,  presents the infinite yonder tao in rational terms.634

 

Jung speaks of “an unexpected parallism of psychic and physical 
events.”635 Recently, Peter Higgs (b. 1929) has postulated the invisible 
energy field of ‘boson’ particles.636 If Higgs is proven correct, it would 
also demonstrate that Chu Hsi with his ch’i and Einstein with his energy-
mass formula are both close to the view that the ultimate cosmic womb is 
energy. What does this lead to? As K. Sykes expresses in the International 
Herald Tribune Magazine: The Higgs boson “gives rise to mass, 
effectively, it gives rise to us all. It is the beginning particle that, in a 
sense, defines all the others. … It is likely to affect our daily lives, we just 
don’t know how.”637 There is reason for calling the Higgs boson The God 
Particle; it is as close as man has come, as yet, to the origin of things.638 

New York times 6 July, 2012.

634. The ‘zero’ life matches the tao life with its own ‘logic’ outside time,  space and location. It 
has been described as chancy, random, stochastic and probabilistic. Margenau 1982, pp. 122-123. 
Cf. Schrödinger: “...This one thing - mind or world - may well be capable of other forms of 
appearance that we cannot grasp and that do not imply the notions of space and time.” Mind and 
Matter, quoted in Koestler 1984, p. 120. Koestler says further, “How can the events in space and 
time which take place within the spatial bounds of a living organism be accounted for by physics 
and chemistry?”

635. Jung quoted by A. Jaffé, in Smythies 1967, p. 273.
636. As of news 4 July, 2012, The boson particle has been detected at CERN in Switzerland. 
637. K. Sykes, Internationa Herals Tribune Magazine 30 Nov.. 2012.
638. See L. Lederman. The God Particle.



A number of physicists have taken turns after Planck, Einstein and Bohr at 
the quantum enigma. In a universe where everything used to follow 
Newtonian laws, now physicists speculate that the universe is an energy 
source. Superluminary speeds of light and mysterious ‘dark matter’ and 
‘dark energy’ are conjectured. A supersymmetry is imagined in which 
mass is energy, as Einstein said. Our age is “on the verge of learning more 
about about the nature of life, and of our own significance, than at any 
other time in human history,” says Caleb Scharf.639 

Lao Tzu says, ”The Tao that is named is not the eternal Tao”.640 Lao Tzu 
believes that there is an ultimate reality beyond the things man observes. 
It is inherent in “his inner mind which dwells is the light of setting suns, 
… a spirit that impels all thinking things … that rolls through all things … 
sees into the life of things.” Within this inner mind he attains the  centre 
of the conscious and unconscious and, as a result, a happy and fulfilled 
life.641 Another Taoist philosopher, Huai Nan Tzu (2nd century?), says, 
“He who conforms to the course of the Tao, following the natural 
processes of Heaven and earth, finds it easy to manage the whole 
world.”642

Kierkegaard recommends the leap into ardent faith.643 One leaves rational 
thought and establishes rapport with the yonder world. This is not based 
on modern science but put in classical concepts. It is what science is not 
equipped to address: the domain of Chance that belongs to the ocean of 
inner life where natural way of spontaneity works and the ‘zero option’ 
reigns. Chance might seem ‘fuzzy’644 but enriches life - whether one is a 
believer or not. Today’s quantum physicist is on the heels of this truth. A 
commitment is required but not more than Christ or Buddha asked for.  
They ask for life as sincere and wholehearted in its interior consciousness 

639. In International Herald Tribune, July 26, 2013. E. Scharf, astrobiologist, Columbia University, 
New York. 
640. Tao Te Ching: 道可道，非常道、名可名、非常名 (“The Way that can be named of is not 
the eternal Way: the Way that can be named is not the eternal Way”). On Mount Sinai God himself 
did not name himself. Exodus 3:14. See below.
641. Capra 1975, p. 94; Chuang Tzu, ch. 22.
642. Needham, Vol II, p. 51. The correspondence of Heaven and Earth was basic in Chinese 
thought generally. Their fields of energies matched and their balance was all-important in personal 
and social life.
See also, for example, Mitchell 1975, p. 15ff.
643. For Kierkegaard it was an ‘either-or’ (Danish: ‘enten-eller), this world or that world. As he 
noted, “Life is lived forwards and understood afterwards.”
644. Taleb 2007, p. 128.



as in its exterior manifestations. The heart and the mind must be inspired 
both inwards and outwards.645 “Truth is to be sought with the heart, not 
with the mind… because the heart has reasons that the mind does not 
know,“ says Indian Vedanta wisdom.”

Physics strives to cut things in smaller and smaller pieces, from molecules 
to atoms, from atoms to nuclei, from nuclei to protons and neutrons and 
quarks and leptons. “The job to ‘crack’ the cosmic code”646 enters the 
quantum reality. Science has gone from the half-existence of the atom to 
the non-existence of the quark. This has led to the Standard Model of 
particle physics and attempts on a unifying theory of Nature and, as it 
were, of putting Humpty Dumpty together again. Einstein used the last 
fifteen years of his life on such a project, seeking a comprehensive field 
theory of the whole - with no success.647 He held that pure thought could 
reach “an all-inclusive formula, in an esthetic harmony without 
abstractions from causal relations that unified everything.” He did not 
succeed. “These things are not easy...“, he concluded.648 Nature was too 
complicated even for Einstein. ”We should be modest and not pretend we 
know anything about ultimate matters...  In our infinite ignorance we are 
all equal,” says Karl Popper (1902-1994). 

Plato‘s Ideas and Jung‘s archetypes seem to possess the same numinous 
quality. Jung sought “a holistic science, valuing the connectedness of all 
things” and “an ordering principle in emergent events.”649 He recognized 
archetypes as ‘primordial images’ emanating from the Eternal, the Primal 
Archetype. “The doctrine of archetypes, in turn, brought him to a belief in 
God.”650 Plato likewise separated the  world of ideas from the world of 
particulars and insisted on their connectednesss. 
645. In The Cosmic Code, Pagels writes: "Our capacity for fulfillment can come only through faith 
and feelings. But our capacity for survival must come from reason and knowledge." Science, he 
warns, is not "as resilient as commerce, religion, or politics. It needs careful nurturing."

646. Davies 1992, p. 79. On p. 212 he quotes Polkinghorne, “My erstwhile colleagues are 
labouring away in the endeavour to produce a theory yet more all-embracing. … I would say that 
at the present their efforts have an air of contrivance, even desperation about them. Some vital fact 
or idea seems still to be missing. However, I do not doubt that in due course some deeper 
understanding will be achieved and a more profound pattern discerned at the basis of physical 
reality.” Let us hope for that! 
647. It is easier in religion and philosophy. In Hua-yen Buddhist thinking all reality is regarded as 
an Indra’s net of jewels, all reflecting each other. In Leibniz’s philosophy “monads” do the same. 
In Jung’s “collective unconscious” the “archetypes” seem to form a similar infinite field.
648. In an interview with Piet Hein, in the Swedish magazine Vi, No. 3. 15 January, 1949.
649. J. Cambray 2009, p. 30.
650. M. Nagy 1991, p. 141-144. The archetypes mirror each other and so do the Primal Archetype 
and the Eternal. Archetype is the ‘Primary structural element of human psyche … equals 
biologist’s pattern of behaviour as it rules the functioning of psychical processes’ (Wikipedia). 
Learned, n’est-ce pas? “The archetypes are inborn forces and forms of perception and 
apprehension” (M. Nagy), somhow corresponding to angels in religions. 



Jung recognized a wide metaphysical unconscious and acknowledged 
creative activity between it and the conscious.  Freud only recognized a 
limited personal unconscious and, like Socrates, considered an 
unexamined life not worth living.651 His unconscious was limited to 
dream, sleep,  and hysterical processes and eroticism which were 
considered respectable and gained him fame and respect in the world.

Cartoon from Hawking & Mlodinow 2010, p. 112.

The physicists keep spinning. In the 1920s came the Big Bang theory and 
in the 1970s, the “string theory”. An oscillating universe going from Big 
Bang to Big Crunch was imagined.652 The way from the ‘primeval soup’ 
via the Big Bang to some ‘superstring’ is long and speculative. Putting 
things in ‘strings’, is supposed to explain all reality, but again the 
scientists eat humble pie. They are chasing a wild goose. The string 
paradigm opens a plethora of dimensions which confuse more than they 
elucidate and does not solve the cosmic riddle. Reality is far more 
complex. The Old Man is not so easily unveiled.

Man will never know where, when and how life came about. Is the 
universe eternal or was it created at a specific finite moment in time? Was 
there an ‘initial singularity’? What is the rationality, the grand meaning? 
Even if the formula about how it is built is explained atom by atom, how 
it works and how it  functions, the first questions are yet to be answered. 
“It could be that the physicist’s traditional expectation of a single theory is 

651. Socrates’ dictum in the Apology,
652. See f. ex., Lookwood 1989, pp. 286-290, on Quantum cosmology.



untenable, and that  there exists no single formulation.“653 Quantum 
science will, possibly, yield new and stunning truths.654

The question remains whether man was meant to know the enigma of the 
universe. Einstein asked, “Why should our cognitive processes have 
turned  themselves to such an extravagant quest?“ Man might have to pay 
for having bitten into the ‘apple’ and eaten of the tree of knowledge.655

27. The Moral Life

The foundation of ethics through history is found in religion. Divine 
inspiration provided the commandments. The revelations of the prophets, 
saints and philosophers, Moses, Buddha, Confucius among them, were 
actualized in the material world. They gave mystery the form that suited 
time and environment. They inspired rites and ceremonies that differed 
from land to land.  As a result, one meets with rules and practices that are 
different from north to south and from east to west both in ancient and 
present times. The rites of passage, from birth to maturity, from marriage 
to death, are omnipresent and belong not only to organized religions but 
also to secular practices.

Ethics represents the barometer of a culture. Its values differ from country 
to country and from age to age. and show the insights and feelings which 
bond men. All peoples know the commandment of goodness but the
ethical notions vary from society to society. There is harsh ethics and soft 
ethics. History shows that harsh ethics wins over soft ethics.  This 
happened among the rival tribes among Indians in America where 
ruthlessness prevailed in inter-tribal warfare. Harsh ethics was an 
advantage.  It happened that tribes disappeared.. Another example is how 
the bellicose Chin state in China with ruthless methods subdued 
surrounding states and originated the unified China that became the united 
Han China in BC 206 and the China of today. It is evident that ruthless 
morality served power better than soft morality.656 The ethics of love was 
introduced in the early religio-philosophical thought in India and China 
and in the Abrahamic religions and traditions. The same ethics is accepted 

653. Hawking & Mlodinow 2010, p. 117.
654. If, for example, it is proven that neutrinos are faster than light even Einstein’s theory of the 
speed of light must be reconsidered. 
655. Davies 1992, p 149. Cf. Genesis, ch.  3. The forbidden fruit from the tree of knowledge is 
often depicted to be the ‘apple’. Whatever the fruit, paradise was lost.
656. Cf. Kahneman 2011, p, 201: “The negative trumps the positive in many ways.”



by the democratic countries today, without any mention of divine 
connection. That harsh ethics wins over soft ethics was close too happen 
in the Second World War.  The democratic countries had little to offer 
until they themselves adopted the harsh norms that suited a war. The West 
triumphed but it was by letting go of its democratic principles for a time.

The periods free from war have been few and short in history. One can 
read about man’s slaughtering man in all ages, East or West.. “Collective 
killing can be compelling and addictive.“657 In defence man is ready to 
murder and kill. Only the singular killing is called murder and punished. 
Even today, a war can be considered ‘necessary’ according to 
international law. The judgment of when it is one or the other is usually 
left to the winner.

A tribe was always aware of its territory and ready to fight for and defend 
it. To be in war was as natural as to be in peace. It was as natural for man 
as for an animal in his flock. Each young man had to be ready to grab his 
weapon and defend and the territory belonging to the tribe.658 This 
situation has not changed much since man settled in societies and states. 
In a sense, also today’s war is ‘tribal’. Man has to watch and defend his 
territory.  Faith  has changed but man has remained the same. The great 
difference is that the groups of warriors have developed into armies, that 
the weapons have developed with ever new inventions and that the killing 
power has doubled, trebled and so on in a horrible crescendo. War and 
weapons are indicative of this trend.The slaughtering capacity went from 
hundreds via thousands to millions in two world s as  has expanded from 
tribal to global. Man has become his own worst enemy. The last 
expansion in weaponry might involve the whole mankind and mean a 
total genocide. 

657. H. D. S. Greenway in International Herald Tribune 22 September, 2010, column about men in 
combat and war based on two recent books on the subject.
658. It is said that man in his infancy was as uninhibited as a new born baby.



“Where random chance stands today, only suckers think they are safe.” 659

International Herald Tribune 23 April 2013.

Myths should not be underestimated. They mean much in a culture. 
History is pregnant with tales telling how a celestial will is the cause of all 
things. A poignant myth alters history. The Hebrew myths of a chosen 
people and a Promised Land have influenced history and affect the present 
political situation. They are revelations of an omnipotent and omniscient 
God who plays a role in personal, cultural and political intercourse. They 
inspire individually, nationally and internationally.

It has happened more than once that peoples have declared themselves to 
be the Chosen People. Chinese have considered themselves as such and so 
have Americans. Hägar the Horrible has declared his Vikings to be the 
Chosen People:

659. Telab 2007, p. 96.



Early tribal religion went hand in hand with warfare. The warriors both 
danced and screamed into the battle.  Religion in later ages has also rather 
supported and inspired  war than opposed it. How often have not armies 
marched to kill and slaughter, blessed by priests? “Religion has energized 
a society for war and induced people to endure privation and prepared 
men to sacrifice their lives in battle.“660 Until the first world war it 
happened that soldiers sang on their way to die. Priests prayed for them 
before going into battle. It is of interest that no such excesses were heard 
of at the time of the second World War. The soldiers were energized by 
beliefs but they did not show jubilation on their way to battle and death.

This does not mean that there was no reaction to war and manslaughter. 
Both in religion and philosophy universal love developed both in the East 
and in the West. Amazingly, this happened about the same time in India, 
China, Greece and Palestine. In India in Buddhist thought, in China in 
Taoist and Confucian thought, in Greece in the thought of Socrates and 
Plato and in Palestine in Christian and Muslim thought, love and altruism 
are central. They are all essentially the same and speak everywhere about 
the same worldwide love and compassion. Religion has always been there 
as a helpmate of secular causes and also of war, motivating the troops - to 
go and die!

660.  N. Wade 2009, p. 140.



Christianity began non-violent in its original message to the poor. but was 
already in the fourth century raised to the role of state religion. It has ever 
since been part of not only peace but also of war. The same cross was 
lifted on both sides of the battlefield! In the Islamic world, too, the 
Muslim faith played an important role, not least in aggressive war; 
religion and state were interwoven.

It is easy to see  evolution as blind since developments seemingly take 
place without order. Most people are ‘blind passengers’ through life and 
most decisions are unconscious. Purpose and adaptation is difficult to 
discern since the process is gradual and ’natural’.  What is ‘natural’ 
happens spontaneously. It is not planned, it just happens. But “although 
the universe is complex, it is clearly not random,” says Davies. One 
example is the English language: it has become the global lingua franca 
‘naturally’.661 No one has planned it; it has just grown forth.  Another 
example is the city of Kyoto.  It was at first humanly planned, straight and 
square. Then, ‘nature’ took over and now one finds the unplanned, 
irregular Kyoto round the designed centre. Or consider the twisting 
walking streets through an old city or a  castle: no plan or blueprint, just a 
long evolutionary process. No need for geometry!662 The spread of 
population on a continent is an amazing example of random development. 
Nature with its endless variety is the architect more than man. The 
unintended beauty makes one wonder about the design of the Whole. 
Personal life should be as natural as the streets in Kyoto, planned avenues 
in the centre and streets naturally formed around. Life should not be 

661. It is without ‘plan’, but it is not without aim and purpose.
662. “Nature’s geometry is not Euclid’s.” Taleb 2007, p. 259.



planned, only lived as inspired. As said,  “Leave nature to nature, and 
nature takes over!”

Mencius illustrates what is natural. A man draws a serpent and adds legs 
which are unnatural for a serpent. This  happens in man’s world, when 
celibacy is added to a priest’s vocation and high rise buildings are 
constructed for people to live in. Both the celibacy and the high rise harm 
what is natural. The lesson is that what is eternally normal should not be 
tampered with. Today, much change in the human world comes from and 
is the result of man’s freedom to act.  It was early decided that priests 
should live in celibacy and that sensuality on his part was a capital “sin” 
on the threshold to hell.663 If “sins” means acts that go against nature, the 
real sinner is the church that makes unnatural demands - not the believer 
who fights his inborn nature with little  success - and, if he succeeds, often 
lives a half-crippled life. Celibacy might be a central pillar of the church 
but does not belong to what entelechy demands.

Man is a hybrid. He is a man of Chance and given the ability to be in 
control of things. He is both the inner person who lives the godly life and 
the outer person who plans and builds castles in the sand. He is not a plant 
that follows its entelechy plain and square, not an animal whose limited 
freedom means fulfilling basic urges, but he can turn inner and outer as 
needs be. In fact he has a cloven nature that can be both inner- and outer-
driven as he chooses. He can control his outer world but at the same time 
turn to his inner and let it be part of acting. It is important that he keeps
his balance between the two. To let the inner play a role, while the outer 
plays the lute. 

28. Change 

Adaptive adjustments of an organism to its environment  can be learned 
from generation to generation but cannot, in a Lamarckian way, become 
hereditary.664 Darwinian change, that is, mutation by natural selection, 
takes longer. Life does not easily alter what has remained the same from 
its infancy on earth. “We ought to be reverent towards it,” says Albert 

663. “The shortest way to Heaven is through Hell.”

664.  Jean-Baptiste Lamarck (1744-1829) advanced that acquired characteristics can be inherited. 
Darwin did not.



Schweitzer (1875-1965).665 T. Dobzhansky 1900-1975) says, “It is God’s 
method of creation.
    
Dance, music and song possibly began with rhythmical movements in a 
circle while clapping the hands and  stamping and thumping the ground, 
perhaps going into a trance. “In the beginning was dance,” says a 
Japanese proverb. Group ecstasy constituted the unifying force in the face 
of threats and offered togetherness in social life and religion. When 
divinely inspired, it was easy to ask for loyalty in peace and war! “Ritual 
dancing before battle spread a feeling of cohesion.“666 

Rites and rituals are found among all peoples, also among aborigines. 
Every region of the world developed its tradition of song, music and 
dance and parochial styles seem often to have reached the perfection that 
cannot advance further.  Church music in Europe is one example, Peking 
opera in China another, and Kabuki music in Japan a third. They 
contribute to the cultural order and morals of their lands and mirror the 
prejudices of a time and a place.“ The rudiments of music listening are 
gifts of nature rather than products of culture” says Sandra Trehub at the 
University of Toronto. Adaptive fitness and acculturation add the innate 
properties relative to space and time, history and geography!667

In geological time earthquakes shake and volcanoes erupt and in history 
cultural and social change take place.  In the human person  little or no 
change is registered. Through the ages man has remained the same 
whatever is ascribed to him. Only learning makes the difference - as 
Shaw’s Pygmalion evinces. How easy it was for the caveman who lived in 
a ‘non-changing’ reality! The same can be said about following long ages 
when change was little noticed.668 The present techno-scientific age has 
led to a crescendo of change.669 The great change came with the 
mechanized civilization, so fast that it now, with tools of mass 
destruction, threatens man’s existence on earth. History is no help. It has 

665. Schrödinger 1958, p. 66
666.  Nicholas Wade 2009, p. 246.
667. See N. Wade 2009 p. 85.
668. One proviso: man’s history is limited to a short period of a few thousand years, too short to 
prove safely any change except cultural adaptation. No history is complete and it can both reveal 
thing and hide things.  The Creation is a sly something that does not easily allow elucidation.
669. The great innovations are often counted in threes. For example, Francis Bacon (1561-1626) 
said that the three most important inventions in history were printing, gunpowder and the magnet. 
Dr. E. Grinstead (f. 1921) stated in our time that man has experienced four great innovations. The 
first was SPEECH, the second WRITING, the third PRINTING and the fourth the COMPUTER. 
All four have led to the present world of man. The first occurred perhaps coeval with Creation but 
the following three are manifestly historical. Taleb mentions the alphabet as the beginning of 
Writing, not the other great innovations but enigmatically Evoluton and DNA. Taleb 2007, p. 30.



its logic but only runs backward to past times but is helpless about the 
future.  Attempts at utopias are simply depicting future times in present 
garb.670  

Will this be the end?

670. See, for example, George Orwell’s 1984



Or this? (Chappatte IHT Print)

Now, man faces constant change. Divine inspiration is the same but the 
myths, symbols, doctrines, dogma and  teachings adjust to a time and a 
place. Cultural forms are temporary and relative. Religion was created by 
visionaries who were guided, as it were, by both Heaven and the world. 
The prophetic visions took shape in human institutions which reflect their 
revelations. The religious forms must, as a result, differ from continent to 
continent and from age to age. The Hindu rituals must, as a matter of 
course, differ from the Taoist rituals and both from the Christian rituals. In 
each case the revelation takes place within specific cultural parameters.671 
As a result, the churches and temples differ with the ages, and the creeds 
with the religions.

671. Religion should not be mistaken for the revelation that it represents.



Thus, one must not equate revelation and religion. Faith is always rooted 
in a revelation but the forms it takes differ due to place and age. 
Established religions are naturally conservative and new visions are 
usually not welcome and provoke hostility. They are easily caught in  
traditions and change slower than secular life. For example, the same 
rituals and ceremonies can be watched in the Catholic church today as in 
the Middle Ages when the conceptions of the Christian faith froze into 
conformity. As they began, they have remained.672 This concerns religions 
worldwide. It is said that “The Taoist religion is an abuse of Taoist 
philosophy. They are, in many respects, conflicting.” As Lao Tzu said, 
“The teachers of the Tao of life use flowery words. And start nonsense!”

Religions and philosophies share the moral standards and spiritual 
attributes. The same benevolence, sympathy, love,  and justice are their 
core;  other virtues - sincerity, honesty, trustworthiness -  combine with 
them. “We are hard-wired to be loving and altruistic, “ says Nicholas D. 
Kristof.673 Plato uses more than one book to describe the moral man and 
the just society. Capitalism has its foundation in people being honest and 
following the law of love. Without fundamental confidence and justice, 
social functions are not possible politically or commercially.
 
Taoism and Confucianism possess the same thought and run parallel.674 In 
Taoism (Lao Tzu, Chuang Tzu) the Way (tao 道) is the Absolute and the 
Origin of the All. It is “oceans big”! says Chuang Tzu.675 The tao has a 
Will that works via Heaven (t’ien 天) and Purpose (ming 命), directing  
the Nature (hsing 性) of Heart-Mind (hsin, kokoro 心) and Feeling 
(ch’ing 情). This is a simple picture of the relationship between the 
Eternal and Man. In Confucian thought the Way of Heaven (t’ien-tao 天
道) operates in the midst of daily life under the Mandate of Heaven (t’ien-
ming 天命). In the social hierarchy the king (wang 王) is the “son of 
Heaven” (t’ien-tzu 天子) who receives the Mandate of Heaven to rule all 
under Heaven. The Way of the King (wang-tao 王道) equals the Way of 
Heaven. Lao Tzu’s mysticism entices a world public more than 

672. Adaptation is noticeable in recent times when new creeds accept even bingo and 
dance.

673.  In International Herald Tribune, 18 January, 2010.  “A life without goodness and love is a 
sad thing,” says J. Shulevitz. In review of L.Appignanesu, All About Love, in International Herald 
Tribune 13-14 August, 2011.
674. Modern science has a long way to the subtlety of Taoism and Confucianism.
675. Ch. 12. Ware’s translation (洋洋乎大哉).



Confucius’s practical ethics that stresses loyalty and self-control. They 
offered philosophies of life that served the Chinese well for millennia.

In Confucian thought, the primal virtue is “jen” (仁), goodness or 
benevolence. Jen comprises all virtues. Confucius (ca BC 551-479) in the 
East and Socrates (ca BC 470-399) in the West equally emphasized the 
natural goodness of human nature. “The substance of God consists of 
nothing but goodness”, say Plato in Greek thought and Boethius 
(480-524) in  Christian thought.676  They equally refused to define it. It 
should be understood in a person’s acts.677 Confucius, Buddha and Christ 
said the same about Heaven and man. They said much about both the 
good and the virtuous, and the dark and ugly sides of human nature. 
Confucius said simply, “Men’s natures are alike; it is their habits that 
carry them far apart.”678

In Indian rhought, too, one meets the equilibrium of the eternal and the 
temporal. Everything is the manifestation of the one Brahman, the 
transcendental, luminous, supreme soul. On the temporal side one meets 
atman, the individual soul. The tradition has remained the same since the 
time of the Vedas.679 It expresses that “the atman in my  innermost heart is 
Brahman and with him I shall unite when I leave this life.“680 ”The atman, 
the Self,  is never born and never dies. It is without a cause and eternally 
changeless. It is beyond time, unborn, permanent and eternal. It does not 
die when the body dies. Concealed in the heart of all beings lies the 
atman,  he Spirit, the Self, smaller than the smallest atom, greater than the 
greatest spaces.”681 “This mystically experienced union is less accepted in 
the West than in the East,” says Schrödinger.682 As Aldous Huxley adds: 
With an open mind “you find many beautiful similar utterances. You are 
struck by the miraculous agreement between humans of different race, 
different religion knowing nothing about each other’s existence, separated 
by centuries and millennia, and by the greatest distance that there are on 
the globe.”683

676. Cf. Bible, 1 John 4:8,16: “God is love.”  Love and goodness are identical.
677. Socrates said, “Instead of speaking it, I make it understood in my acts”. Xenofon, Memorabia, 
quoted in K. Armstrong 2009, The Case for God, p. 65.
678. Lun Yü, 17. 2.
679. The Vedas are four in number and written by anonymous “seers” at different periods between 
1500 and 500 BC. The last part, the Upanishads, contains their spiritual message.
680. “Brahma is the depersonalized universal spirit without anthropomorphic features.” A. 
Koestler 1960, p. 151.
681. Upanishad quoted in Margenau 1984, p. 135.
682. Schrödinger quoted in Koestler  1984, p. 114.
683. Ibid, pp. 114-115.



The reality is Sunyata, a dynamic Voidness, spaceless and timeless.684 In 
the Vedas the truth is expressed with the simple three-word phrase: Tat 
Tvam Asi, 'That art thou.' Tat s for the Infinite, Absolute and Unknowable 
(Brahman) and is identical with you, Tvam. It is a monism, a Sea of 
Energy, the All in the One, a universal interwovenness of all things and 
events.685 Man descends into himself where Brahman constitutes his 
atman, his soul and self. His atman identifies with the Infinite and is a 
divine jewel in Indra's net of jewels. The Tat Tvam Asi unites men and 
women as brothers and sisters and comprises all Creation, whether 
animal, tree or rock. "The entire universe is permeated with the same soul 
stuff that each one of us possesses." The world of reality is a delusive 
“appearance” and a “shadow play without a play.” Brahman "dwells in the 
lotus of every heart". In solitary meditation one senses a relation with the 
numinous, experienced as a ‘void’ (sunyata). This living void should not 
be confused with the ‘nothingness’ of familiar existentialism. “It is not a 
state of mere nothingness, but the ‘zero’ source of all life and the essence 
of all forms.”686

Buddhism, in all appearances, is an outgrowth of Hindu spirituality. Its 
transcendental consciousness, termed Dharmakaya, Tathata and 
Suchness (Thusness), come from the Upanishads and is not 
communicable through words. It  proclaims the oneness of the Buddha 
in all beings. Its simple message declares that life is suffering caused 
by the attachment to things in the world. Man should strive for 
detachment and nirvana, that is, freedom from  endless reincarnations 
and delusions. When the attachment of the heart are loosened, “all 
doubts cease and evil karmas are burned up.”687 “Not by wealth, nor by 
progeny, nor by much learning, but by renunciation alone can man 
attain  immortal bliss.“688 This might seem negative and pessimistic but 
appealed to people used to pain and affliction.

In the ancient Greek civilization one meets also the unstinted belief in 
higher powers. From Thales (ca 600 BC) there was a belief in divine 
guidance. Both Plato and Plotinus (c. 204-270) taught that man must find 
inspiration inwards. Gods were revered and worshipped. Universal was 
the high regard for the heavenly rule of the world and natural for man to 
be guided by feelings of wonder and devotion. Greece, India and China 
684. A. Bancroft 1979, p. 8. As expressed in the Ashvagosha, ‘The Awakening of Faith’, p. 55, 
quoted in Capra 1976, p. 117: “What is meant by the soul as suchness, is the great all-including 
whole.”
685. Mutatis mutandis, close to “I am what I am” on Mount Sinai; and to “The Cosmic Web, The 
unifying thread of everything,”as expressed by Capra 1976, p. 125.
686. F. Capra 1976, p. 87. It is both existential and meaningful.
687. Quote from the Upanishads
688. Isherwood  1945, p. 298.



urged the inborn moral life. The Abrahamic world did the same, and so 
did peoples around the globe. Morality based on civil law is a recent 
phenomenon in man’s history. Earlier law was rather a supplement to 
divine law or law writ divine. The Ten Commandments is absolute while 
worldly law is relative. However, whether divine or secular, morality is 
related to what is useful and good for man and his society.

No society has lasted long without religion and some mystique. Science 
and reason are not  enough. The French Revolution and Socialist 
countries tried -  without success. There must be faith and belief in the 
unseen, not just reliance on the seen. It might seem ‘senseless’ to the 
modern westerner - but not to the Indian in India.689

“There must be a Design. There must be a Mind. … a Fixed Intention,” 
writes Umberto Eco.690 

29. Happiness and Simplicity

There are hundreds of books written about how to achieve a happy life. 
What they have in common is the search for happiness, in experiences, 
possessions, money, friends, social  relations, memories or some mix of 
them all. It has been theorized about its role in individual and societal life 
and John Stuart Mill (1806-1873) and others have presented the 
Utilitarian Philosophy about its nature and limits. Its “greatest happiness” 
principle, originally formulated by Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832), led to 
discussions about higher and lower forms of happiness and pleasure, to all 
kinds of happiness, slavery, feminism and universal freedom. Basically, 
however, it concerns an individual’s single and private situation.

689. Man’s delight in life, not less his worry for death, arouses the ‘senseless’ feeling of eternity.

690. Umberto Eco 1989, p. 311



Caricature of John Stuart Mill, 1873 (Vanity Fair). He is named A Feminine Philosopher

It is less  often stressed that real happiness requires the inner  dimension 
of the mental balance. If this inner half of happiness is attained, as a 
result, worldly happiness is also naturally attained. The great advantage of 
the well-founded inner-outer equilibrium is that one needs not suffer from 
either satiety or want. The happy life begins with a rich inner life and, 
then, an equally rich outer life. The one feeds the other. Much of the 
illness of our time is the indulgence in possessions, not knowing what is 
‘enough’. “Enough is a feast,“ goes a Zen saying.691 One need not be 
abstemious or inhibited but also not uninhibited and insatiable. Gaiety and 
animated company is enjoyed as much as aloneness and solitary revery. 
One can be introvert and alienated in extrovert company. Spiritual 
nourishment is derived from both sides. To live innerness in public life is 
a happy art. Happy families are all alike, but each unhappy family is 
unhappy in its own way, says Tolstoy.

Plato and Aristotle spoke about temperance in doing and acting. One 
should keep “simple and flexible” and not overdo. Then, one would 
remain “independent of medicine in all but extreme cases.” They spoke 
further about balancing the “cultivation of the mind” with “physical 
training” and “bringing the two elements into tune with one another by 
adjusting the tension of each to the right pitch.” “The erudite body is a 
691. Primack and Abrams 2006, p. 257.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:John_Stuart_Mill,_Vanity_Fair,_1873-03-29.jpg


good body to have.” The  balance of the two activities was important. 
“Excessive emphasis on athletics produces an excessively uncivilized 
type, while a purely literary training leaves men indecently soft.”692

Worldly encounters are temporary and come sooner or later to an end. 
Kierkegaard has described the dreariness he felt after a social event where 
he had been in the centre of the commotion. A wide perspective is needed. 
One-dimensional life is not enough. Life must be given the wings of the 
soul. Each single day should be lived “under the aspect of eternity” (sub 
specie aeternitatis). It should be inspired morning, noon and evening by 
intuition and self-knowledge. The philosopher J. G. Herder (1744-1803) 
exemplified this life of inner-outer harmony. He lived an earthly life with 
many interests, among them, garden work, coupled with an equally rich 
spiritual life, reaching into his life’s unconscious power. His message was 
that any ‘garden’ work ought to run parallel with daily inspiration and 
intuitive feeling.

The sublime life dwells in simplicity. As the Latin expression says: 
“Simplicity is the seal of truth” (Simplex sigillum veri). Long and 
convoluted terminology is no more a sign of truth than the metaphysical 
reasoning which attempts to arrive at eternity logically. Rationality can 
complicate truth, and make it difficult for the majority to comprehend. 
Truth should rather be simplified. The simple life of balance is enjoined: 
"Everyone longs for simple truths which speak not to the head alone but 
also to the heart, which bring clarity to the contemplative spirit and peace 
to the restless pressure of the feelings," says Jung.693 “A simple heart, 
though it may be deceived, never deceives,” says the Hindu.”694 “Not by 
wealth, nor by progeny, nor by much learning, but by renunciation alone 
can man attain immortal bliss,” says the Upanishads.695 “He who 
embodies simplicity is God’s Man,” says Chuang Tzu.696 Though 
everyone is different, everyone has the potential for the simple living that 
makes him attractive to himself. “Beschränkung zeigt der Meister, ” says 
Goethe, and "simple life has its grandeur,"697 says Brecht.

André Comte-Sponville (b. 1952) says: "Simplicity is freedom, buoyancy, 

692.  Ref. to Bill Hayes, Plato’s Body, and Mine, the International Herald Tribune (21 April, 2012) 
and Plato’s The Republic.

693   C. G. Jung, Jung on the East, p. 46. Adapted.
694. Lovejoy 1960, p. 173.
695. Upanishads quoted in Isherwood 1945, p. 298.
696.  Chuang Tzu, ch. 15. 

697.  „Limits show the master.„ Bertolt Brecht in Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny, 
1st act.



transparency. As simple as the air, as free as the air ... The simple person 
does not take himself too seriously or too tragically. ... He goes on his 
merry way, his heart light, his soul at peace. ... The world is his 
kingdom ... and the present his eternity. He has nothing to prove, since he 
has no appearances to keep up, and nothing to seek, since everything is 
before him. What is more simple than simplicity?...It is the life without 
exaggerations, without lies. ... It is the insignificant life, it is the truth."698 
“Simplicity, clarity and depth,” the Per Lagerquist (1891-1974) asks for in 
his angst-ridden poetry.

"Having a simple mind is not the same as being simple-minded. ... It 
involves simplifying our acts, our speech and our thoughts and ridding 
ourselves of the superfluous."  It results in clarity of thought and in 
freedom from covetousness, vanity, jealousy and selfishness.  Remember 
that "It is life near the bone where it is sweetest."699

Man is born selfish and greedy. Self-interest is part of his genetic 
inheritance. In this respect he does not differ from nature otherwise. 
Perhaps egocentricity was once necessary to survive in harsh 
surroundings -- in caves and wilderness. The acquisition of the essentials 
in terms of food, clothing and shelter required a self-assertive mentality. It 
is a miracle that he managed to survive at all. Within the tribe,  the family, 
clan or state, the rate of self-interest was reduced but, sadly, contemporary 
man is much the same as the early caveman who had to struggle for 
existence. He displays the same self-indulgence in all ventures, resulting 
in hatred, treachery, conflicts and aggression. History inspires horror: 
there are no two pages without blood and horror!  War has been a natural 
and common function until modern democracy. Thomas Hobbes 
(1588-1679) said that life of man was “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and 
short” and “war of every man against every man” until an absolute 
authority brought order (in Leviathan, 1651). It is not least true in the light 
of the last century: Never has the carnage been worse than during the 
second world war. 

Hobbes, like Plato, looked for the absolute wise ruler. He was too early 
for democracy.  Is it not true that power, position and wealth can drive 
even the most honorable individual to perform acts of cruelty toward his 
fellow beings? Today, these urges are held at bay by democracy and 
separation of powers. Man’s freedom is checked by statutes, 
698 A. Comte-Sponville is quoted in M. Ricard, Happiness, pp. 165-166. See A. Comte-
Sponville, Petit traité des grandes vertu, pp. 199-208.

699 M. Ricard, Happiness, pp. 164-165. and H. D.Thoreau, Walden , in Conclusion.



representation and the rule of law in a number of countries.

The world is also today in dire need of well-adjusted 'egoless' people who 
display ‘learned ignorance’.700 The social life should be saturated by 
individuals who live the inner-outer life of balance. “They carry on their 
business naturally and offer their services without words.“701. The Good 
Samaritan is as needed as in Biblical times to assist the assaulted and to 
succour the needy. ”In proportion as he simplifies his life, the laws of the 
universe appear less complex, and solitude is not solitude, nor poverty 
poverty, nor weakness weakness.”702 If one is open and transparent 
inwards, one is open and transparent outwards. One is ready for revelation 
and inspiration and one is ready to empathize and sympathize. To be 
attuned to one’s inner comes first. This means, among other things, to be 
free from rivalry with the neighbour about who has the most elegant 
specimen of such and such an object.

As Chuang Tzu says, "He who maintains his simplicity is unblended with 
anything" and "He who embodies simplicity and spontaneity is Tao's 
man." He says further that "He who humbles himself wins hearts." The 
Taoist Chinese held the “uncarved block”‚ p’u (j. boku 樸), as his ideal 
self. The raw, uncarved p'u is a metaphor for simplicity of consciousness. 
“Be clumsy, it helps,” was his motto. “The Sage plays stupid and lives 
longer,“ says Chuang Tzu. The artless method leads both to triumph and 
to failure; in similar fashion, it leads to naturalness and modesty. 
Simplicity reigns the holy! As Thoreau exclaimed: “Our life is frittered 
away by details ... Simplify, simplify.” 

A person cannot always follow Epicurus' maxim to "live unknown" but he 
can endeavour to be known as little as possible. In the same manner, he 
can strive after living penniless and taciturn. But some cash and words are 
necessary. "Man cannot live by bread alone," says the Bible - but he 
cannot live without bread either! The ideal is to be content and rich, 
singing Gershwin's "I Got Plenty o' Nuttin' an' Nuttin's Plenty fo' Me," 
and savour the bliss of little,703 never dispensing with the cult of  
simplicity.

700.     From Nicholas of Kusa: de docta ignorantia, “On Learned Ignorance”.
701.     Lao Tzu, ch. 72; free translation by F. Capra 1976, p. 105. “Words might be used, but none 
of them absolute,“ Lao Tzu, ch. 1, Bynner’s translation.
702.     Walden,  Conclusion (p. 217).
703. Or as Tom Joad says at the end of Steinbeck’s “The Grapes of Wrath” (film 
version): "... A fella ain't got a soul of his own - just a little piece of a big soul. 
The one big soul that belongs to everybody ..." 



Confucius gave expression to this ideal: “Admirable indeed was the virtue 
of Hui! With a single bamboo dish of rice, a single gourd of drink, and 
living in his mean barrow lane; while others could not have endured the 
distress, he did not allow his joy to be affected by it, Admirable indeed 
was the virtue of Hui!”704 In the appreciation of the minimum the  
between the eternal and the temporal is achieved.

This was also the message by William Occam (ca. 1285- ca. 1348) who 
propagated economy both in material life and in thought and philosophy. 
Confucius exemplified this life in the above quote in the Lun Yü, and 
Occam expressed the same, saying that “Theories should not be any more 
complex than necessary.” This law of parsimony is given the name 
‘Occam’s razor’.705 Intellectuals and writers should have “Occam’s razor” 
pasted on the door,  reminding them of the truth that anything worth being 
written should be expressed short. They should remember G. E. Lessing’s 
(1729-1781) wise words: “A big book is a big evil.” “Brevity is the soul 
of wit,“ says Shakespeare.706 “Everything should be made as simple as is 
possible - but not simpler,” says Einstein.

704. Lun Yü VI:9.
705. William of Occam, English Franciscan Friar.
706. Hamlet, 2, 2, 90.



The maximum life is popular and preferred by most people; the ’just 
enough’ ideal is less popular. Man has to learn to live with less! Today’s 
motto ought to be: “Beat the needs and bring the necessities of life to a 
minimum! And remember what Thoreou said: ”Superfluous wealth can 
buy superfluities only!”707 To have what one needs and be satisfied with 
enough is true freedom! This means happiness in life, says Daniel 
Kahneman (b. 1934).708 There is, however, a difference between having 
everything and striving for ever more and having little or nothing and 
longing for necessary things. To desire what one naturally needs must be 
considered good and legitimate.709

A minimum of words are best for any great truth. Gautama Buddha said 
that “Life is suffering”. Christ said plainly, “Love each other.” In today’s 
political world a candidate can win an election with the simple slogan, 
“We can change.”

No word at all is the best. Neither Buddha nor Christ nor Muhammed, left 
any written message. The same refers to Lao Tzu, Confucius and 
Socrates. They had, however, followers who remembered and wrote down 
what they said. A true prophet must, as it were, be just a prophet. To be 
learned does not work. An example in the Judaic world is Philo who lived 
about the time of Christ. He was a learned Jew who “harmonised the 
wisdom of Athens with the revelations of Jerusalem” and wrote much 
about both subjects. He is unknown today while Christ ….. 710

707. Thoreou also said wittily, “What is simple need not be simple!”, In The Walden.
708. The motto must then be not to have what is not needed!
709. It cannot be called ‘unbridled consumerism.’The Chinese also condemned excessive life and 
preached a ‘just enough’ philosophy. They censured Yang Chu for his ‘total egotism’ and Mo Ti for 
his ‘universal love’ philosophy. See Lidin 2011, pp. 141-150.
710. Liebman 1966, p. 176.



So what?

30. Balance 

Balance has many ways and faces. Everything is balanced. There is 
polarity in all spheres and everywhere. As there is a natural world, there is 
a spiritual world. The totality is in balance and so is every part. Look into 
biology: how everything is wonderfully balanced. Look into economics: 



how every business deal is balanced. Look out into cosmos: how every 
star and planet is balanced in their circuits. Likewise, a written sentence 
must be balanced. Above, the balance, the Tao, of existence and 
nonexistence! In the beginning there was nothing, says science. “In the 
beginning God created Heaven and Earth”, says the Bible. ”In the 
beginning was the ineffable Tao”, says Lao Tzu. One way or another, 
cosmic attraction and repulsion evolved the world of polarities.  “When 
the correlation between two measures is less than perfect, regression 
inevitably occurs,” writes D. Kahneman.711 Eternal time and spatial 
infinity wraps and envelops everything. The truth lies in their balance!

True balance requires as much looking inwards as outwards and
differs from individual to individual and from situation to situation. There 
is symmetry in every existent, also in man. He, too, is a balanced creature. 
He has his physical exterior and his mental interior. He is both a sinner 
and a saint, both an egotist and an altruist.712  Everything comes double in 
his life. His outer self radiates temporality and his inner self reflects 
eternity. He is born to be balanced. If he is not, his existence becomes 
one-sided and endangered and his life is not lived in full and not what it 
should be. If his life has the stress on the temporal side, as so often in our 
day, mental imbalance upsets his being. If the stress is on inner psychic 
life, it has the same effect. He must make an effort to keep a happy 
equilibrium. He must harmonize his worlds, and strive for their levelled 
totality. For every positive swing there must be a negative swing. Take the 
one and you have the other, too.  Life must be even inner-outer. When the 
processes are in balance, he can go forth. Without the right proportions, he 
is lost. Life should be like Christ on the cross, one arm stretching inner 
and the other outer, the cross itself pointing into the heavens and down 
into the earth. A person’s life should be the same stretching in and out, up 
and down.

The balanced mind, that is, the mind that is neither inner nor outer but 
rests in their middle, need not worry about luck and success. The lucky 
break comes to the mind that rests in itself, is empty and ready for 
Chance. It can be, in innumerable ways,  coincidence, it can be flashes of 
dreams, day and night, it can be providence of humans and immaterial 
things…. To be lucky in a worldly sense and dream of success in worldly 
endeavour….

To live the life of balance is good for you both mentally and
physically. As for religious people generally, it decreases blood pressure 

711. Kahneman 2011, p. 180, with reference to F. Galton.
712. Sacks, Jonathan, The Moral Animal, in International Herald Tribune, 24nDecember, 1912.



and adds years to life. That these are bonuses on top of a happy life, are 
recent discoveries by sociologists.

Balance is, however, never static but ever changing. Nature  varies from 
person to person, from situation to situation. Life is wobbly and 
temporary and brings happiness and unhappiness of the moment. It is 
never obtained once and for all. Ite is a matter of daily achievement and 
vigilance. As soon as it is obtained, it is often gone. Both on the human 
and the social levels. All future is uncertain. On the personal level it takes 
prayer and meditation and on the public level love and empathy. It is 
man’s duty to cultivate and maintain a happy equipoise from day to day 
and be wary of fluctuations in politics, economics and science. As the 
world gets evermore complicated, it takes better and better brains. The 
man or woman of exceptional ability is needed to solve the deadly 
conflicts that can mean the end of ALL!

Balanced harmony is up to man. He is the social animal who easily 
disregards the Socratic precept engraved on the temple at Delphi: meden 
agan (μηδὲν ἄγαν) - ‘nothing in excess’! He must, unlike plant and 
animal, discern the demarcation line between too much and too little‘713. 
The Romans expressed the same demand with aurea mediocritas, “the 
golden mean”,  and in medio stat virtus, “virtue lies in moderation”, the 
desirable middle between excess and deficiency. The same restraint is 
naturally witnessed in the animal world, where sufficiency is natural.

The Chinese understood the importance of moderation. Lao Tzu says, 
“The sage avoids excess and extravagance,“   Chuang Tzu says, “Keep 
your expenditures low and lessen your desires, and you will have 
enough,”714 and Chu Hsi says, “For nourishing the mind  there is nothing 
better than having few desires.”715  The Chinese understood that true 
luxury needs few things and, and, like Shakesprare, that to be content is to 
be rich.

Balance is needed in economics and politics. Whatever its size, a 
corporation must maintain the economic equilibrium to exist and function. 
On the state level, a country must today find its stability under a shifting 
array of political parties. Today, finally, the whole globe must find 
stability and balance under the UN world order.

Chesterton writes that a creature from the moon would at once be 
713. Compare the Swedish motto lagom with its commandment: ‘just enough’. Sweden has been 
called “landet ‘(the country’) lagom”, where no one shall be or have too much - or  too little). 
714. Chuang Tzu, Ch. 20, in James B. Ware 1963, p. 131.
715. Quotation in Lidin 2009, p. 45.



convinced that the human body is duplicate. “A man is two men, he on the 
right exactly resembling him on the left. Having noted that there was an 
arm on the right and one on the left, he might go further and still find on 
each side the same number of fingers, the same number of toes, twin eyes, 
twin ears, twin nostrils, and even twin lobes of the brain. At last he would 
take it as a law; and then, where he found a heart on one side, he would 
deduce that there was another heart on the other. And just then, where he 
must felt he was right, he would be wrong.”716

As man is thus physically duplicate, he is also mentally double. He lives 
“in medias res.” In his mind and heart he balances Heaven and Earth. He 
is both subject and object. The two sides are there as the two wings of a 
bird. There is correlation and interplay. The ‘complementarity principle’, 
presented by Niels Bohr exemplifies this universal balance. In his atomic 
theory he presents the “opposites of energy and time” and in his vision of 
the good future he sees a “harmony of symmetries” that will embrace 
mankind with a wisdom of peace and happiness. The determinate world 
deflects and reflects an indeterminate world. His coat-of-arms expressed 
his overall thinking with the yin-yang symbol in its centre and the latin 
above: Contraria sunt complementa.

 

Niels Bohr’s coat of arms with th e inscription: 
Contraria sunt complementa, ‘Contraries are complementary’ and the yin and yang symbol.

 
Equilibrium does not relate only to Heaven and earth. It also relates to an 
individual’s day-to-day earthly life, to his family and social life. One must 
be in harmony as much on the private level as on the social level, 
nationally and internationally. Whether seen or not, there is radiation and 
716. Chesterton 1908, p. 131-132. “Mother Nature likes redundancies,” writes Taleb, 2007, p. 312.



counter-radiation of influences. The sad exception is today’s modern 
world where the stress has come to be on the material world and the 
spiritual context is forgotten. The cathedral does no longer balance the 
castle and holy ceremonies precede worldly events less and less. The 
Olympic Games were always in the honour of the gods in its long Greek 
history. The inaugurations of the modern Olympic games turn into an 
extravaganza when the organizing nation attempts to surpass the earlier 
organizing nations in national euphoria. At the inauguration of a president 
in America just a quick “God bless America” is added and when the queen 
of Denmark greets the nation on New Year’s Eve she finishes with a quick 
“Gud velsigne Danmark” (‘God bless Denmark’). Heaven fades and earth 
dominates.

A person’s balance is his private matter, for him to achieve, to nourish and 
to live. L’homme moyen, the average man, is a construct made by social 
science and philosophers who strive for equality, for Marx and Engels. 
True human balance is  personal and exudes the inner happiness that 
automatically leads to virtuous life. The balanced man feels and knows 
his duties where he is placed in society. He is equal with no one and with 
everyone. He  nourishes his aptitude for intuition and reduces the 
fluctuations of randomness.

Time is transitory and change its companion. It makes balance 
asymmetrical in no time. Only minutes old they change to their opposites. 
Balance and symmetry meet imbalance and asymmetry the moment they 
are achieved. “Take the one, and you have the other.” The day you reach 
the top, the way down begins.  And “the people you meet on the way  up, 
you will meet again on the way down.“717 Success can meet with the 
tragedy on the very same day. We read about the movie star who wins the 
prize at a ceremony and suffers a family tragedy in the evening. Or the 
scholar who meets laurel and death on the same day. Thus, balance has at 
all times its reverse side. Intriguing, on the other hand, both success and 
failure can be cumulative. Success can lead to continued success and 
failure to continued failure. One person can seem to be born with a silver 
spoon and another with a curse. Life is a lottery of lucky and unlucky 
breaks throughout.
As “you dig down, you dig up,”718 said Professor Boodberg. If the 
morning is rosy, be aware, the evening might be grey. In victory, fasten 

717. Taleb 2007, quotatrion, p. 221-
718. In a lecture at Berkeley in 1960 Professor Peter Boodberg stopped, reminisced and 
remembered that, digging a trench on the eastern front in 1915, he realized that “when you dig

down, you dig up.” Thoreau expressed similarly that “you must dig down deep in order to aim 
high.”



the helmet and be on your guard. The triumphant emperor in Rome had a 
slave who whispered in his ear that he was mortal. He knew that the risk 
was at its highest when the feeling of success reached its maximum.719 
“Conduct your triumph as your funeral!” say the Chinese. Christ echoed 
the same truth when he said that “He who loveth his life shall lose it.”

Great art shows both soul and balance. In religion subject and object unite 
and the goal is absolute unity. “Any interval between the two is 
detrimental to truth.”720 In transcendental consciousness they form a 
seamless whole. In his ignorance man does not see that the determinate 
world is only a reflection of an indeterminate reality.  
 
The good and the bad are found side by side in all human activities and 
relationships. Fads come and go. Wisdom in human life is limited. Nature 
and nurture must go hand in hand in every  endeavour. The good is hard 
to achieve but worth striving for. The goal must be inner-outer harmony. 
As Heinz Pagels says, "Our capacity for fulfillment can come only 
through faith and feelings. But our capacity for survival must come from 
reason and knowledge. ”721  Or as James Madison (1751-1836)  puts it, 
“As there is a degree of depravity in mankind which requires a certain 
degree of circumspection and and distrust, so there are other qualities in 
human nature, which justify a certain portion of esteem ad confidence.”

Creation keeps its balance naturally - except man!722 His balance does not 
come easily as for other existents. He must work on it. He must be wary 
and heed signals that warn him that effervescence, greed and envy 
threaten his physical balance. If his freedom extends beyond what 
goodness allows, the celestial law is broken and “sins” are committed.
He is the moral animal. Who ever heard of a moral or immoral animal or 
an ecil? A flower and an animal have their given programs without any 
attached freedom and need not worry about evil. Man’s freedom of will, 
on the other hand, can lead to evils and sins. The Gospel lists, for 
example, “evil thoughts, deceits, murders, adulteries, fornication, thefts, 
false witness, blaphemies, covetousness and pride”.723 To them can be 
added many more, lust, greed, ambition, drugs  alcohol et cetera. Such 
lists are found in religious works worldwide. The animal kingdom does 
not show sins and wrong-doing, and, of course, not the plant kingdom.

719. F, Galton (1822-1911) in a life-long project found that life strives for the mean. See his 
“Regression towards Mediocrity” (1886).
720. Isherwood  1945, p. 123. 
721. Pagels 1982, The Cosmic Code, quoted in Wikipedia.
722. “That is why the world is in such a mess.” Hawking 2010, p. 33.
723. Matthew, 15: 19; Mark. 7:21-22.



Aristotle noted, “Men are good in one way, but bad in many,“ expressing 
that the human condition allows man to both and evil.724 The human code 
favours what is desirable and rejects what is bad and harmful, and  
provides the freedom which allows the personal life. Man has both his 
intellect and his intuition to lead him. With the tool of reason, he can do 
much, but, armed with feeling and intuition, he can do more. His freedom 
of choice allows him to surpass the proper measure but his conscience 
tells him when he has crossed the boundary between what is good and evil 
and what is right and wrong.725

Religions differ in their views on evil. Christianity teaches that all men 
are sinners while Confucianism does not. The modern rule is that the evil 
begins when man forgets what the good demands and allows exaggeration 
to take over. Not least expanded education and learning broadens freedom 
-  not always for man’s good. Technical innovations can be used in useful 
as well as harmful ways. When man crosses the line and leaves what is 
beneficial, wickedness begins and the upshot might be sorrow and  grief. 
This can be witnessed today when man’s inventions have brought him to 
where he is ready for the final carnage and the annihilation of himself. 
This has been true since 1945.

Through history there has been the conviction that all things, however 
different, are linked together in a cosmic web and that the above balances 
the below. It has been man’s duty to be in harmony with their powers. 
This is witnessed worldwide in every culture and society. All human 
success depends on it. The anthropologists have not registered a tribe that 
does not honour an unseen reality. As tribes grew into settled populations, 
religions developed with priesthoods and temples. The priests were the 
kings, and the kings the priests. Most history, East and West, can 
afterwards be read as a record of a terrestrial world under kings and a 
spiritual cosmos under priests. This situation has changed as man in the 
western world, gradually, has just sought a worldly alignment. The 
religious orientation is explained as a human deviation and a child’s 
dependence on his mother. It is, then, a deviation of some duration and 
size: from man’s beginning on earth until today’s billions of believers find  

724. Aristotle is quoted in  Bryan Magee, The Story of Philosophy, London  2001, p. 35.
725. B. Russel 1935, p. 189. says that ‘the mystic emotion’ may be ‘something of very great value 
- the same kind of thing … that is given by contemplation. …’  “I cannot admit any method  of 
arriving at truth except that of science, but in the realm of the emotions I do not deny the value of 
the experiences which have given rise to religions.”   



the meaningful balance in faith!726

In the Abrahamic traditions the struggle between both individuals and 
states is emphasized, as also between man and nature and man and man. 
Darwin recognized competition between species, mutation, and the 
emergence of new species. The emphasis of comprehensive harmony in 
eastern thought contrasts with the struggle and wrestle in western thought.

Hegel’s dialectical thought describes how history moves from one 
extreme to another, from thesis to antithesis, ending up in syntheses, on 
and on in perpetuam. This is one way to comprehend the Creation. One 
notes harmonies and conflicts, constantly moving from permanence to 
change and from change to permanence, showing the spirit of God in    
the whirlswind of history.

Aldous Huxley discusses man’s situation: “Man is an amphibious being 
who lives simultaneously or successively in several universes - in the 
world of matter, the world of mind, the world of spirit, in the individual 
and in the social world; in the home-made universe of his own artifacts, 
institutions, and imaginings, and in the given, the God-made universe of 
nature, elegance and grace.”

There is traffic back and forth between the sensory reality and the 
unconscious. The flow of life can be likened to a pendulum swinging from 
outer depravity to inner bliss. It must be restrained and the oscillation held 
at bay. Man can swing so far inwards that he reaches the border of the 
divine, and so far outwards that he nears the region of hell. When the 
zigzag is in moderation, he stays close to his inner self and remains 
human.

Balance touches all circumstances of life. A painter presents it in a 
picture, a carpenter in a piece of furniture.  Art cannot do without form 
and colour to create the harmony that pleases the eye of the spectator and 
brings warmth - even when it is cold. Man is poor when his material life 
is not paired with his inner soul. The one side has to be cared for and 
nurtured as much as the other. The symphony of a human being craves as 
many calories for the one as for the other. Good food for the body should 
be matched by equally good food for the soul. They are the two sides of 
happiness and need the right measure.727 

726. Dawkins 2006, pp. 389-391.Today’s society is  cloven. Many still belong to the former world 
of old values.
727. Complete life requires both. “If you go East, you end up West!”



Since time immemorial the human mind fused inwardly and outwardly. 
There was thrust between the two sides both individually and collectively. 
With the scientific advance the inner impetus was lost. With modern life it 
was discarded and conceded to the single individual to be handled 
personally. Today’s hope is that the new quantum sight and a wider 
outlook, will restore the inner-outer equilibrium.

Life is thus an unstable balancing act. It is hard to maintain. Personal 
balance is, however, necessary. In the morning, in the evening and at 
times in-between a person must redress his poise. A full and rich day 
requires the inner-outer equilibrium. In the morning he must prepare 
himself for a day’s slings and arrows, in the evening for a good night’s 
sleep, and during the day he must again and again restore his harmony. 
His balance changes and harmony must change accordingly. He must let 
intuition be part of his day, occasionally stop up to regain the momentum, 
perhaps reciting a mantra, and after a cup of coffee, continue his 
activities. The Japanese Buddhist Shinran (1163-1262) recommends: 
"always with [the mantra] Namu Amida Buddha ("Honour to the Amida 
Buddha") in your mind and on your lips! Tenzin Palmo, a Tibetan nun, 
writes, "You can meditate walking down the corridor, waiting for the 
traffic lights to change, at the computer, standing in a queue, in the 
bathroom, combing your hair. Just be there in the present, without the 
mental commentary."728 “Look into yourself and be a lamp onto 
yourself!“ is Buddha’s injunction.

For the Chinese,  balance has been axiomatic in all history. There is the 
unchanging reality above and an ever-changing reality below. This has 
been axiomatic in cosmic as well as in ethical and social thought. The 
early classic Chung Yung, “The Doctrine of the Mean,” says “Moderation 
(chung 中, J. chû) is the great foundation of the world, and harmony (ho 
和, J. ka (wa) its universal path.”729 This thinking can be studied from age 
to age and from philosopher to philosopher. They emphasized earth and 
heaven also after Buddhism brought its message. This Chinese trend is 
lastly observed in the Neo-Confucian tradition and exemplified by Chu 
Hsi . He put as much emphasis on science outwards as insight inwards. 
After him came Wang Yang-ming with the concept chih-hsing ho-i  知行
合一　(J. chikô-gôi), “knowledge and action in union”. He established 
the “learning of the heart and mind” (hsin-hsüeh 心学, J. shingaku) and 

728. Tenzin Palmo (b, 1942) in Ricard 2006, p. 230. She is a Tibetan Buddhist, and preaches 
meditatiom.
729. Chung Yung, ch. 1.



the belief in the “innate good knowledge (liang shih 良知, J. ryôchi).730 
He was more inner than Chu Hsi, but both were in line with their 
forefathers Lao Tzu and Confucius.

What is certain is that each individual possesses his divine world, just as 
his profane world, and that there is travel between them. These have to be 
in proportion to one another for a happy life, with the interior world given 
priority. It is up to each person to hit upon his own mode to coordinate his 
mind’s movement. Some concentration is required but quiet meditation 
suffices to open the door to the intuitive self. One has to let go of 
wayward anxieties and remain relaxed and calm, and in stillness attain the 
liberty of authentic existence and allow intuition to be the beacon of life.
Man mostly dwells in the range of his psyche of reasoning. In order to 
move to where thinking and non-thinking converge, he must "inscend" 
from head to heart. This should just constitute the initial stage, only as 
long as it takes to proceed through the confines of sensory consciousness, 
from outer awareness to inner, absolute awareness where the wonder of 
bliss is felt.

It is your duty, says Jakob Böhme (1175-1224), "to press into the 
centre, ... be silent before the Lord, sitting alone with him in your inmost 
and most hidden cell, your inward being centrally united in itself." Robert 
Browning (1812-1889) says that "There is an inmost centre in us all, 
where truth abides in fullness ..." and says that "God is seen in the star, in 
the stone, in the flesh, in the soul and the clod." The Eternal, in Jacob 
Böhme's words, "seeks itself and finds itself in itself ... and is the flowing 
out of the divine Wisdom”. Plotinos says that for the immediate 
apprehension of the divine truth we only need "the faculty which all 
possess, but few use.” “All things hide mystery, also human nature, and 
“the path of mystery leads inwards."

31.  Man and Nature

The antagonism between nature and man that characterizes western 
culture has its roots in the Bible that demands man to subdue and exploit 
the earth.731 This demand, as an integral part of the Christian religion, has 
influenced the West through a couple of millennia and now all mankind. 

730. Wang Yang-ming and Bergson are close in their intuitive beliefs. Cf. Tu Wei-ming 1976, pp. 
192-196ff.T
731 “We bend Nature to our will in countless ways. We move mountains, and make caves, fly at 
speeds no other organism can achieve and tap the power of the atom. We are terribly clever.” G. 
Hardin, Nature and Man’s Fate, p. 329.



A natural law says that ‘Something has to die for something to live.’ This 
is expressed by Christ when he says, “Except a corn of wheat fall into the 
ground and die, it abideth alone: but if it die, it bringeth forth much fruit.” 
For life there must be death and for death there must be life. Death pairs 
life. All the glamorous pictures and smiling faces today belie the fact that 
everyone lives in the shadow of death.732

The joy of the medieval cathedral faded as science and worldly conquest 
took over. “The new capitalist Weltgeist held out ample room for greed 
and gold to gain the upper hand. Mammon and avidity brought the 
Europeans out on the oceans, disclosing new lands. Blatant rapacity in 
internecine European competition led from the Portuguese and Spanish 
thalassocracies to the Dutch and British ocean empires which dominated 
the world for centuries. Not much religion was spared when the 
Portuguese or Spanish met the British and Dutch on the high seas and 
they burned and killed each other - always in the name of God.”      

“This defiant posture has driven man onward from victory to victory. It 
has led him into the atom and to the moon; now it takes him beyond the 
sun and into the expanding universe. He has the globe in his hands and he 
has improved his lot. The scientific enquiry, confirmed by the act of 
inductive reasoning, has widened and enriched his views on cosmos and 
Creation.”733

Now, balance concerns not least human morality. Entelechy has instilled 
in man the ability to feel either moral or immoral. This differs from 
person to person and is granted man together with compassion and 
sympathy.734 Nowadays man interprets these sentiments in terms of 
Darwinism and modern psychology, but they are the royal connection 
between this world and the supernatural world. The Eternal is the giver 
and man can accept them or refuse them. It is up to him to enrich or 
impoverish his life.

One can experience the Eternal in a piece of music, in the beauty of art, in 
the vista of a garden. It can be met in the recurrent patterns of intimate 
relationships, in invocation and prayer, the life line into the light. It brings 
the spiritual satisfaction that one needs in everyday life. There is meaning 
in the most insignificant happenings, in everything.

732.  Death makes us philosophers, says Schopenhauer.

733  Lidin 2009, ch. 23. See R. M. Torrance, The Spiritual Quest, pp. 273-277.
734. The Chinese Han philosopher Yang Hsiung (BC 53-AD 18) said that the nature of man at 
birth is neither good nor bad, but a mixture of both.



Poetry and music constitute bridges between the universal soul and a rich 
personal life. One listens to Beethoven's 5th symphony and is transported 
beyond the “boundaries of the self” (Koestler), feeling the sublime bliss 
that reaches the very last cell, and "knowing that 'es einen Gott im 
Himmel gibt'" (Einstein). The same infinite is experienced when one reads 
William Wordsworth’s  Tintern Abbey:

“While with an eye made quiet by the power
Of harmony, and the deep power of joy,
We see into the life of things ...

                          I have felt
A Presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean and the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man
A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought
And rolls through all things.”735

As Einstein puts it, "All religions, arts and sciences are branches on the 
same tree." All things considered, the person is rare who has not felt the 
immense joy when the eye ‘in a fine frenzy rolling, doth glance from 
heaven to earth, from earth to heaven’.736 These precious transforming 
events seem to come from the conscious senses, but the unconscious 
comprehension comes from the deep within.737 They can be referred to as 
human understanding of religious revelations.738 It can be debated whether 
Heaven or Earth is the beginning of the sublime knowledge. Shakespeare 
is impartial when he speaks about "a fine frenzy rolling from Heaven to 
Earth, from Earth to Heaven," allowing for the inner and the outer to 
cooperate in being the source.739

735 W. Wordsworth, Tintern Abbey, l. 37 and l. 88.
736.  Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, V, i ,2

737 F. C. Happold, op.cit., p. 93, and N. M. Wildiers, An Introduction to Teilhard de 
Chardin, p. 117.
738. “The two energies - of mind and  matter - spread respectively through the two layers of the 
world (the within and the without),” says Teilhard du Chardin, quoted in Morowitz 2002, p. 176.

739     Communion with nature is recommended by H. D. Thoreau  and R. W. 
Emerson (1812-1868) as a source of spiritual life. To live according to nature is 
to respect its laws. Walt Whitman nourished his “soul" in poetry. C. R. Metzger, 



Any great elation, one's first love, a great success, a scenery, recovery 
from an illness, a moment of passion, a scientific or spiritual insight and 
other shattering events constitute experiences of the Eternal in a person's 
life. Even a thought, a single moment in time, can be poetic and uplifting. 
One can live more poems than others have written!

All the small experiences and events in one’s life under any name are 
miracles per se and proof of the Eternal. They are divine and as 
paranormal as life itself. Analyzing one’s life as a whole or parts of it, one 
meets the shafts of a Will operating in it. It does not need to be walking on 
water and bending spoons. It can be mundane, natural miracles, coming 
from both the  conscious and the unconscious. It can be common sense as 
well as beyond comprehension. Whether one kind or the other, they depart 
from rationality. One must be open to them and accept them, as they are 
experienced! Life and happiness depend on them. With or without glasses, 
they are miracles! As Confucius said, “Man is pillowed by nature and 
enveloped in its harmony.”

32. The Invisible Hand

There are both Fate and Freedom at play in human life.  Fate means 
destiny for all life - plant, animal and man - and freedom means man’s 
liberty to act for his own good. Each blade of grass has its fate stamped on 
its existence and each animal exists within its determined limits. Man is 
also destined to live his ordained life, an “amalgam of chance and 
choice.”740 He is given the meaningful balance between what is absolute 
and what is conditional. As regards a plant or an animal the rules are 
definite and only slow changes take place through mutations over millions 
of years. Man, on the other hand, has the freedom to adapt to living 
parameters. He has a moral responsibility that neither plant nor animal is 
bothered by. Time and space constrain him and history and geography 
confine him. He must test and evaluate his situation constantly, looking 
forwards and backwards. It is beyond his capacity to fathom all 
eventualities. He must find “the course of action which is the most 
beneficial --- as in eating and drinking and in the propagation of the 
species.”741

Thoreau and Whitman, p. 19.
740. J. Wheeler quoted in Davies 1992. p. 185.
741. Darwin’s Autobiography 1958, p. 89.  Cf. God is Spirit and God is Love. John 4:24 .



Man must humbly accept the Eternal as the instigator and “allow the 
ineffable to remain ineffable,” as Wittgenstein says. Man’s goal is to seek 
“the simple invisible that explains the complex visible,“742 and experience 
the divine here on earth in space and time (sub specie aeternitatis). He 
must recognize the Writing on the Wall. He must learn to ‘read’ it and 
‘relate’ to its invisible dimension just as in the ‘see-touch’ world of 
experience. Freedom lies in the correlation and correspondence of the 
Eternal with the temporal.

Balshazzar’s Feast and the WRITING ON THE WALL. Rembrandt, 1630.743

People feel the foresight in their lives and that there is a higher order. 
Whatever i t is , whether the Eternal is the great 
‘Accountant’ (Kierkegaard) or ‘Il Commendatore’ (Mozart) who decides 
the route of an existent, it is up to the individual to be sensitive and 
sympathetic to what it brings.

As Wade says, “Maybe religion needs to undergo a second 
transformation.”744 It needs to be transformed into a version befitting a 
new age. The new wine must be simple and global and true to the emotion 
and the reason of every land. Whether of one kind or another, the goal is 
spiritual unity. Worldly knowledge, physics, chemistry, biology and so on 
must be paid respect, and, likewise, inner knowledge and inspiration from 
the subjective self. Heaven and Earth must be equal parts of the picture. 
The goal must be peace and prosperity, for man and society alike. The war 
between science and religion and the arrogance of secularization will 

742. Jean Baptiste Perrin.
743. Daniel (Bible), ch. 5. The text on the wall was Mene mene tekel - parsin (“You are weighed in 
the  and found wanting”. 
744. Wade 2009, p. 21.



come to an end. Mankind will move “towards the unification of mankind 
and a unitary world in which science is a part of the whole,” says 
Koestler. It will be a world without the evils of colour, race and class .745 

32. Heaven and the Chinese

The Chinese had already in the sixth century BC two terms for things 
above and beyond. The Taoists had the term tao, the Way, and the 
Confucianists the term t’ien, Heaven. Tao and Heaven have been the 
terms indicating the Eternal ever since. Lao Tzu used the term Tao as the 
name of the ineffable truth and his teaching has been called Taoism.746 
Lao Tzu’s tao, Aristotle’s entelecheia and Chu Hsi’s li point to the same 
Heavenly Principle that is effused in reality both as a Whole and as parts. 
It parallels Plato’s ideal community and Aristole’s entelechy.

In classical times the Chinese expressed the balance of things with the yin 
and the yang (yin-yang 陰陽, J. inyô), the two components which 
compose and animate everything. Through their interplay all things come 
into being and then vanish. Heaven is predominantly yang and Earth is 
predominantly yin. Yin corresponds to darkness, cold, contraction, the 
female sex, the valley and river while yang to light, warmth, expansion, 
the male sex, the mountain, sun and fire. They form a duality, a cosmic 
circle in dynamic symmetry, and their cyclic movement correlates with 
the course of the universe. The yin-yang circle is black in one half and 
white in the other, always with a spot of yang in the yin half, and a spot of 
yin in the yang half. The dark always contains an element of light, and the 
light always an element of dark.747

As Tung Chung-shu (AD 179?-104?) says,

745. Koestler 1972, p. 90 and Niebuhr 1949, in toto.

746. See L. Kohn, Early Chinese Mysticism, pp. 45-50. In other contexts, Tao equals 
"thusness" in Buddhist thought and  jen, "compassion" or "goodness" in Confucian 
thought. See  F.S.C. Northrop, The Meeting of East and West", p. 350.

747 The yin and yang thinking might have been developed as early as 1.000 B.C., but 
since it first appears in writing in the fourth century BC. it cannot be said what comes 
from earlier times and what was new interpretations during the great philosophical 
centuries from the sixth to the third century BC. In essence, the yin and yang are Heaven 
and Earth in other terms. The whole cosmos is an interplay between male and female 
forces, and everything possesses the characteristics of both.



“In all things there must be correspondences. Thus if there is the upper, 
there must be the lower. If there is the left, there must the right. If there is 
cold, there must be heat. If there is day, there must be night. If there is 
strength, there must be weakness.  The yin is the correlate of yang, the son 
of the father, the wife of the husband, the subject of the sovereign. There 
is nothing that does not represent a correspondence, rooted in the yin and 
the yang. The sovereign is yang, the subject is yin; the father is yang and 
the son is yin; the husband is yang and the wife is yin.”

The feminine yin comes first in the Chinese tradition. It balances the 
masculine yang that comes second. The Chinese is worldly when he 
functions in civil society, but other-worldly when drinking, writing poetry 
or just resting. The Chinese is extrovert and values life. This is in contrast 
to the Hindus who shun the illusory world and allow metaphysics to 
preside  over things.

There is thus correlation in everything in Chinese life. When told by 
philosophers, the feminine yin is matched with a masculine yang, the 
valley matches the mountain, darkness pairs light, cold doubles warmth 
and so forth. The yin and the yang  opposite each other but always in 
complementary union. Lao Tzu says, “One knows the masculine and yet 
keeps to the feminine.“
 

        

        

According to Fung Yu-lan, the word yang meant originally sunshine and 
light, while yin originally meant night and darkness. He says, "Later yin 
and yang came to be regarded as the two cosmic principles. ... Through 
the co-operation of these two forces all the phenomena of the universe are  
created. This assumption has remained dominant in Chinese thinking."748

748 Fung Yu-lan 1948,  p.195ff. Jung refers to yin and yang as anima (yin) and animus (yang) 
and Koestler compares them with masculine reason (sofia: yang) and feminine intuition (osia: yin). 
S. Cain says that “introversion plays yin to the yang of extroversion.” Cain 2012, p. 61.



Confucius lived soon after Lao Tzu and used the term Heaven 
synonymously with Tao. The Confucian truth is first of all found in the 
Lun Yü, a compilation of conversations and sentences in twenty chapters, 
ascribed to Confucius. It does not mention Heaven often but Heaven is 
always the unitary principle. It governs the world which exists in the same 
natural manner as the Olympus in Greece. Both Tao and Heaven have 
anthropopathic traits but cannot be regarded as anthropomorphic. There is 
nothing deistic in either Heaven or Tao, even though both display a moral 
Will.  Confucian parlance soon combined the two terms as t’ien-tao　[J. 
tendô　天道], “Heaven-Tao”.749 Confucius emphasized  ceremony and 
propriety, while Lao Tzu stressed the human heart and mind. They were 
close but Lao Tzu had the inner quality of mysticism that makes him more 
interesting than Confucius who stresses ethics.

The Taoist truth is found  in Lao Tzu’s Tao Te Ching,’The Classic of the 
Way and Virtue’,  a text of a little more than 5.000 words, more 
meaningful than any other Chinese text. Its inner cohesion and message 
are so convincing that one cannot doubt that it was created by a thinker of 
the highest rank.  Its vision is invoking an all-comprehensive Eternal. 

Lao Tzu says that the Tao is ‘unnameable’, but since a term is needed , tao 
is the best possible. Tao means a way or a road that leads somewhere and 
has sense, direction and a goal.

The ideal was the Sage (sheng jen 聖人), less mentioned by Confucius 
than by Lao Tzu, whose follower, Chuang Tzu,  spoke of the True Man 
(chên jen 真人) and the Ultimate Man (chih jen 至人). “He is nature 
itself,” he says.750 He describes the Sage further, “Vast is his utter 
simplicity! Accomplishment, profit, contrivances, dexterity are neglected 
by such a  man. He goes only where intuition directs him and does only 
what his heart dictates. He can be said to be a person of all virtues, of 
winds and waves…..”751 Confucius’s primary follower was Mencius. His 
work, the Meng Tzu, “Samtalen”, is a comprehensive work in dialogue 
form. After Chuang Tzu and Mencius followed a rich Taoist and 
Confucian literature.

749 Heaven has been defined as "a cosmic moral order and a being or power, possessing 
intelligence and will, which guides impartially the destinies of men." Sources of Chinese 
Tradition, Vol. 1, p. 6. The Way (tao) is the cosmic order in Taoist thought.　

750. Chuang Tzu, ch. 21.
751. Ibid, ch, 12



Confucius’s ideal was the man of virtue. He takes himself as an example. 
He says, “At forty, I had no doubts, At fifty I knew the decrees of Heaven 
天命 (t’ien ming), At sixty, my ear was obedient [to these decrees], and at 
seventy, I could follow what my heart desired, without transgressing what 
was right.” It was said about him, soberly, that ”The subjects on which the 
Master did not talk were extraordinary things, feats of strength, disorder, 
and spiritual beings.”752

In Confucian countries the first virtue is “jen” (仁), goodness or 
benevolence. Confucian thought is therefore often referred to as the “the 
jen religion.” Jen is mentioned together with righteousness and  comprises 
all virtues. It flows from the Tao, the Absolute Truth. With the three 
words, hsing - hsin - ching 性心情, human nature, mind753 and human 
sentiments” the Chinese express man’s nature. The mind turns both 
inwards and outwards. “It is situated between the interior or psychic 
world and the exterior or spatio-temporal continuum.”754

In the Sung era (960-1279) one meets the Neo-Confucian thought by Chu 
Hsi (1130-1200). He was the Confucius of his era and ranks as one of 
China's great philosophers. He summed up and concluded a millennium 
and a half of thought and his synthesis dominated not only Chinese 
thought but also Japanese and Korean thought until the twentieth century. 
To the ancient metaphysical dimension was added the dual thought of  
ch’i (気, J. ki), energy and  (理, J. ri) principle.  The Tendô combined with 
the  理 and ch'i 気.

In the latter Confucian thought, the ch’i is the energy that permeates the 
entire cosmos and is “the building block of the universe.” “It fills up all 
between heaven and earth.” It condenses and disperses all things. Earth is 
not a dead body: it is inhabited by ch’i that is the substance of all things, 
the cosmic stuff and its pneuma. Thus, ch’i  is a composite of energy and 
matter. The entire world of time and space is constituted by it. In all its 
forms, whether perceptible or imperceptible, it is elusive and difficult to 
name. It is rendered ch’i 気 (ki in Japanese). When a translation is 
attempted, it is as ‘energy-matter.’ It is energy, invisible, and matter, 
visible.755 Energy comes first and matter second. The ch’i can, mutatis 

752. Lun Yû VII: 20. 
753. Mind 心 is often translated as ‘heart and mind’ since it relates as much - and often more - to 
the emotive than to the thinking capacity of man. 
754. Jung cited in Brome 1980, p. 276.  “Love and goodness are its moral aspects.”

755. Lidin 2006, pp. 19-26.



mutandis, be compared with electromagnetism. The Neo-Confucian 
philosopher Chang Tsai 张载 (1020-1077) says:
 
“Ch'i encompasses both Heaven and Earth. The ch'i of Heaven and Earth 
condenses or dissolves into a thousand forms. It fills the cosmos, 
ascending and descending, never stopping. This ch'i is the beginning of 
things, of movement (tung 動, J. dô) and stillness (ching 靜, J. sei) and of 
hard and soft. What is going up is the clear yang ch'i and what is going 
down is unclear yin ch'i. The yin and yang, condensing and dispersing, 
become wind and rain and frost and snow. That all things take on forms, 
that mountains soar up, that rivers flow down and that there are also 
sediments, is explained by this."756 Chang Tsai continues: "The Great 
Vacuity consists of ch'i. Ch'i of necessity integrates to become the myriad 
things. Things of necessity disintegrate and return to the Great Vacuity. ... 
He who apprehends integration and disintegration, appearance and 
disppearance, form and absence of form, and can trace them to their 
source, penetrates the secret of the flow of change.”757

The Chinese ch’i thinking is close to European thought. Newton, for 
example, considered the physical stuff to be  material particles. At the end 
of the nineteenth century it was considered to be an electromagnetic 
field.758 The quantum field is likewise described as an interconnected web 
of energy and matter.

The Tao Tê Ching 道徳経 and the Chuang Tzu 荘子 are pearls in  the 
world philosophy. Chuang Tzu, like Lao Tzu 老子, puts Tao above 
Heaven. It is the eye of providence that protects from  Heaven. It is the 
uppermost unnameable Way (tao). Then follows the cosmic law, the order 
of nature, the material world, the social world and finally man. All 
emanate from the same Tao and Chuang Tzu uses some twenty terms to 
name this "unnameable" first universal Way. See,  for example, the first 
chapter of the Tao Tê Ching or the seventh chapter of the Chuang Tzu.

Nature corresponded with  Heaven‘s Will. The same cosmic thought was 
expressed in the West from Heraclitus (c. 535-c. 475) in the fifth century 
756 Chang Tsai quoted in Sources of Chinese Tradition, pp. 466-467.
757 Quotation from Chang Tsai, found in I. E. Kasoff, The Thought of Chang 
Tsai (1020-1077), p. 49. Much of the passage about Chang Tsai profits from 
Kasoff's work.
758. “Chang Tsai and Einstein  are side by side when they express the equivalence of 
mass and energy and declare that ch’i (ki) and energy are the ultimate reality and 
indestructible.…). Lidin 2006, pp. 194-195. 



BC. Heraclitus realized the dynamic interplay of opposite forces and the 
hidden harmony of the universal  process and Einstein recognized an 
indestructible balance  between mind and matter.  In the Sung synthesis, 
the correspondence is between the li principle and ch‘i energy. Einstein‘s 
theory of relativity approximates them. 759

Lao Tzu (Google)

759. Cf. Whitehead 1925, p.102ff. In Europe the psychic ether presents a field, in India Indra‘s net 
and in present science quantum physics.



Confucius stylised, (Google)

The non-purposiveness of Taoism lead to the philosophy and ethics of 
wu-wei 無為, "non-action.“ Wu wei does not signify inactivity, nor 
passivity or dullness of soul, rather, inspired effortless activity. The Sage 
does nothing but everything is done - naturally and spontaneously. “He 
cleaves without cutting,“ says Lao Tzu. He performs as though not acting 
- but authentic action takes place. He respects the universal laws of nature 
and refrains from activity contrary to nature. The wu wei exhibits the 
situational dynamism that springs from an individual's intuition. 
Intentional living, on the other hand, focuses on finite things. In no other 
philosophy is naturalness and unintentionality, so puzzling in its 
simplicity or complexity, taken so resolutely as the foundation of personal 
life and social cohesion. "Let there be no action, and there is nothing that 
will not be well regulated (無為則無不治 wu wei tsê wu pu chih, J. mui 
soku mufuchi). "The great Sage does nothing and originates nothing, he 
merely contemplates all within the four seas. He discards the excessive, 
the extravagant, the extreme. He does not 'over-act' - but everything is 
done."760

Like Heraclitus in ancient Greece Lao Tzu sees not a being but a 
becoming. Things change and are never ever the same. “All is in a 
flow” (panta rei) says Heraclitus and Lao Tzu echoes and says that 
everything is an “unceasing continuity”. They lived in the same early 
historic times, but pictured, continents apart, the same interplay of 
constancy and change.761 They both recognized the underlying cosmic 
order, harmony and truth and an Eternal source. For Heraclitus it was 
Logos and for Lao Tzu it was Tao, that represented the infinite reality. 

The wu wei ideal is found in Ch’an 禅 (Zen) Buddhism, where the 
meditative trend leads to spontaneous ‘no-action’ life. In the nô theatre in 
Japan, which was highly influenced by Ch’an 禅 (Zen), the yûgen 幽玄　
(‘beauty and elegance’) characterizes the acting, so naturally sublime that 
it is like no acting. The wu wei ideal shows also in the tê force (徳, J. 
toku) in things. It is nature in man and discerned in the virtue of 
benevolence . It shows in gentleness, humility and sincerity.762 Of special 
importance is the ruler's tê. His virtue affects society as a whole. "He 

760. Lao Tzu, ch. 81ff. "Wu wei signifies letting things take their own course, not against the grain 
of things, and refraining from all action contrary."
761. Heraclitus is given the dates c. 545-c. 475 BC and Lao Tzu the 6th century.
762    Lun Yü, XV: 17.



leads through his tê," says Confucius,763 and says further, "He who 
exercises government by means of tê may be compared to the north polar 
star, which keeps its place and all the stars turn towards it."764   
  
Other virtues prized highly were uprightness (正, cheng, J. sei), sincerity 
of heart (誠, ch'eng, J. sei) and trustworthiness (shin 信, hsin, J. shin), all 
parts of benevolence and central in the Confucian message. Sincerity was 
the highest praise afforded a person. It was the result of a life of jen and 
the Way of Heaven on earth.765 Without sincerity, even perfect  behaviour 
was empty and shallow.

The wu-wei man "has no desire to display his excellence." He has no 
ambitions and thus no failures. "He accomplishes his task but does not 
claim credit for it." He makes a virtue of modesty and being true to 
himself: "The Sage places himself in the background but finds himself in 
the foreground. He puts himself away, and yet he always remains." “He 
moves in the realm of human affairs but also in the transcendental world.”  
“He is minimal in his demands, he does not envy and is not envied.” “He 
has what he needs; the rest is vanity.”766 He brings the spiritual down on 
earth and raises the earth up to the spiritual.767 "He is free from vanity: He 
does not show himself. He does not justify himself, therefore he becomes 
prominent. He yields and wins." He bends with the willow rather than 
break with the oak. Softness (and femininity) is preferred to hardness (and 
masculinity): "The weak and tender overcome the hard and the strong. 
The female always overcomes the male by tranquillity, and by tranquillity 
she is underneath." Often weakness is likened to water: "There is nothing 
softer and weaker than water, and yet there is nothing better for attacking 
hard and strong things. The great rivers are kings of all mountain streams 
because they skilfully stay below them. Tao in the world may be likened 
to rivers and streams running into to sea. The best is like water. Water is 
good; it benefits all things and does not compete with them. It dwells in 
places which all disdain."768

763  “The flow of jen is tê.”  Tê can be regarded as the entelechy of both organic and inorganic 
matter. Man differs from the rest of creation in easily deviating from his tê. He must make efforts 
to live the tê life. In Taoist literature tê is exemplified in terms of skills - of the carpenter, boatman 
and so forth, but in Confucius in terms of the virtuous life of man.

764 Lun Yü, II: 1.
765    Meng Tzu IV:1; 12,1-2.

766 All quotes in this paragraph, from the Tao Tê Ching,

767 J. C. Cooper 1981, p. 10.

768 All quotations in this passage,  from the Tao Tê Ching.



 
Chuang Tzu says, “"The man of Tao affects everything but the people do 
not attribute anything to him. What he has done is never mentioned; 
everything is happy of itself. “Taking his pleasure in the Tao, he enjoys 
perfect freedom." "While all things change, the man of the Tao changes 
not. He is one with tao here and now. What is actually being done is never 
mentioned, so all creation is happy of itself.” The Chinese have it in their 
“of itself”, tzu jan 自然 (shizen), thought. 

Both the Taoist and the Confucian harked back to an idealized past, a 
Golden Age, when man lived in harmony with his own self and formed a 
trinity with Heaven and Earth. Heaven represented the transcendent half 
and Earth the immanent half of reality. Man was in the middle and 
responsible for their maintenance. He was there to assist Heaven and 
Earth. The emperor, the Son of Heaven, t’ien-tzu 天子, J. tenshi, was 
Heaven’s representative on Earth, and it depended first of all on him 
whether the Whole was in harmony. Heaven was the source of the Way 
and rites and rituals were central in what the Way decreed.769

The Tao is described in a Chinese poem (1556):

“Vast indeed is the Ultimate Tao,
Spontaneously exiting without acting, …
Existing before Earth and existing before Heaven,
Silently embracing the whole of time, 
Continuing through all eons, …
Transmitted by generations of sages.
It is the ancestor of all doctrines,
The mystery beyond all mysteries.”770

While the West has cloven the Whole into pieces, the Chinese has never 
left the Whole out of sight. Chuang Tzu says, “Great knowledge sees all 
in one; small knowledge breaks down into the many.”771

33. China and the West

769 An approximate comparison would be the Eternal=Heaven, Christ=Tao and the 
Word=. 
770. A Ming rock inscription dated 1556. Other creeds have given similar expressions of the zero 
reality.
771. Chuang Tzu, ch. 2, Merton’s translation.



Physical science did not develop in China like in Europe.772 The reason 
might be that the society and education was too tightly set up around 
traditional values for a Descartes to appear. Europe remained politically 
split into a number of kingdoms and competition was intense. New ideas 
were allowed to occur and cross borders. In China the world remained 
monolithic under a celestial Heaven.

It should be remembered that the Chinese civilization was monolithic 
from the third century BC. The intellectual competition at the time of 
Confucius and Mencius was lost as the thought was frozen first in Legalist 
and then in  Confucian form.  For two millennia China was ‘all under 
Heaven’ (t’ien-hsia 天下), and disdained  anything peripheral to its 
civilization. Its culture became its straitjacket. It was the perfect 
monolithic  system. No competition threatened its position. Its culture 
spread to all countries around.  

The Confucian classics were made the basis of examinations in the 
imperial college, established in 125 BC. From then onwards officials and 
scholars learned them by heart. They were literally written in stone to 
vouch for their eternal sanctity. They were the Gospel and about them 
commentaries were written in every generation and dynasty and 
memorized from age to age by the intellectual class. 

The greatest among the exegetes was Chu Hsi. His commentaries on the 
Confucian classics became the orthodoxy and the curriculum for  the civil 
service examinations from 1313 to 1905. Until the last days of the empire,  
Chu Hsi was officially honoured as the equal of the Great Sages of 
antiquity.

The future belongs to syncretism, comprising East and West. This relates 
to religion not less than to physical and social sciences. In all religions 
there is one single eternal truth. Atheism challenges it but becomes itself a 
creed and religion. One can collate the traditions and fit together a mosaic 
of the Eternal in comparative research. Together they display the feelings 
of love and compassion that man nurses vis-à-vis both neighbour and 
society.

China has shown the strength of syncretism.  Taoism and Confucianism 

772. Still, China had, as J. Needham shows,  its own sciences, just like ancient Greece, Egypt, 
Rome, India, the Incas and so on. They only lacked a Cartesian division like in the West.



formed a symbiosis and Buddhism was soon added as a third part to a 
syncretic pattern that enveloped China from Han times. They have the 
same roots and are strands of the same cord. Taoism represents primarily 
the metaphysics (Tao) while Confucian thought the morality of human 
society. They form an interdependent seamless  synthesis. Buddhism 
added an adornment to the cord. The result was a three-fold symbiosis of 
popular practices, beliefs and ideals. It became the heart of Chinese 
culture for millennia. When new ‘isms’ flooded China in recent centuries 
they were also easily added as decorations. Mao Tse-tung said that 
Marxism was nothing but a cosmetic that gave the Chinese a new face. 
The Chinese, also today, continue to live and die under the Taoist-
Confucian(-Buddhist) Heaven.773

Science and technology were handed to craftsmen who originated a 
Chinese science of  no despicable quality. It was for practical use and 
never for the sake of science. As J. Needham has described, ingenuous 
machines were developed for agriculture, mining and industry.774 Scholar-
officials participated in such projects. No great scientific breakthroughs, 
as in the West, are registered in the Chinese annals. The missing incentive 
was perhaps the lack of foreign challenge and competition. They never 
came because China was always culturally superior and looked up to by 
neighbours, the Japanese for 1400 years (!), the Mongols, Vietnamese and 
others for probably as long. Korea and Japan never rivalled China. They 
were humble admirers - and behaved as such. It was where they went to 
learn the arts and wisdom, also Buddhism. It is written that Japanese 
“literature, fine arts, cult of the dead, Buddhism and much else remained 
Chinese under Japanese lacquer.”775 Also Europe learned from China from 
the Romans onwards. Marco Polo was amazed and marvelled at what he 
saw and witnessed there in the thirteenth century.

It came therefore as a jolt when Europe and the West challenged China in 
the nineteenth century. It was a rude awakening and a scholar-official 
vomited when he recognized that there was a world that was to compare 
with China. They were humiliated by the warships, weapons and other 
specimens of the western civilization. It has taken more than a century for 
the Chinese to wake up to this challenge. They have, with a vengeance, 
and today the world is amazed - and shaken.

773. They are Taoist on some occasions, Confucian on some occasions and Buddhist on yet other 
occasions.
774. See Needham 1956, Vol. II.
775. V. Cronin 1955, p. 14.



“To integrate China into international society will be fantastic. It will be 
great for the world, great for China, great for everybody.”

34.  In fine. 

As Einstein said:
“The most beautiful experience we can have is the mysterious. It is the 
fundamental emotion which balances at the cradle of true art and science. 
Whoever does not know it and can no longer wonder, no longer marvel, is 
as good as dead, and his eyes are dimmed. It was the experience of 
mystery - even if mixed with fear - that engendered religion. The 
knowledge of the existence of something we cannot penetrate, our 
perceptions of the profoundest reason and the most radiant beauty, which 
only in their most primitive forms are accessible to our minds and hearts - 
it is this awareness and emotion that constitute true religiosity; in this 
sense, and in this alone, I am a deeply religious man. I cannot conceive of 
a God who rewards and punishes his creatures, or has a will of the kind 
that we experience in ourselves. Neither can I nor would I want to 
conceive of an individual that survives his physical death; let feeble souls, 
from fear or egoism, cherish such thoughts. I must be  satisfied with life in 
the mystery of the eternity and with the awareness and a glimpse of the 
marvelous structure of the existing world, in conjunction with a devoted 
striving to comprehend a portion, be it ever so tiny, of the Reason that is 
manifested in nature.”776 …  “What is the meaning of human life, or, for 
that matter, of the life of any creature? Or of it all? To know an answer to 
these questions means to be religious. You ask: Does it make any sense, 
then, to pose this question? I answer: The man who regards his own life 
and that of his fellow creatures as meaningless is not merely unhappy but 
hardly fit for life.”777

776. In A. Einstein, “Mein Glaubenserkenntnis (1932). The statement is quoted in, for example, in 
F. Herneck 1967, p. 255. English translation in, for example, A. Einstein 1982, Ideas and Opinions, 
p. 11. 
777.  Ibid. In Mein Weltbild (1934). 



 
(Translation☺)
And as Aldous Huxley said:

“The thing - the metaphysics that recognizes a divine reality substantial to 
the world of things and lives and minds; the psychology that finds in the 
soul something similar to, or even identical with, divine Reality; the ethic 
that places man’s final end in the knowledge of the immanent and 
transcendent ground of all being - the thing is immemorial and 
universal.”778

ADDENDA:

778. Huxley 1945, The Perennial Philosophy, quoted in Marginau 1984, p. 134.



(Life is a riddle and the solution is found on the other side.)
Life as expressed by the Danish author and cartoonist, Storm P(edersen).:



 

Guernica, Picasso 1937



Picasso: La Paix (Peace) (1952)

Peanuts
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